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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Paras 1.1.01 - 03
Representations made by:
ED84
ED14
ED79
ED105

Badby Parish Council
John Martin & Assoc. on behalf of Maidwell Hall School
Francis Jackson Homes
Aitchison Rafferty on behalf of Brixworth Parish Council and Brixworth Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group.

Overview of comments made:
Object to the local plan taking precedence over Policies R1 and H6 of the Joint Core Strategy
Objection to the intention that Policies R1 and H6 of WNJCS will be superseded once the Local Plan
Part 2 is adopted. Draft Policy RA3 is considered to be far more restrictive that WNJCS Policy R1 (i-v)
where those criteria relate to further new housing development where the proposed housing
requirement has already been met in the rural areas.
Question regarding the legality that the proposed Part 2 Local Plan can revisit, refresh or supersede
elements of the adopted WNJS. The correct approach should be through a review of the WNJCS. The
wording and assertion of the LP as drafted is therefore objected to.
Para 1.1.03 indicates that Policy R1 and H6 of WNJCS will be superseded; however in para 1.1.04 it
confirms reference is made to R1. Clarification is sought as this is confusing. This is further confused
where a settlement has a ‘made’ NDP in that Policy R1 WNJCS makes specific reference to NDP
whereas Policy RA1 reverts back to the requirements A-C in the policy potentially weakening the NP,
which should carry significant weight being part of the development plan.

Suggested response:
Following further consideration, it is agreed that the policies should not be considered to supersede
policy R1 in the part 1 plan, therefore changes to the text should be made to reflect this. However, the
definition of Gypsy and Travellers has changed in the NPPF, and new evidence was commissioned
across West Northamptonshire to comply with this new definition, therefore a more up to date policy
will be included in the Part 2 plan based on this new evidence. WNJCS confirms that detailed
implementation of R1 is through the part 2 plan. Through this, implementation of criteria 1-10 has
been undertaken in setting the settlement hierarchy and the remaining criteria taken forward in
respective settlement hierarchy policies. Therefore, it is considered that only policy H6 should be
superseded, therefore changes to the text should be made to reflect this.
Suggested action:
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Amend paragraph 1.1.03 and delete paragraph 1.1.04;
Amend paragraph 5.1.07 and 6.6.9 and make other consequential editorial changes.

Section 1.4
Representations made by:
ED57 South Northamptonshire Council (SNC)
Overview of comments made:
SNC agree with para 1.4.01 that the delivery in the NRDA is ‘ongoing’ The SNC Local Plan Part 2 is
seeking to address the issues of supply within the NRDA through the inclusion of a positive, criteria
based policy that will allow limited development adjoining the NRDA until such a time the Part 1 Local
Plan is reviewed or it is possible to demonstrate a 5 year land supply. DDC as part of the duty to cooperate is urged to consider a similar approach.
SNC disagree with the assertion made in table (pg11) that the approach could ‘undermine’ the plan-led
system. SNC considers the approach to be realistic, pragmatic and plan-led approach to managing
development on the boundary of the NRDA.

Suggested response:
Comments noted. The reasons for DDC’s approach are clearly set out in the plan and the NRDA
background paper.
Suggested action:
No change

Para 1.4.04
Representations made by:
ED110 Marrons Planning on behalf of Hallam Land Management
ED124 Berrys on behalf of Vanderbilt Strategic Ltd
Overview of comments made:
The emerging draft does not clearly address the position within the Northampton Related
Development Area (NRDA). Cross referencing refers to the duty to co-operate paper background paper
and the HIS for Daventry, however progress made toward meeting the NRDA is not addressed within
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the HIS. The evidence to support that no policy response is necessary in relation to the delivery rates of
the NRDA is not published by the Council. It is therefore not possible to comment of whether it is
appropriate that this plan does not make any provision to address any potential shortfall that may arise
in delivery within the NRDA.
Representation is specific to Overstone Farm. For the plan to be considered positively prepared, the
plan makers should reassess the potential of the site as a development opportunity in the context of its
position in almost within the NNSUE and in its role of meeting unmet requirements from neighbouring
authorities.
Disagree that there are just ‘potential’ issues about the issues about the rate of delivery. The issues are
very real and represent themselves as very poor housing land supply for Northampton Borough which
is failing to deliver housing for its community. DDC local plan fails to plan positively to provide a
response to the continuing housing shortfall for the Borough. The Part 2 plans offer the best and most
appropriate means to address the unmet housing needs within the West Northants Housing Market
Area through the plan led process and DDC should take this opportunity.
The allocation of Overstone of the sites to support Northampton’s needs would be entirely compliant
with Part B of Policy SP1. Request that the site is allocated as an extension to the SUE.

Suggested response:
There is no evidence of a land supply issue in the NRDA, the issue is about delivery. Given that the
planning system is plan led, the proper approach is to encourage delivery on sites provided for in
current allocations and those that comply with current policy. See also the NRDA Background Paper
Suggested action:
No change.

Section 1.7
Representations made by:
ED42 Welford Parish Council
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
ED84 Badby Parish Council
Overview of comments made:
Support is given to Settlements and Countryside Local Plan (SCLP) and its emphasis on preserving open
spaces, the historic environment and sustainable development.
Para 1.7.01 states that only made NDPs are part of the statutory development plan. The advice note on
neighbourhood planning and the historic environment states that NDPs do not have to be ‘made’ to
carry significant weight and consideration in planning decisions. It would be helpful if the SCLP
specifically referenced the advice note and mirrored the status given.
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Clarification is sought as to what the status is of neighbourhood plans that are ‘made’ between now
and the finalisation of the local plan. The PC hold the view that those neighbourhood plans should
prevail above the draft local plan .
There should be a statement that no clauses in the Daventry plan should overrule and compromise
‘made’ local plans
Suggested response:
It is acknowledged that, by virtue of the Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017, planning authorities must
have regard to a post examination draft neighbourhood development plan.
Suggested action:
No change to the plan

Section 1.8
Representations made by:
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
ED 93 Gladman Developments Ltd
Overview of comments made:
It would useful to have this section explain what ‘sustainable’ means. There should be greater
specificity surrounding the nature of the services together with how and when those services are to be
delivered.
Raise concern that the emerging DLPP2 appears to move away from the presumption in favour of
sustainable development that is required by the NPPF and Policy SA of WNJCS. There is no mechanism
within the DLPP2 to provide flexibility that is needed to enable a positive response to rapid change that
is required by para 14 NPPF. Further flexibility is required to allow for development to be brought
forward to meet housing needs without delay.
Suggested response:
The plan does not move away from the presumption in the NPPF and the WNJCS. Given the presence
of policy SA in the WNJCS there is no need to repeat it in the part 2 plan.
Sustainable development is defined in the NPPF and a summary of that is included in paragraph 1.8.01
Suggested action:
No change
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Policy NP1
Representations made by:
ED80 Bidwells on behalf of Davidsons Developments Ltd.
ED 93 Gladman Developments Ltd

Overview of comments made:
Overall supportive of the Draft LPP2 approach to encourage neighbourhood development planning.
Object to Policy NP1.
Clarification provided within NP (ii) and Appendix F with regard to strategic policies of the local plan are
noted and has the potential to provide a greater degree of certainty to qualifying bodies on which
polices NDP must be in general conformity to.
NP1 (iii) states that allocations should comply with the criteria set out in the relevant settlement
hierarchy of the local plan. The criteria contained in the settlement hierarchy restrict residential
development outside of village boundaries. Request that criteria (iii) of NP1 is omitted.
Policy NP1 (iii) should go further by making it clear to communities that all settlements can play a role
in delivering sustainable development and that additional sites to those in the local plan can be
included within NDP where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate need.
Policy NP1 (v) Recognition should also be given here to the need to provide flexibility with NDPS to
ensure that development which is sustainable can come forward without delay in accordance with the
presumption in favour of sustainable development.
Policy NP1 should be complemented by the Councils SCI which should then be regularly updated is it
provides up to date guidance to groups seeking to prepare and implement NDPs.
Suggested response:
The policy already states that additional sites can come forward through neighbourhood development
plans
Suggested action:
No change
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Chapter 2 – Spatial Portrait
General
Representations made by:
ED11 Lucas Land & Planning
ED38 Lampton and Hanging Houghton Parish Council
ED98 Oxalis on behalf of Pedrix Ltd

Overview of comments made:
Weedon Bec should be identified in the Spatial Portrait as one of the most important villages in the
District. Weedon is one of the largest rural settlements with a significant and growing employment
sector.
Spatial Portrait gives an unhelpfully selective and partial overview of the District. The portrait makes no
reference to the new outflow of commuting from the District to other local authority areas, with
significant flows of Daventry District residents travelling to Northampton, South Northants and Rugby
Borough to access employment.
Whilst the spatial portrait acknowledges the vast majority of journeys to work are taken by private car,
it raises the question how to best respond through land use and other policies to reduce the need to
travel.
Given the shortfall in non-strategic employment sites, it is surprising there are no references at all to
this key land use planning and economic issue. Objection to the selective approach taken which can be
overcome by a more rounded and fuller depiction of some of the key issues, challenges and
opportunities in the District.
The spatial strategy contains important information which directly informs subsequent sections of the
plan for example the important role of villages and the key role they play in accommodating the
majority of people. The explicit reference to several of the largest villages including Brixworth as ‘other
main centres of population’ is supported, however it is unclear as to how successfully this recognition
translates into the proposed spatial strategy and policies relating to land allocations
The draft plan should be amended to ensure it does more to respond more positively and fully to NPPF
para 19. The plan is considered to be unsound as it is not being positively prepared nor justified as the
most appropriate strategy.
The age group ‘55 and over’ is not catered for in any category, housing being a good example where
there is a lack of provision for retirees who may wish to downsize and remain in the parish.

Suggested response:
It is accepted that this is a selective portrait of the District as to provide a full description would be
overly lengthy. The purpose is to identify some key facts about the population economy etc., to help
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provide some understanding of the District.
The Council is proactively working to provide for over 55 accommodation. There are now two schemes
in Daventry town on land owned by the Council which have recently been granted planning
permission. The plan also includes policies to provide further such accommodation, based on evidence
commissioned for the plan.
Suggested action:
No change

Para 2.5.03
Representations made by:
ED33 Crick Parish Council
Overview of comments made:
This section refers to ‘good access’ to bus services for the named villages. Whilst this may apply to
other villages it doesn’t apply to Crick. The analysis of public service availability needs to be reviewed
as in reality all the rural communities continue to rely predominantly on the car for transport.

Suggested response:
Comment noted – it is acknowledged that the provision of bus services varies in these villages.
Suggested action:
Delete ‘good’ from paragraph 2.5.03

Para 2.4
Representations made by:
ED 87 Harlestone Parish Council
Overview of comments made:
Section 2.4 fails to recognise the very significant differences between rural and urban economies and
demographic present throughout Daventry District. Planning decisions would be better informed if this
distinction was made.
Suggested response
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It is accepted that there are distinctions between rural and urban economies. Whilst these are not
identified in paragraph 2.4, it is accepted that this would be relevant in the determination of
applications
Suggested action:
No change

Para 2.6
Representations made by:
ED84 Badby Parish Council
Overview of comments made:
Support the general description of the rural built and natural environment. The statement and the
retention of the features should underlie the implementation of all policies.
Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change
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Chapter 3 – Vision and Objectives
General
Representations made by:
ED22 Greenvolt Development
ED68 Staverton Parish Council
ED138 Daventry Town Council
Overview of comments made:
Concern relating to how the plan meets the vision it seeks to achieve. It is accepted that the plan
delivers a strategy for today, the lack of safeguarding land for the future is evident and it is evident that
there is a lack of cohesion with the Core Strategy and Northamptonshire County Council.
The draft plan does not take into account the wider issues facing the medium –to-long term future of
the District and fails to identify and protect assets which have the opportunity to address and deliver
these issues. A lack of a long-term forward thinking strategy working with the neighbouring authorities,
will make it increasingly difficult to successfully deliver the necessary housing and infrastructure
requirements needed to support a successful vision.
A more robust approach should be taken in relation to the policy development of Daventry town in the
area of retail and leisure. More emphasis should be on a vigorous policy approach which will enable
the delivery of improved retail / leisure facilities and infrastructure.
The vision for Daventry appears to follow on from the vision in the WNJCS. However it is considered
that this is too idealistic and generic and opportunities have been missed to make the vision more
specific and localised to Daventry.
The aspiration to an offer a ‘robust commercial core moving strongly towards a well-developed office
sector’ whilst laudable will not materialise unless a significant policy position is created. For office /
research and development employment led plan to work, very careful consideration of the associated
attractors and infrastructure is essential to attract and sustain this type of employment.
It is considered that high quality research and development facility should be located close to allocated
B1 employment sites to create a rationale for larger service companies to locate. DDC should be
targeting manufacturing companies and small scale service industry.
In the town centre, mixed use regeneration sites (1, 3 and 5) will be difficult to deliver with office space
included as these types of development require specialist developers and often need incentives for
non-viable elements of the scheme. It is very unlikely that the town will provide a bug enough magnet
for companies to invest given the high out-migration rates for work to other centres.
Further dedicated policies should be included within the plan to achieve its aim of diversifying the
employment base and focusing on more service orientated businesses.
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Suggested response:
The Part 2 plan needs to be consistent with the WNJCS and therefore take forward its vision.
The plan contains a number of policies and allocations related to supporting the economy and the
town centre however it needs to provide sufficient flexibility to respond to rapid change as per the
NPPF.
Policies related to the town centre are considered to be sufficiently flexible to respond to changing
behaviours whilst supporting its vitality and viability.
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Vision
Representations made by:
ED40
ED80
ED85
ED139
ED142

Weedon Bec Parish Council
Bidwells on behalf of Davidsons Developments Ltd
NCC Public Health Team
Roger Tustain on behalf Highcross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Savills on behalf of Christ Church, Oxford

Overview of comments made:
The Vision is not achievable within Daventry town and District in the context of national economic and
legislative situation.
Health and Wellbeing should be included in the Vision for Daventry and as an objective as it is
considered to be a key element of a sustainable community. Proposed wording includes:
“Vision:
New development will contribute to the health and wellbeing of Daventry residents, including through
design which supports and encourages healthy and active lifestyles.”
“Objectives:
Objective X - Health and wellbeing To support the health and wellbeing of new and existing
communities through designing new development which supports and encourages healthy and active
lifestyles.”
Object to the vision. It is important to recognise the housing requirements in the vision and objective.
There is concern that the vision does not sufficiently consider the necessary growth implications for the
District’s rural area and does not sufficiently the settlements in the rural area to which the amount of
growth will be directed. The vision should be amended to consider the necessary growth implications
for Daventry District‘s rural areas and the sufficient amount of growth for settlements in the rural
areas.
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Overall the rhetoric of improvement and aspirations for vibrant communities expressed within the plan
is not born out by the reality of the plan’s content. Shutting down the possibility of development in
rural areas is a restrictive and negative intervention in the housing market. Restricting development in
primary service villages will mean that shops and facilities become unsustainable and any possibility of
betterment shut down. Para 10.0.01 highlights the considerable importance of sustainable community
services in all villages in the district but offers no positive initiatives or help for improvement or
development. The negativity of the plan which offers nothing for the betterment of village life, as it
focuses all of its energies on promoting the interests of Daventry town over that of rural areas.
Support given to the Councils vision which is set out through the objectives 1-13. The Daventry south
west allocation assists in the delivery of the 14 objectives of the local plan.
Support for the key focus of development to be on the town of Daventry as set out by the vision of the
local plan.

Suggested response:
The Part 2 plan needs to be consistent with the WNJCS and therefore take forward its vision.
The plan already includes policies relating to health and wellbeing
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objectives - General
Representations made by:
ED85 NCC Public Health Team
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
Overview of comments made:
Health and Wellbeing should be included as an objective as it is considered to be a key element of a
sustainable community. Proposed wording includes:
“Objectives:
Objective X - Health and wellbeing To support the health and wellbeing of new and existing
communities through designing new development which supports and encourages healthy and active
lifestyles.”
The Objectives are welcomed, however they need to go further and protect the character of rural
communities by committing to protecting and retaining the urban / rural separation. It should also
insist development take account of local character by using locally sources material and reflecting local
design. Where urban and rural areas meet, design of development should include transitional
elements.
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Suggested response:
The Part 2 plan needs to be consistent with the WNJCS and therefore take forward its vision.
Policies are already included on health and wellbeing.
Relevant policies for rural areas refer to form and character which would be used for decision making
purposes.
Suggested action:
No change.

Policy : Objective 1
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to objective 1 which is to mitigate and adapt to climate change through the promotion
of sustainable design, ensuring allocations are resilient to climate change and flooding, encouraging
renewable energy and ensuring new development promotes the use of sustainable travel modes.
Suggested response:
Comment noted.
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 2
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to objective 2 which is states that social physical and green infrastructure will be
adequately provided to meet the needs of people and businesses.
Suggested response:
Comment noted
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Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 3
Representations made by:
ED40 Weedon Bec Parish Council
ED42 Welford Parish Council
ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf of Pedrix Ltd
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton lodge
Overview of comments made:
Difficult to see how objective 3 (reducing the need to travel) can be met when the plan proposes to
impose tightly drawn rural confines which do not allow for expansion of employment opportunities in
village.
Surprised there is no mention in the plan of future proposals for the bus station in Daventry. This is a
concern to village residents who in the absence of a post office will need to make more journeys into
Daventry. The present organisation of the bus interchange is not good from any prospective and give a
poor impression of the town.
Support the objective. The strategic allocation of Daventry south west will provide a range of on-site
infrastructure reducing the need to travel by car. The site is located in a highly sustainable location on
the edge of the principal settlement in the District. The Daventry SW allocation supports the delivery of
this objective.
Support given to objective 3 to reduce the need to travel
Although objective 3 recognises the problems of social inclusion in rural areas, Welford which was
regarded as a sustainable village will no longer be so with the withdrawal of the bus service, and the
parish council seek a harder line to rectify it.
Suggested response:
Policy R2 of the WNJCS provides guidance for rural economic development which supports certain
forms of development including the expansion of existing businesses.
The level of bus service is only part of the settlement hierarchy assessment. It also considers a number
of other factors relevant to the sustainability of a settlement.
Suggested action:
No change
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Policy : Objective 4
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support the objective which ensures new development in urban areas effectively supports and links
new and existing communities physically and socially to achieve social cohesion and address the areas
of deprivation identified in parts of Daventry.
Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 5
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 5 which identifies that the regeneration of Daventry Town Centre will be
through planned growth and infrastructure delivery. Daventry South west is a substantial strategic
housing allocation on the edge of the existing settlement. The new population will generate additional
expenditure helping to support existing services and facilities contributing to the local economy that
will in turn aid the regeneration of the town centre.

Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change
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Policy : Objective 6
Representations made by:
ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf of Pedrix Ltd
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 6, by strengthening and diversifying the local economy, more existing and
future residents will be able to live and work in Daventry, which will provide an economic benefit to
the whole District.
Support given to the Objective 6 to strengthen and diversity the local economy by taking advantage of
the well placed location, strategic transport network and proximity to London and Birmingham

Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 7
Representations made by:
ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf of Pedrix Ltd
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 7, by developing specialist business in Daventry which focuses on a low
carbon economy Daventry can gain recognition within specialist industries and attract further
economic growth, ultimately enhancing the profile of Daventry as a whole.
Support given to Objective 7 to support and develop opportunities for specialist employment clusters
and business development focused on a low carbon economy.

Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
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No change

Policy : Objective 8
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 8 which seeks to raise education achievement and the skill base of the
community. The Daventry south-west site will provide a new primary school.

Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 9
Representations made by:
ED40 Weedon Bec Parish Council
ED80 Bidwells on behalf of Davidsons Developments Ltd
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
As drafted the objectives do not include the rural areas growth requirements and instead only focusses
on additional growth at Daventry town. No additional residential land has been identified for the rural
area of the District. There is concern that the objective restricts growth in the District’s rural area to
‘limited development’
The objective should be amended to consider the necessary growth implications for Daventry District ‘s
rural areas and the sufficient amount of growth for settlements in the rural areas.
Support given to Objective 9 which aims to provide a range of housing in sustainable locations.
Daventry South west is located on the edge of Daventry which supports the objectives of identifying
sites in sustainable locations. As a strategic site it will provide a highly sustainable residential led mixed
use development.
It is evident that the Council is desperate to raise the level of housing development in Daventry town
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which is below the requirements of the JCS. The plan seeks to do this by restricting opportunities for
development in the larger rural settlement. Primary service villages are not likely to be able to sustain
services to meet ‘day to day requirements’ if entrepreneurs and retailers are denied an expanding local
convenience.
Although the plan allows for development on exception sites in rural areas if a high proportion of
affordable is included, it is unlikely that developers are going to find that an attractive proposition. In
Weedon development opportunities are now shut down by village confines boundary and the
imposition of the conservation area. The likelihood is that within the duration of the plan Weedon will
become a large centre of population but with few sustainable services and therefore will hardly qualify
as a Primary service village. There is no provision within the life of the plan to review the designation or
for initiatives to maintain.
Suggested response:
The Part 2 plan needs to be consistent with the WNJCS and therefore take forward its vision.
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 10
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 10 which aims to protect the rural communities. Allocation of Daventry
South West located adjacent the main settlement of Daventry away from existing villages and helps to
preserve the rural communities by focusing large scale development on the edge of the larger urban
areas.
Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 12
Representations made by:
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ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton Lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 12 which seeks to protect natural species in the District and enhance the
existing strategic green infrastructure network.

Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 13
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 13 which seeks to achieving quality design in both rural and urban areas
that takes account of local character and heritage.
Suggested response:
Comment noted
Suggested action:
No change

Policy : Objective 14
Representations made by:
ED139 Nexus Planning on behalf of High Cross Farm and Drayton lodge
Overview of comments made:
Support given to Objective 14 which seeks to conserve and enhance heritage assets and their setting.
Suggested response:
Comment noted
20

Suggested action:
No change
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Chapter 4 – Daventry District Spatial Strategy
General
Representations made by:
ED46 Co-op

ED64 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Miller Homes

ED75 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Gallagher Estates Ltd

ED80 Bidwells on behalf of
Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED84 Badby Parish Council

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED91 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Gallagher Estates Ltd

ED92 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd

ED94 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf
of Pendrix Ltd

ED104 DLA Town Planning

ED110 Marrons Planning on
behalf of Hallam Land
Management

ED115 Barton Willmore on
behalf of Landform Daventry
Ltd

ED139 Nexus Planning on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge

ED141 Pegasus on behalf of
Barratt Developments &
Davidsons

ED142 Savills on behalf of
Christ Church, Oxford

Overview of comments made:
Housing
The over-reliance on housing being primarily delivered on large-scale Sustainable Urban Extensions is
considered to be overly simplistic and optimistic. Clear evidence of slippage on SUE sites suggests this
Plan has not been positively prepared, nor will it be effective.
The policy is insufficiently clear about how the Council will deal with the under delivery of housing in
Daventry and the NRDA against the requirements set out in the WNJCS. The policy adds very little to
the overall spatial strategy as set out in Policy S1 of the WNJCS. While para 1.4.04 states the lack of a 5
year land supply for the NRDA will be kept under review, this is not considered to be a proactive or
effective approach. Housing delivery information is only presented in respect of the District excluding
the NRDA. This is a significant shortcoming of the Part 2 Plan. To be considered sound it is necessary
for the plan to seek to address under-delivery in the NRDA - particularly given the limited opportunities
to increase supply in the NRDA within the geographical constraints of Northampton Borough Council
area. In order for the Plan to be sound it is imperative that it makes provision to address housing
supply shortfalls in respect of the part of the NRDA within Daventry District.
There needs to be a balanced approach to housing delivery across the whole District. Whilst para
5.2.17 sets out the exceptions criteria for when housing applications may be considered favourably
outside settlement confines, this is not enshrined in policy. Imposing what is, in effect a moratorium on
further housing outside Daventry town for the entire plan period will undermine social mobility and
prevent those communities from meeting their needs.
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Alternative approaches are suggested including
 A schedule of reserve housing sites, across the Primary Service Villages (which have had
effective delivery of housing), which could come forward over the Plan period should delivery
stall on the SUE sites would be a pragmatic and logical solution, which will enable the tests of
soundness to be met and would not compete in market terms with new housing at Daventry
North East. (Sites promoted)
 To assist in the delivery of sufficient homes to meet the NRDA’s needs and to provide greater
flexibility should delays be experienced in respect of NRDA sites, we recommend that
additional housing land is allocated in deliverable locations including primary service villages.
(Sites promoted)
 Allocate additional housing land close to Northampton/adjoining the NRDA to overcome under
delivery for Northampton’s needs
 Include a positive, criteria based policy to allow for appropriate development to come forward
during the Plan period until such time as the Part 1 Local Plan is reviewed or it is possible to
demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply. This is reflective of the approach that South
Northamptonshire Council are proposing to adopt in their Local Plan Part 2.
Landform support the principle of focusing development in Daventry, before primary service centres.
Nexus Planning support the principle of Daventry being the focus for growth to deliver its regeneration
and re-inforce its role as the sub-regional centre of West Northamptonshire. This importantly aligns
with the spatial strategy outlined in the WNJCS.
Promoter of alternative Daventry site supports the principle of focussing development at Daventry.
Delivery in Daventry town has not exceeded more than 151 dwellings per annum since 2011 and
Daventry North East alone is expected to deliver 200 dwellings per annum from 2023 to 2029. The
proposed additional provision for Daventry is not considered to be deliverable when considered
cumulatively with the outstanding commitments still yet to be delivered, particularly at Daventry North
East. The Part 2 Plan is considered to fail the effectiveness test of soundness in that it simply will not be
deliverable over the plan period due to the Daventry housing market not being strong enough to
deliver what is now being proposed within the plan period (an average of 371 dpa 2019-2029).
The allocation at Daventry South West blurs the distinction between the policies relating to Daventry
town and those relating to the rural areas.
A site has been promoted that could fund a flood alleviation project in Woodford Halse should be
allocated because of the environmental benefits for the village.
Employment
The spatial strategy represents a restrictive and unsustainable approach to the role of Primary
Service Villages to deliver additional, suitable, employment sites and floorspace
Suggested response:
NRDA issue- the need to increase delivery for the NRDA is an important issue however given the scale
of the shortfall (3,357 dwellings as at 1st April 2017) it is not considered to be a matter for this part 2
plan. Criterion B confirms that a plan-led approach will be supported to address this issue and the
Council is committed to working with neighbouring authorities to the review of the WNJCS, and the
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Council has already considered a report regarding this (Full Council 16th May 2018). .
The WNJCS (policies S1, N4) does not support piecemeal development adjacent to the NRDA (appeal
decision at Holly Lodge Drive, Northampton1 supports this position) and therefore in order to be
consistent with the WNJCS there is no requirement for further allocations and/or a criteria based policy
for further housing development for the NRDA. Consequently such an approach would be a matter for
the review of the WNJCS. The triggers for such a review are set out in the monitoring framework of the
WNJCS. Consequently it is not considered to be a matter for this part 2 local plan. This position is
supported by the Oxted Residential Ltd v Tandridge District Council case.
A background paper has been prepared to set the issues out more fully.
Rural area issue- The Part 2 Local Plan needs to be in conformity with the spatial strategy established
in the WNJCS. This confirms, in policy S3 what the distribution of development is and the requirement
for 2,360 dwellings in the rural areas has been exceeded. Therefore there is no justification for further
allocations and these could potentially undermine the spatial strategy, as illustrated in the Housing
Implementation Strategy which identifies the completions to date have been 2/3 in the rural area and
1/3 at Daventry town, whereas it should be the converse. However further limited development could
take place as set out through policy SP1 and the relevant settlement hierarchy policies.
Employment- Policy R2 of the WNJCS provides clear guidance on rural economic development. The
further allocations at Daventry town are consistent with the WNJCS spatial strategy to focus growth at
Daventry town and support its regeneration (Policy D1)
Suggested action:
No change
Policy SP1 – Daventry District Spatial Strategy
Representations made by:
ED9 Anthony Hawkey –
Daventry resident

ED85 Northamptonshire Public
Health Team

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd

ED95 Home Builders Federation
Overview of comments made:
Policy SP1(E) seeks to protect and enhance existing services and facilities within the District’s villages
by allowing ‘limited development’ to meet their identified housing needs. It is not clear from this
statement of policy as to what is meant by ‘limited’ in this context, or how the Council will identify the
housing needs of individual settlements to meet the requirement of this policy. Furthermore, the
policy should not be limited to existing services and facilities and should look to pro-actively support
opportunities for new services and facilities to be established.
1

nd

APP/Y2810/W/17/3178842 Dated 22 December 2017
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Criterion F should include ways of reducing vehicle congestion in, and around, Daventry by means of
some form of driverless transportation system encompassing the town, new housing developments
and connection to Long Buckby train station.
NCC Public Health team support the inclusion of health and wellbeing in this policy, recognising its
importance in sustainable development.
Policy SP1 Bullet Point (H) prioritises development on previously developed land (PDL) contrary to
national policy. The NPPF (para 111) encourages the effective use of land by re-using land that has
been previously developed (brownfield land) but it does not prioritise the use of such land against
sustainable development on non brownfield land.
Suggested response:
Criterion E is taken forward in the settlement hierarchy policies (RA1-RA4) which allow for limited
development where it meets an identified local need.
Criterion F refers to encouraging the use of sustainable transport modes. This is taken forward in the
Sustainable Transport chapter of the plan and in particular, policy ST1 that promotes opportunities for
walking and cycling between several locations in the town and District.
Criterion H is consistent with policy S1 of the WNJCS.
Suggested action:
No change
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Chapter 5 – Development in Rural Areas
Policy RA1 – Primary Service Villages
Representations made by:
ED3 Susan Poole- Brixworth
resident

ED11 Lucas Land and Planning
on behalf of Redinvest Ltd

ED33 Crick Parish Council

ED46 Co-op

ED57 South Northamptonshire
Council
ED79 Francis Jackson Homes

ED64 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Miller Homes
ED80 Bidwells on behalf of
Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED83 BRANE

ED88 Rosconn Strategic Land

ED95 Home Builders Federation

ED97 Wilson Bowden
Developments Ltd
ED104 DLA Town Planning

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd
ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf
of Pedrix Ltd
ED105 Aitchison Rafferty on
behalf of Brixworth Parish
Council and Brixworth
Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group
ED126 Aardvark Planning Law

ED65 Chris Myers – Long
Buckby Resident

ED 99 Savills on behalf of
Society of Merchant Venturers

ED110 Marrons Planning on
behalf of Hallam Land
Management
ED140 Howkins and Harrison
on behalf of Mr C Jackson
Overview of comments made:

ED111 Sworders on behalf of
Baker Family Trust
ED140 Howkins and Harrison
on behalf of Mr and Mrs Tyrrell

General
South Northamptonshire Council support the conclusions that housing requirements for the rural areas
have been met and further allocations are not required and that further housing should only be
permitted where it meets an identified local need. However they seek clarity as to how ‘local need’ is
established and whether it applies to both market and affordable housing.
Numerous objections received, predominantly from the development industry, many of which object
to the lack of flexibility in the policy, including drawing confines too tightly. Consider the policy is more
restrictive than policy R1 and there is more limited scope to accommodate development in exceptional
circumstances. The exceptional circumstances themselves are too restrictive and onerous and it is not
clear how the Housing Needs Surveys will work, including how and when they’ll be updated. These
should be comprehensive, with a robust methodology that includes liaison with recognised housing
consultancies and outside organisations.
Further reasons for objecting include that the policies should not create blanket restrictions against
development and the requirement of 2,360 dwellings is not a ceiling although it is being applied that
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way. A more positive, flexible approach is also needed to allow continued housing delivery and
maintenance of a 5 year housing land supply, this could be achieved through smaller allocations that
can come forward within 5 years. Some promoters argue their site should be allocated for delivery now
whereas some identify that they could be allocated as reserve sites, with policy triggers when there is a
lack of 5 year housing land supply.
In general sites are promoted on the basis that they will help maintain a 5 year housing land supply but
they are also justified on the basis that they are in locations that are sustainable, well-related to the
respective village, that they each constitute sustainable development and will help to support the
vitality and viability of the village they are situated in.
Some observations about the approach to policy R1 are provided, covered in detail at respective
settlements below but also in general that further consideration needed as to the appropriateness of
replacing it as it may remain relevant for decision making in the future.
Further housing development in the rural areas would also ensure services and facilities are supported
(as per section 3 and para 55 of the NPPF and the NPPG) and help to ensure the sustainability of these
settlements. Related to this, the policy should allow villages to grow and maintain services and facilities
rather than only support development required to support essential local services that are under
threat, this is too reactive as housing won’t be occupied in time to support the services. The policy
does not therefore accord with the thrust of para 55 of the NPPF.
Some observations about the lack of distinction between policies RA2 to RA4, these have similar
provisions and no distinction made that requires any additional housing requirement to first be
delivered in the Primary Service Villages.
However the additional flexibility regarding exceptional circumstances where housing land supply falls
below five years is welcomed but reserve sites should be identified to provide certainty. Related to this
further clarification as to what constitutes exceptional circumstances and how needs of individual
settlements will be determined and assessed is needed. Alternatively the exceptional circumstances
should not be exclusively defined but should be identified as illustrative of the type of development
that could be supported, with specific reference to environmental improvements also needed. Further
observations that the policy needs to include a balancing exercise that potentially allows development
outside the village confines where substantial benefits outweigh the harm. Suggested replacement
wording to para 5.2.17 provided setting this out. In addition alternative suggested wording also
suggested to support development outside the confines when required to meet identified local need.
Further comments identify that a criteria led policy approach should be introduced to set out
circumstances in which sustainable extensions to existing settlements may be appropriate. This should
provide meaningful response to meeting needs and allow flexibility to respond to changing
circumstances to ensure it is effective policy tool to meet shortfalls in housing supply.
Council should consider identifying requirements for individual settlements within the hierarchy.
Regarding Neighbourhood plans, the policy is too prescriptive for neighbourhood plans by referring to
criteria A to C. This is more onerous than the ‘general conformity test’ as set out in the basic
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conditions.
Some comments regarding the Objectively Assessed Needs (OAN) that underpin the WNJCS and that
they are fast approaching their ‘sell-by-date’ and a review of WNJCS, including a review of the OAN
should be undertaken now to ensure it is adopted by 2020.
Northampton Related Development Area
Regarding the Northampton Related Development Area, as part of the need for additional flexibility
some respondents also feel criterion B of the policy needs amending to provide additional housing
growth to make up shortfalls in delivery of housing in the NRDA, particular the 5 year housing land
supply. This also applies to Daventry Town.
Related to this the Local Plan should recognise the relationship of some of the parishes at the fringe of
Northampton with the NRDA as locations that are well related and benefit from a wide variety of
services, facilities and employment opportunities.
Villages/Settlements
Specific comments on a number of the primary service villages were made which are set out below;
Brixworth
Brixworth parish Council and BRANE support the confines, however observe that the position regarding
the relationship with policy R1 is confusing. The plan identifies (para 5.1.07) that once it is adopted,
policies RA1-RA5 will supersede R1 but the heading to policies confirm that the respective policies
support R1. They also consider R1 clear on controlling development in contrast to RA1 which is open
and unclear. Linked to this there is a lack of clarity regarding the relationship with Neighbourhood
Plans- R1 specifically refers to Neighbourhood Plans whereas RA1 refers to criteria A-C, potentially
weakening it. Superseding of R1 also potentially undermines Neighbourhood Plans that refer to policy
R1 – which would weaken the weight to be attached to them. R1 should not be superseded and RA1
strengthened to control development and include clear reference to the Neighbourhood Plan process.
Furthermore policy RA1 (B) indicates that some development could happen in the open countryside, in
contrast to policy RA5. Reference needs to be made to continued protection of valued open
countryside outside the settlement.
There is some support for the statement that a number of primary services villages have experienced
higher levels of development in recent years. However any assessment of amenities and infrastructure
is misleading without assessment of their capacity to cope with increases in demand from additional
development in both PSV and villages it serves.
Residents of the village have made the point that Brixworth is overwhelmed – Secondary Service
Villages should have more development directed towards them.
Residential sites promoted on the basis of the above general points (set out in the General section)
regarding the need for more flexibility, with various site specific reasons also provided.
A site promoter for an employment site (Oxalis on behalf of Pedrix) has objected, observing that
changes are required to ensure that the Part 2 Local Plan provides a suitably positive, proactive, and
sustainable strategy for Daventry District. This includes recognition of the important and strategic role
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played in delivering employment and other development or services by Primary Service Villages,
altering the spatial strategy to allow PSV’s to deliver additional, suitable, employment sites and
floorspace and the need to ensure a consistent approach to sites outside of settlement boundaries and
village confines – the suggestion is that residential sites will be regarded as being within the confines
once built-out, but there is no similar approach to employment sites.
Long Buckby
A resident of the village supports the confines, agrees there is no justification for residential allocations
and supports the identification of a strategic employment area at Long Buckby.
Residential sites promoted on the basis of the above general points (set out in the General section)
regarding the need for more flexibility, with various site specific reasons also provided, including
observations about the arbitrary nature of the confines.
Weedon
Weedon Bec Parish Council object as they feel the imposition of tight confines is unlikely to reduce
need to travel as it won’t allow additional growth to support services and facilities. Whilst the plan
seeks to protect role of PSV’s in providing opportunities to access local services it provides no
suggestion as to how the District Council will support continuance of local retail service provision. This
approach is too restrictive at large villages which will affect ability to sustain service provision. Whilst
rural exception sites are allowed, these are unlikely to be attractive to developers and tight confines
and the imposition of a conservation area has shut down development opportunities at Weedon –
services and facilities will therefore not be sustained. The plan focuses energies on promoting interests
of Daventry Town over the rural areas and doesn’t provide opportunities for betterment of village life.
Site promoters supports identification of Weedon as a primary service village but consider not
allocating sites goes to the soundness of the plan, conflicts with the NPPF and its requirement to ‘boost
significantly the supply of housing’ , the presumption in favour of sustainable development and need to
plan positively for development. They consider their sites are in a suitable location for development
and the confines are not drawn correctly.
Crick
Crick Parish Council are concerned that no explanation is given for how the reflective element has
been applied to the formulation of the settlement hierarchy and the weighting attributed to different
criterion. Furthermore the plan should seek to ensure smaller villages can sustain what services and
facilities they have to ensure they do not have an over reliance on Primary Service Villages’ – which can
contribute to congestion in these villages.
Various sites promoted at Crick for allocation on the basis of the above general points (set out in the
General section) regarding the need for more flexibility, with various site specific reasons also
provided, including observations about the arbitrary nature of the confines. Some sites promoted for
employment which are discussed in more detail in the Employment policies summary.
Moulton
A site promoter considers their site should be allocated as it is suitable now and will relate well to a
revised confines for Moulton which is needed to take into account approved housing developments to
the west of the village.
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Suggested response:
The Part 2 Local Plan needs to be in conformity with the spatial strategy established in the WNJCS. This
confirms, in policy S3 what the distribution of development is and the requirement for 2,360 dwellings
in the rural areas has been exceeded. Therefore there is no justification for further allocations and
these could potentially undermine the spatial strategy. However the policy does provide the necessary
level of flexibility for development outside the confines, including where there is an absence of a 5 year
land supply, Whilst this is not foreseen this flexibility in the policy will help to ensure the land supply
position is maintained without the need for further allocation. In addition development is allowed
when it is required to support essential local services that are under threat which will help to maintain
the vitality of settlements.
Furthermore a different distribution of development than set out in the WNJCS, either the split
between Daventry and the rural areas or the NRDA and the rural areas would need to be considered in
a review of the Part 1 plan and is not a matter for the part 2 plan. This position is supported by the
Oxted Residential Ltd v Tandridge District Council case.
Regarding the provision of new services and facilities, this is not precluded by the policy which refers to
supporting an essential local service that is under threat which could relate to new development of an
essential local service.
Policy RA1 clearly supports the role of Neighbourhood Plans at criterion D. The policy also provides
clear guidance on development at Primary Service Villages – following that established in policy R1. The
reference to criterion A-C is intended to guide the production of Neighbourhood Plans. However to
further clarify this role and to enable neighbourhood plans to make allocations outside the confines
only criterion B and C should apply however such allocation will only be supported in certain
circumstances, based on an identified local need. Furthermore to refer more closely with the
regulations the wording should refer to ‘be in general conformity’.
In terms of ‘replacing policy R1’ it is considered more appropriate to refer to settlement hierarchy
policies ‘taking forward’ policy R1 rather than superseding it.
Development in open countryside is only allowed in exceptional circumstances – which accords with
policy R1 and RA5.
Local need is identified through housing need surveys – these are produced in response to
neighbourhood plans or development activity and have a life of 3 years. Further clarity on this will be
set out in the plan.
Suggested action:
Revise criterion D of the policies RA1, RA2 and RA3 to read ‘Development that is provided for in a made
neighbourhood development plan will also be supported. Neighbourhood development plan policies
and/or allocations must accord should be in general conformity with the requirements of parts A B to
and C above.
Para 5.1.05 - Provide some additional wording that clarifies the circumstances in which local housing
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needs surveys are produced.
Para 5.1.07 – amend to clarify that the settlement hierarchy policies ‘take forward’ policy R1 rather
than supersede it. Also amend references in Appendix E.

Policy RA2 – Secondary Service Villages
Representations made by:
ED64 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Miller Homes

ED92 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED154 Terry Dougan – Kilsby
resident

ED91 Pegasus on behalf of
Gallagher Estates Ltd

ED26 Braunston Parish Council

ED41 Kilsby Parish Council

ED84 Badby Parish Council

ED144 Creaton Parish Council

ED135 Pitsford Parish Council

ED81 Badby Parish Council
Neighbourhood Plan Group

ED74 Flore Parish Council

ED44 Carter Jonas on Behalf of
JA Knight & Son (Farmers) Ltd

ED29 Patricia Fox – Badby
Resident

ED79 Francis Jackson Homes

ED42 Welford Parish Council

ED30 Katie Griffiths – Badby
Resident

ED137 Mr and Mrs J Townsend

ED10 West Haddon Parish
Council

ED119 Catrina Signey – Badby
Resident

ED71 Karen Edwards on behalf
of a group of Staverton
Residents

ED140 Howkins and Harrison
on behalf of Mr C Jackson

ED116 Nigel Griffiths – Badby
Resident

ED23 Geoffrey Edwards

ED80 Bidwells on behalf of
Davidsons Developments

ED68 Staverton Parish Council

ED113 Sworders on behalf of
Michael Thompson

ED19 G Walter- Staverton
Resident

ED45 Ian Bromwich

ED53 DJS & SE Wilson- Badby
Resident
Overview of comments made:
General

The promoters of sites at the Secondary Service Villages generally object to the policy on the basis that
there is a lack of flexibility. It is more restrictive than policy R1 and less flexible to accommodate
exceptional circumstances. They object to the proposed strategy that no further provision is identified
at these more sustainable rural villages over the plan period. Numerous representations set out that
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further development should be provided for (through specific allocations) in these sustainable villages
to address under-provision at Daventry town. Therefore the policy should be amended to make
specific allocations at Secondary Service Villages. A less restrictive approach in secondary service
villages is also needed to ensure the plan meets the requirements of the NPPF.
NRDA
Policy requires amendment (criterion B) to provide additional housing growth to make up the shortfalls
in delivery of housing for the NRDA and also Daventry town. The hierarchy should take into account
proximity to Northampton and this should also be factored into assessment of their sustainability
credentials.
Villages/Settlements
Specific comments on a number of the secondary service villages set out below;

Badby
Badby Parish Council, the Neighbourhood Plan group and a number of residents consider that the
village should be categorised as an ‘Other Village’ rather than a secondary service village for the
following reasons;







The methodology is too simplistic – it doesn’t take into character, role and distinctiveness
including factors such as topography (specifically the SLA) or the village’s ability to cope with
additional traffic – particularly with the narrow road network that exists in the village.
Badby doesn’t have a post-office or food store – these should be a pre-requisite of a secondary
service village. Other villages (Welton, Newnham, Overstone and Ravensthorpe) that are
similar size to Badby but classifised as Other. Reflective assessment does not justify retention
of Badby as secondary service village. Reflective assessment also includes erroneous reference
to Yelvertoft.
Disproportionate weight attributed to the 200 bus service
Doesn’t take into account proximity to Daventry
Could not fulfil a meaningful role as a Secondary Service Village given its limited services,
proximity to the town, poor bus service and changing shopping habits

A number of representations (including the Parish Council) identify that the confines of Badby are
incorrect. Both Nene side close and Bunkers Hill should not be included, they are a geographically and
topographically separate group of dwellings surrounded by fields that relate to the open countryside
rather than the rest of Badby village. Some further detailed comments are also made regarding specific
gardens. The confines need to be altered in these locations to ensure alignment with the
Neighbourhood Plan.
Braunston
Braunston Parish Council notes the alignment of policies RA2 and SP1 with Neighbourhood Plan and
welcomes the support this lends to its objectives.
Byfield
A site promoter considers that Byfield has sufficient services and facilities to justify it being identified
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as a Primary Service Village. The quantitative assessment should be the primary consideration so
Byfield should be a Primary Service Village because it was initially identified as such. Site at Boddington
Road should be allocated.
Creaton
Creaton Parish Council raise concerns that the policy does not support the long term sustainability of
the village and is too restrictive, it will not support the provision of low cost housing in rural areas
forcing young people to leave existing communities. This will result in the loss of services and facilities
including schools. Development should not need to be only outside the confines in ‘exceptional
circumstances’ but should be planned. The Parish Annex is inadequate as there is no mention of
development opportunities.
The village confines for Creaton should be expanded to include built areas and residential garden land
which would allow some margin for infill sites. Need to actively plan for ageing population and starter
homes in rural areas and for Creaton to address the outstanding needs (2012 Housing Needs Survey)
and outcomes of previous village consultation. In such circumstances the exceptional circumstances
test can already be demonstrated and therefore be removed. The village needs the provision of
additional housing to make the settlement more sustainable by supporting existing services and
facilities.
A site promoter disputes assertion that housing requirement for rural areas has been met –it is not
based on quantitative evidence of housing need in rural areas. Housing Needs Survey for Creaton was
carried out in 2012 so it is now out of date. They also query as to what stage in development process
the Council will carry out specific housing needs assessments to justify development. The WNJCS
requirements also based on out of date figures (2006 Housing and Market Needs Assessment).
Flore
A number of sites are being promoted for the reasons outlined previously, they are sustainable, well
related to the village and should be allocated to help meet shortfall in the delivery at Daventry Town
and the NRDA. They also refer to the Daventry Development Link road and the impact this will have on
the character of the village, with sites promoted situated between the road and the village.
Flore Parish Council comment that it seems appropriate to delete references to R1 as points covered
elsewhere in the document. They also support the position in respect to those parishes that have
‘made’ neighbourhood plans and support Flores position in the hierarchy and the village boundary,
including the change to include to 2 developments currently under construction.
Guilsborough
A site promoter objects to Guilsborough being classified as a Secondary Service Village. It should be a
Primary Service Village as it has pre-school facilities that would ensure it scores the minimum to be a
Primary Service Village. The presence of secondary school should also attract notable additional
weighting.
Some general support from a group of residents about the restrictive nature of the policy but some
consideration should be given for self-build ‘homes for life’ schemes.
Kilsby
Kilsby Parish Council accept its proposed designation as a Secondary Service Village
A resident has observed that the criteria used to allocate villages into their position in the hierarchy
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should be set out and relative weighting clearly identified. Also the plan should allow for a review
process should circumstances change.
Naseby
A site promoter supports its identification as Secondary Service Village. The site should be allocated for
reasons mentioned previously in that it is sustainable, well related to the village and should be
allocated to help meet shortfall in the delivery at Daventry Town.
Overstone
Overstone Parish Council requests that a definition is provided for directly adjacent to.
Pitsford
Pitsford Parish Council considers that Pitsford should be an Other Village rather than a Secondary
Service Village. The village now has a very limited number of services and facilities comparable to
Maidwell (an Other Village).They also have serious concerns about replacing policy R1.
Spratton
A site promoter identifies a site for allocation that would accord with Neighbourhood Plan because it is
adjacent to the confines of the village, as defined in the Neighbourhood Plan.
Staverton
Staverton Parish Council congratulates DDC on the hard work that has gone into production of the
plan. They commend the use of qualitative and quantitative assessments however they also identify
some anomalies. This includes confirming that the bus service runs once a day not 7 times with no
daily return to Daventry. The village no longer has a shop, the Cricket pavilion as burnt down and some
employers identified don’t employ people. These anomalies should be corrected in the assessment.
Further observations from the Parish Council include that the Plan should set out specific framework
for retaining bus services and also the term ‘Development outside the confines’ should be clarified so
that it is adjacent and not remote. Policy should require percentage of development to include
provision of bungalows.
A group of Staverton Residents object to the plan. They consider that Staverton should be classified an
‘Other village’ not a Secondary Service Village and that the weighted scoring system is fundamentally
flawed as the presence of a service facility is afforded the same score regardless of how many exist.
They identify that Braunston has significantly more employment provision than Staverton, citing
numerous examples and that this issue has not been compensated for in the reflective assessment.
They also make a number of specific observations about the scoring for Staverton and the reflective
assessment;






Bus service is not sufficient to justify a score of 5 and should be 0 as it does not run on a daily
basis (between Leamington and Daventry) as indicated. Commentary on the bus service is also
incorrect.
The takeaway/shop does not exist, the playground and sports ground score 1 each which is a
duplication.
A number of school children travel from outside the village which should be factored into the
assessment.
More houses have been completed than the assessment refers to.
A number of the businesses identified as employment provision should not be counted for
various reasons, including that some of them do not employ people.
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On the basis of the above observations Staverton should score 36 compared to 47.
Walgrave
The promoter of a site supports the identification of Walgrave as a Secondary Service Village but
objects to the policy as it does not appear to support new services and facilities to make villages more
sustainable. Suggested change to policy to include new criterion iii)
iii. provide a new service or facility important to the sustainability of a settlement, including in
particular a small convenience/farm shop appropriate to the scale of the village. If enabling
development is required to support the delivery of the new service or facility then evidence should be
submitted to justify that approach; and
Welford
Welford Parish Council observe that there is an anomaly that housing need for rural areas have been
met but that further housing may be supported if for identified local need, especially where
neighbourhood plans have sought to limit development. They identify some confusion about the
statement that the needs have been met but 2,360 dwellings distributed amongst each village gives 30
dwellings across 78 villages. A statement should be included that no clauses in the Daventry plan
should over rule and compromise a ‘Made’ local neighbourhood plan.
West Haddon
West Haddon Parish Council query the status of West Haddon as Secondary Service Village given likely
cuts to bus services, decline of medical facilities and closure of shops.
A site is promoted for allocation at West Haddon and should be allocated to assist the delivery of
housing and help to retain essential local services and facilities.
Yelvertoft
A Site promoter objects to Yelvertoft being identified as a Secondary Service Village. Consider that the
village should be identified as a Primary Service Village as it comprises a number of local amenities and
services, includes a pre-school, general food store, has a frequent bus service and is in close proximity
to DIRFT and Rugby which should be taken into account in its scoring. This would result in a score of 88
rather than 53. The site they are promoting should also be allocated on the basis of it providing a
number of economic, social and environmental benefits, it being in a sustainable location, well related
to the village. They have undertaken a number of technical assessments to support this view.
Suggested response:
The issues raised in response to this policy regarding an alternative spatial strategy have been raised
against policy RA1 and therefore that response also applies here, that an alternative spatial strategy is
not justified against the WNJCS and would be in conflict with it. Regarding the level of flexibility
provided for by the policy it is considered that it does provide the necessary level of flexibility for
development outside the confines, including where there is an absence of a 5 year land supply. Whilst
this is not foreseen this flexibility in the policy will help to ensure the land supply position is maintained
without the need for further allocations. In addition development is allowed when it is required to
support essential local services that are under threat which will help to maintain the vitality of
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settlements.
The methodology for establishing the settlement hierarchy is considered to be robust and follows the
criteria established in policy R1. However any specific comments regarding the scoring have been
considered as part of an update to the Settlement Hierarchy Background paper which has informed the
proposed submission version.
Furthermore it is not considered appropriate to alter a settlements position in the hierarchy on the
basis that service provision has declined historically and could continue to do so. Rather it is important
that the remaining services and facilities are maintained and the policy provides sufficient safeguards
to achieve this, including allowing development outside the confines of the village in certain
circumstances. Furthermore the level of bus service is only part of the settlement hierarchy assessment
which also considers a number of other factors relevant to the sustainability of a settlement.
As referred to under the response to policy RA1 – the policy does not preclude the provision of new
services and facilities as it refers to supporting an essential local service that is under threat which
could relate to new development of an essential local service.
In terms of replacing policy R1, as set out above it is considered more appropriate to refer to
settlement hierarchy policies ‘taking forward’ policy R1 rather than superseding it.
Regarding criterion D and the relationship with neighbourhood plans the policy should also be changed
as per the suggested change to policy RA1. Furthermore it is considered that further clarity regarding
housing needs surveys should be provided as per the comments on policy RA1.
Criterion C of Policy RA2 sets out criteria that all development will need to meet, including that which is
outside the confines, which would help safeguard against remote development, therefore it is not
considered necessary to provide any further definition or explanation for development outside the
confines of a village.
Suggested action:
Amend para 5.1.05 and revise criterion D as follows to provide further explanation of how housing
needs surveys are kept up to date.
Amend last sentence as follows;
The Council works proactively with local communities to undertake local housing needs surveys in a
timely manner, in particular to support neighbourhood development planning and in cases where
there is the prospect that an exceptions scheme could come forward e.g. a landowner has declared an
interest in bringing their site forward as an exception site. The process for producing a survey normally
takes 3 months’.
D. Development that is provided for in a made neighbourhood development plan will also be
supported. Neighbourhood development plan policies and/or allocations must accord with the
requirements of parts A to C above should be in general conformity with the requirements of parts B
and C above.
Make changes identified above to para 5.1.06 and Appendix E regarding ‘taking forward’ policy R1
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rather than replacing it.

Policy RA3 – Other Villages
Representations made by:
ED14 John Martin and
Associates on behalf of
Maidwell Hall School

ED31 Anthony Davies – Welton
Resident

ED122 Tim Cross – Harlestone
Resident

ED164 Stowe Nine Churches
Parish Council

ED59 Welton Parish Council

Overview of comments made:
General
As per policies RA1 and RA2, site promoters have objected to the lack of flexibility in the policy – it is
more restrictive than policy R1 and less flexible to accommodate exceptional circumstances.
Further observations are that RA3 and RA4 do not offer the same level of protection as policy HS23 –
restraint villages which are recognised as being of national and historic interest. Infilling could erode
the character of the villages.
Maidwell
Representation on behalf of Maidwell Hall School objects to wording in policy RA3- it does not accord
with policy R1 (i-v). There is no reference to circumstances that where in event rural requirement has
been met that further development can be permitted where it meets the requirements of criteria i-v. It
doesn’t provide any flexibility in its approach towards housing in the Other Villages because of a lack of
reference to criteria i-v.
Furthermore reference to Neighbourhood Plans does not accord with policy R1 – it is too restrictive
compared to R1 (v) which references only that it be demonstrated that in such circumstances the
proposed development has been agreed through an adopted neighbourhood plan . Should be
amended to provide greater flexibility by incorporating criterion i-v.
Stowe Nine Churches Parish Council
The Parish Council do not query the designation of its settlements as it allows for the protection of
services and facilities.
Welton
Welton Parish Council supports the methodology and the identification of Welton as ‘Other village’ and
the wording of the policy.
However a further representation from a resident sets out that although the plan says that whilst it
states that there is no further need for housing in rural areas it does not acknowledge that 180
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dwellings at Micklewell will be in the rural area. In this context the line of canal continues to be a
sensible boundary for Daventry to avoid coalescence between Daventry and Welton, similarly the A361
is also a sensible line.

Suggested response:
The Part 2 Local Plan needs to be in conformity with the spatial strategy established in the West
Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy. This confirms, in policy S3 what the distribution of development
is and the requirement for 2,360 dwellings in the rural areas has been exceeded. Therefore there is no
justification for further allocations and these could potentially undermine the spatial strategy. However
the policy does provide the necessary level of flexibility for development outside the confines, however
for other villages, as these are generally not as sustainable locations for development as Primary and
Secondary Service Villages sites outside the confines will only be allowed when required to meet an
identified local need.
Criterion C of RA3 protects the form and character of the village and includes reference to
Conservation Area appraisals and Village Design Statements.
Regarding criterion D and the relationship with neighbourhood plans the policy should also be changed
as per the suggested change to policy RA1 and RA2.
In terms of ‘replacing policy R1’, as set out above it is considered more appropriate to refer to
settlement hierarchy policies ‘taking forward’ policy R1 rather than superseding it.
Suggested action:
Make changes as per suggested action for policy RA1 and policy RA2 relating to criterion D and the
relationship with Neighbourhood Plans.
Make changes identified above to para 5.1.06 and Appendix E regarding ‘taking forward’ policy R1
rather than replacing it.

Policy RA4 – Small Settlements/Hamlets
Representations made by:
ED69 Maidwell with Draughton
Parish Council

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED122 Tim Cross – Harlestone
Resident

Overview of comments made:
RA3 and RA4 do not offer the same level of protection as policy HS23 – restraint villages which are
recognised as being of national and historic interest. Infilling could erode the character of these
villages.
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Draughton
Maidwell with Draughton Parish Council considers that overall the plan sets appropriate context for
development proposals in the area however the approach towards hamlets is too restrictive – some
very limited development should be permitted e.g. 1-2 dwellings up to 2029
Harlestone
Daventry District Council should reduce the number of dwellings planned in the parish (1400 dwellings)
as the rural requirement is met. More clarity is needed that the hierarchy replaces policy EM15
restraint villages, this is not clear until appendix E , page 156. Furthermore the policy does not
acknowledge open space surrounding the village – policies should be strengthened to refer to rural
separation and it is unclear what ‘windfall infill development’ refers to. Both Upper and Lower
Harlestone should be classified as small settlements/hamlets.
Suggested response:
The 1400 dwellings referred to in Harlestone are allocated at the Northampton West SUE in the WNJCS
to meet the needs of Northampton and do not count towards the rural housing requirement.
Policy RA4 does not support development within the village confines and therefore is not considered to
be less restrictive that policy HS23.
Suggested action:
No change

Policy RA5 – Open Countryside
Representations made by:

ED1 National Farmers Union

ED46 Co-op

ED47 Barby and Onley Parish
Council

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd

ED86 Anglian Water

ED130 Iceni on behalf of
Roseneath Estates Ltd

Overview of comments made:
Barby and Onley Parish Council would like additional wording to be included to cover non-permanent
fixtures such as sheds, caravans etc. to stop them littering the open countryside.
One response seeks clarity over whether the policy refers to housing and no other forms of
development. The Policy does not seem to allow for development under class Q for barn conversions –
to cover this a change is suggested to criterion V to read “The conversion or re-use of redundant or
disused buildings”. If policy RA5 is supposed to cover more than housing it needs to be extended to
cover other forms of agriculture and rural development like barns, livery etc.
A further response from a site promoter identified that the exceptions set out at para 5.2.17 should be
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incorporated within policy RA5, alongside the allocation of reserved sites within Primary Service
Villages. Related to this the policy should be more flexible to closely align with objectives and
allowances for sustainable development on settlement edges. Furthermore the policy should be
amended to reflect the intention of para 17 of the NPPF which seeks the recognition of the intrinsic
character and beauty of the countryside and the need to support thriving rural communities within it.
However the general protection of rural ‘tranquillity’ which is referenced in the opening paragraph of
the policy does not feature in the NPPF. Policy RA5 is more akin with outdated national policy which
sought to protect open countryside for its own sake.
Anglian Water have responded identifying that historically sewage treatment and major sewerage
infrastructure (e.g. large pumping stations) have been sited at a distance from residential uses –
therefore have asked for reference to be made to infrastructure as well as uses currently listed in
policy RA5 with the following additional criterion;
‘vi. Essential investment in infrastructure including utilities’
Suggested response:
The NPPF acknowledges the need to take account of different roles and characters of different areas
and recognises the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. It also refers to conserving and
enhancing the environment alongside the need to avoid isolated homes in the countryside unless
certain special circumstances apply. This approach has been taken forward in the policies in the part 2
local plan, particularly policy RA5.
However policy RA5 doesn’t apply a blanket restriction, alongside other policies, particularly RA1, RA2
and RA3 it allows certain forms of development in the open countryside and therefore is consistent
with the NPPF.
Policy RA5 applies to all forms of development, it also sits alongside policy R2 of the WNJCS which gives
reference to the types of rural economic development that would be supported. However to ensure
the policy is consistent with policy R2 an additional criterion should be included.
The additional criteria regarding sewerage infrastructure is welcome.
Suggested action:
Insert the following new paragraph;
5.3.05. Agriculture, leisure (including community facilities), tourism and equestrian activity play an
important role in supporting the rural economy and are often situated in the open countryside.
Sometimes, this is because that is where they need to be located, for instance, buildings used for
agricultural purposes. However, it also might not be suitable to accommodate certain proposals within
settlements because of the impact on the amenity of residents or the amount of space required. It is
important that such development does not have a significant adverse impact on the character of the
locality and is of an appropriate scale.
Insert new criterion vi as per response from Anglian Water
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‘vi. Essential investment in infrastructure including utilities’
Insert new criterion
viii. Development for agriculture, equestrian, forestry, leisure, community or tourism use that is
justified and of an appropriate scale for its location, and has no significant adverse impacts on its
character, beauty and tranquillity.
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Chapter 6 – Meeting the District’s Housing Needs
General
Representations made by:
ED11 Lucas Land and Planning
on behalf of Redinvest Ltd
ED111 Sworders – on behalf of
Bakers Family Trust
ED113 Sworders on behalf of
Michael Thompson

ED142 Savills on behalf of
Christ Church, Oxford
ED109 – Sworders on behalf of
Mr P Noden
ED110 Marrons Planning on
behalf of Hallam Land
Management

ED21 Highways England

ED128 Education and Skills
Funding Agency

ED80 Bidwells on behalf of
Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED139 Nexus Planning- on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge

ED78 Lichfields – on behalf of
Roundhill Northampton Ltd

ED36 Jon Colbourne – Daventry
resident

ED143 Sworders on behalf of
the Morton Family Trust

ED114 Sworders on behalf of
the Baker Family
ED133 Framptons on Behalf of
Barry Howard Homes

Overview of comments made:
General
Some representations, largely from site promoters, set out that there should not be a cap on rural
housing provision. The provision of housing at Daventry Town is controlled by a small number of
developers and the market is slowing down as evidenced by the quarterly housing reviews.
A further response made the point that the housing needs in the rural areas have not been met as
schemes have not built out.
Numerous responses identified that whilst the plan has some flexibility, further flexibility is needed.
The inclusions of deliverable allocations in the rural area would make the plan more robust and less
likely to result in shortfall in housing supply, particularly given the reliance on large scale SUE’s at
Daventry town. The plan is too over-reliant on Daventry town, and allocating additional housing
growth through large allocations at Daventry town is unlikely to help meet the District’s shortfall in the
short-term. A further representation considered it was not a sustainable approach to identify
additional growth over and above the Daventry North East SUE as this does not comply with the
WNJCS, an alternative approach, allocating sites in the rural area, should be taken.
A further objection was received from a resident that the plan relies on outdated housing needs
surveys.
Highways England stated that they expect the new sites to be accompanied by a Transport Assessment
to assess the implications of the 1,200 dwellings and associated sites on the strategic road network.
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Northampton Related Development Area
The need for the part 2 plan to accommodate further development to meet the needs of the
Northampton Related Development Area was made by a number of site promoters.
This included that a site at Moulton Heights (north of Moulton village) for approximately 2,500
dwellings should be allocated for the following reasons;
 The site will be well related to services already provided within Moulton village and the
planned urban extension at Northampton North and will be able to contribute to enhanced
provision through both on-site and contributions to existing.
 Phase 1 of 400-800 dwellings would be brought forward early to address NRDA 5 year land
supply shortfall. Delivered before NNOR and would not prejudice NNOR delivery.
 Southern part of site would be retained as open space/recreation/leisure and provide
connections to Moulton village
 South Northants have allocated two additional sites to provide 2,500 dwellings. Daventry DC
must follow this approach. Failure by DDC to update the part 2 plan to accommodate shortfall,
particularly in face of representations by SNDC, suggests a failure to comply with the Duty to
Cooperate.
A further issue identified was that the plan should identify and clearly reference the route of the
Northampton Northern Orbital Route. The representation also pointed out that it is not referenced
within the Sustainability Appraisal.
Sites at Daventry
Daventry South West
The promoters of the Daventry South West site, in addition to their representation on policy Ho1,
made a representation on the timetable set out in the Housing Background Paper. This confirms that
the delivery of Daventry South West can come forward a year earlier than anticipated with
commencement of housebuilding in March 2020 and first completions by November 2020. They also
indicate marginally higher delivery rates are possible; two outlets in the second year could deliver 100
dwellings per annum. They also consider that Daventry South West could present a stronger market
due to its distance from other large housing sites, connectivity with Daventry and its contained nature,
providing a different product than the other urban extensions.
In contrast, a separation representation made the point that the timetable sets unrealistic time frames,
particularly regarding the determination of planning applications which should be revised to allow 12
months rather than 5. The also request that a trajectory for Daventry North East be provided.
Daventry North of Middlemore (alternative site)
The promoters of an alternative site support the focus of delivery at Daventry Town. However they
have undertaken technical work to demonstrate why identified constraints (in the HELAA, OPUN report
and site selection background paper) can be overcome. These are summarised below;





The identified landscape constraints could be overcome through detailed landscape and visual
impact assessment along with good site masterplanning e.g. the provision of a suitable
landscape corridor to preserve character of the Conservation area. The allocation of this site
would avoid development in the existing Special Landscape Area
The site can accommodate more than 285 dwellings and provides for potential delivery of link
between the A45 and the A361.
They also made specific comments on the proposed Green Wedge designation picked up in
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that chapter summary.
Daventry North of Middlemore – adjacent to A361 to the West (alternative site)
Promoters of this site consider that it should have been assessed alongside emerging policy H02 as it
does not suffer from the same issues experience by other parts of the wider site to the North of
Daventry. Had this been the case it is likely that it would have been seen as a more obvious allocation
because of its potential connectivity to proposed allocation HO2.
Daventry South East – additional site
The promoters support the plan locating additional development at Daventry Town. However they feel
Daventry South East could also come forward to help improve the main gateway to Daventry, and
provide additional flexibility. They consider the site could be identified for at least 250 dwellings
(potentially 375 dwellings), which would take into account mitigation of the impact on the nearby
Scheduled Monuments. Various technical surveys will be undertaken to demonstrate the deliverability
of the site.
Rural Areas
As mentioned previously, numerous alternative sites have been put forward in the rural area. However
these have been covered in summaries of respective settlement hierarchy policies. Beyond those sites
a further site has been identified to support enabling development in relation to the restoration of
Overstone Hall.
Schools
A specific representation was provided regarding schooling from the Education and Skills Funding
Agency, that it is essential to ensure an adequate supply of school sites. Whilst clarity and certainty to
developers is important, a degree of flexibility is important given the need for school places can vary
overtime. It is requested that the next version of the plan should include:
-specific requirements for developer contributions to enlarge existing schools and provision of new
schools for particular site will be confirmed at application stage
-requirements to provide schools on site could change in future if demonstrated and agreed that site
no longer required

Suggested response:
The Part 2 Local Plan needs to be in conformity with the spatial strategy established in the West
Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy. This confirms, in policy S3 what the distribution of development
is and that 4,620 dwellings should be provided at Daventry Town. As set out in table 4 of the plan (page
46) there remains a residual requirement of at least 1073 dwellings to be provided at Daventry town
which can be accommodate through the proposed allocations. This residual requirement can be met
(and exceeded) through the four proposed allocations which will also, alongside existing commitments,
provide sufficient flexibility to enable a 5 year land supply to be maintained.
The responses regarding the Northampton Related Development area has been set out against the
response to policy SP1 and the Councils position is covered in more detail in the NRDA background
paper.
However it is important to reiterate that different distribution of development than set out in the
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WNJCS, either the split between Daventry and the Rural areas or the NRDA and the rural Areas would
need to be considered in a review of the Part 1 plan and is not a matter for the part 2 plan. This
position is supported by the Oxted Residential Ltd v Tandridge District Council case. This position is set
out in policy SP1 which confirms that the Council will assist with plan-led development to meet
Northampton’s needs that cannot be accommodated within the Northampton Related Development
Area.
The amendments to Policy ENV3 and RA5 address the issues raised regarding the route of the
Northampton Northern Orbital.
The trajectory for Daventry North East is set out in 2018 Housing Land Availability Report however for
completeness it has been set out in the updated housing background paper. It is agreed that it would
be helpful to include this housing trajectory as an appendix to the plan.
The Transport Assessment work is being undertaken and the outcomes, including any necessary
mitigation, have been identified in the policies in the plan and the Infrastructure Schedule.
All the potential allocations for Daventry town have been assessed as part of the evidence base for the
local plan. The proposed allocations are still considered to be the most sustainable.
Regarding education – the Infrastructure and Developer Contributions SPD sets out approach to
education contributions that will be revised following adoption of the Part 2 Local Plan
Suggested action:
Insert the programme for Daventry North East in the housing background paper
Insert the updated housing trajectory as an appendix to the plan.

Policy HO1 – Daventry South West
Representations made by:
ED4 Geoff Pullin – Daventry
resident
ED139 Nexus Planning- on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge
ED81 Badby Parish Council
Neighbourhood Plan group

ED16 Lucas Land and Planning

ED54 Thames Water

ED73 Northamptonshire
County Council Development
Management –Education
ED82 Anglian Water

ED123 Karen AlexanderDaventry Resident

ED141 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Barratt Developments and
Davidsons

ED138 Daventry Town Council

ED120 Councillor Mark Wesley
– Daventry Resident and
member of Town Council
ED56 Ann Plackett –
Northampton Resident

ED131 Aitchison Rafferty on
Behalf of the owners of Tollgate
Cottage.
ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council -Highways
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ED128 Education & Skills
Funding Agency

ED64 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Miller Homes
Overview of comments made:
Some residents, the Town Council and other site promoters have objected to the site for the following
reasons;
Delivery
The promoters of Daventry North East have set out that the South West site would not be deliverable
in the plan period as a consequence of delivery for the town not exceeding 151 dwellings per annum
since 2011 and reliance on Daventry North East for 200 dwellings per annum from 2023 to 2029, the
housing market is not strong enough to deliver the numbers being proposed. Therefore the policy
should either be deleted or the trajectory pushed back so most of the site is delivered post plan period.
Landscape and Heritage
The Impact on Badby Park Care Centre needs to be taken into account and consideration given to a
Green Wedge to separate the Care Centre (a listed building) from the development.
Some representations make the point that the A45 Stefan Way, is a firm, defensible, logical western
boundary to the town – beyond which is attractive, open, undeveloped rolling agricultural countryside
identified as Special Landscape Area. Development of the site would not be consistent with emerging
policies on protection of the environment and relevant sections of NPPG and the adverse impacts
could not be successfully mitigated.
One representation considers that owing to the town’s landscape setting, the logical direction for
development is East not West.
Transport
Linked to the above, some representations set out that site is separate to the town and connecting it
will be disruptive to the national road network, downgrading the A45 could compromise the roads
function and decrease road safety.
Representations also make the point that building in this location extends the town away from major
national transport links on its East and North and from the main sources of employment. The houses
are unlikely to be suitable for employees of vast warehouses to be accessed by walking and cycling
thus encouraging commuting. The site would be isolated and not integrated with the town particularly
the town centre as an at level crossing is not considered appropriate. The existing pedestrian ramped
bridge does not provide a user-friendly accessible crossing for pedestrians and/or cyclists, particularly
those with mobility issues. The site needs a primary access from the A361 and the A425.
The Town Council, in making a number of the above points also consider that the 800 dwellings should
be provided in small parcels adjacent to pre-existing committed developments at Daventry North East
SUE and land to the North West of Middlemore.
Northamptonshire County Council echoed some of the above concerns, observing that no rationale has
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been presented as to why the principal junction is proposed with the A45 which forms part of the DfT’s
indicative major road network, rather than with the A425 or A361. In the absence of such evidence it is
recommended that policy HO1 is amended to refer to ‘two direct vehicle accesses from the highway
network’. They also observe that it is not clear how 2 junctions (onto the A45 and A425) both close to
A45/A425 junction will enable public transport to be routed through the development, neither is it
clear how it will be integrated with existing bus services in Daventry. They recommend further
discussions with County Council and Stagecoach.
Site promoters comments
Overall, the site promoters support the identification of the Daventry South West (Policy HO1) as the
principal strategic allocation within the Part 2 Local Plan to deliver a minimum of 800 dwellings and can
confirm that the land is available for a residential-led mixed use development. They do however raise a
number of detailed comments relating to the draft allocation, including that they consider that the site
can accommodate approximately 1,200 dwellings.
They consider this location for strategic growth, on the edge of the most sustainable settlement in the
District, is fully justified through the Council’s evidence base prepared in support of the Part 2 Local
Plan. Furthermore, the scale and location of this allocation presents a genuine opportunity to deliver a
vibrant new community based upon high quality and green infrastructure led design principles. Overall,
the allocation will create a significant new community that delivers upon the three dimensions of
sustainable development set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and will help
enhance the profile of the town, in accordance with Policy HO1.
They identify various pieces of technical work that has been undertaken, summarised as follows;
-

Access – confirming that a 3 arm junction off the A45 and A425 could provide suitable access
and a single controlled pedestrian crossing off the A45 could be provided at main access
junction without adversely impacting operational capacity of the junction and the A45.

-

Heritage Appraisal - no archaeological assets that would have setting or significance affected,
planting in south and south eastern parts of the site would result in positive reinstatement of
the landscape’s historic character, which has potential to enhance the setting of Badby house.

-

Initial Floodrisk report – site located in Flood Zone 1 - low probability of flooding. Regarding
surface water, any development will seek to implement sustainable drainage systems in line
with the SFRA. The site has a low probability of flooding from overland flow, groundwater and
sewer flooding.

-

Ecology Appraisal – Desk based study confirms ecological impacts are limited and can be
mitigated. Identifies opportunities for the delivery of contiguous green corridors that connect
the site to the wider countryside.

-

Air Quality Assessment – Study confirms that levels of No2 or PM10 will not exceed the air
quality objectives of the Part 2 Local Plan.

-

Landscape and Visual Appraisal – Effects on the Ironstone Hills, LCT/Staverton LCA is moderate.
Visual effects are limited by the topography – which forms a distinctive edge and screens site
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from the wider LCT to the south. The proposed woodland, copses and hedgerows will help the
site assimilate into landscape. Development of the site within the red-line will not reduce the
physical gap where neither identity of Daventry or Staverton is visible or recognised.
-

Noise- Limited mitigation is required for site to achieve relevant noise standards

The promoters have also made comments in respect of education and housing mix. Regarding
education, a development of 800 dwellings would yield 244 places, leaving a headroom of 39%,
compared to development of 1,200 dwellings that would yield 365 places – leaving a headroom of 9%.
A capacity of 800 dwellings could therefore have implications for delivery of the school. In light of this,
they the policy should be modified to require provision of 1,200 dwellings (linked to their earlier
observations about additional capacity) or identify which other housing allocations/development will
provide infrastructure contributions towards delivery of a 2FE primary school.
Regarding housing mix – it is clear policy H01 seeks to provide some flexibility with housing mix and
only requires it to be ‘broadly consistent’ however this not reflected in policy H07. Further clarification
is therefore needed in policy H01.
In addition to the above matters, the policy should include more strict requirement to provide a
comprehensive site wide Masterplan as it is strategic in scale and includes provision of significant onsite infrastructure. To ensure infrastructure costs are equalised between landowners and appropriately
phased an Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be provided ahead of any application being approved.
Changes sought as follows;
Bi. A minimum of 800 dwellings Approximately 1200 dwellings…
Biv. A mix of house types, and flexibility in the approach to housing mix including housing to assist with
the regeneration of Daventry and to help enhance to the profile of the town….
xi. A comprehensive site wide masterplan to be submitted and agreed by the Council ahead of any
planning application being taken to planning committee;
xii. A site wide Infrastructure Delivery Plan demonstrating how a phased development will support the
costs of the associated infrastructure
Other Infrastructure
Thames Water support requirements of policy HO1 and HO2 for all development to be informed by
assessments suitable mitigation relating to water infrastructure. However a over-arching policy which
directly relates to water and wastewater infrastructure should be included.
Anglian Water has no objection to principle of housing development on this site.Policy HO1 should
include reference to requirement to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable
mitigation will be provided as part of this development.
Education
Northamptonshire County Council welcome the requirement of land for a new 2 form of entry primary
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school and are committed to working with Daventry District Council and Developer/Promoter of the
site to establish detailed requirements for construction and delivery of the school. However further
detail in policy is welcomed as to the proposed phasing of the SUE and delivery of the school and detail
for site area required and any safeguarding of additional land for future expansion. Policy should also
be explicit in requirement for housing development related to the site to contribute towards
construction cost of the school in order to adequately mitigate against the impact of development on
local infrastructure. They identified preferred wording.
Related to this a further representation confirmed it is important to update the infrastructure
schedule, working with the County Council so that the evidence base to support this requirement can
be made clear and to confirm that no additional site allocations for schools are required. Furthermore
Education, Skills and Funding Agency (ESFA) confirm that there are potential forward funding
opportunities from emerging ESFA proposals which may be of interest to the Council.
Other Comments
A further representation requested that land at Tollgate cottage be considered for development as a
consequence of the change in the character of the area resulting from this allocation.
Suggested response:
The response regarding the overarching spatial strategy has been set out previously.
Regarding the capacity of Daventry town to deliver the annual rate of housing set out in the trajectory
in the housing background paper, a key factor that has affected delivery has been the lack of available
sites. Furthermore the total provision of housing at Daventry set out in the housing trajectory is
consistent with the total provision set out in appendix A of the Housing Technical Paper Second Update
(approximately 330 dwellings per year, and significantly in excess of this in the early 2020s) which was
considered to be robust as part of the examination of the WNJCS.
Regarding the general comments about the sites sustainability the rationale for selecting the site is set
out in the Site Selection Background Paper which confirms that the site is considered to be the most
sustainable option for further substantial housing development at Daventry town.
The rationale for the proposed access arrangements are set out in the supporting text to the policy,
taking on board outcomes of OPUN work. Having had further discussions with the site promoters and
Northamptonshire County Council it is has been agreed that the access arrangements are considered
acceptable but further clarification is needed in the supporting text about the expected changes to the
A45 in terms of speed and character. Furthermore regarding public transport it has been agreed that it
is not necessary for the site to access public transport serving strategic employment areas given the
close proximity to Daventry Royal Oak (Ec4b), accessible on foot from the site along with access to
employment in the town centre. Furthermore the ability of the site to access existing public transport
routes rather than be served directly is should be acknowledged in the supporting text given the sites
proximity to the 200 bus service and the D3 service on Tyne Road which provide access to Daventry
Town and Northampton respectively. Related to this reference to public transport being routed
through the development should be removed.
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Regarding the representation on the Green Wedge and the extension of the site this has been
reviewed in consultation with TEP and it is considered to be acceptable to extend the site in this
location however the edge of the site needs to be treated sensitively and this should be referenced in
the policy. Related to this the capacity of the site can be increased to approximately 1100 dwellings.
Regarding housing mix, the policy as currently drafted is considered to be sufficiently flexible to allow a
variation to the mix required under policy HO7 therefore no further change is required.
The recommendations on policy wording from Anglian Water are accepted.
The Infrastructure Schedule sets out phasing and delivery of infrastructure on a plan-wide basis and
specific reference is not necessary for this policy. However it is accepted that criterion ii should be
clarified to confirm that is related to the delivery of the school not just land.
Suggested action:
To address the issues raised above the policy and supporting text should be amended as follows;
Amend the supporting text as follows;
Paragraph 6.1.16 insert at the end;
It is likely that a section of the A45 will need to have its maximum speed reduced to help to facilitate
the improved connectivity, which will help to re-inforce the change in the character of the road close to
the main access to the site.
Amend paragraph 6.1.17 as follows;
The provision of these access arrangements set out above are considered to be critical to the
sustainability of the site and its ability to integrate with the rest of Daventry town, including connecting
to existing pedestrian routes which provide access to the services and facilities mentioned above.
Furthermore they will enable public transport to be routed through the development which will further
assist its connectivity. The site also has the potential to access existing public transport routes
providing connections to Daventry and Northampton. These are the 200 service on the A361 and the
D3 service operating on Tyne Road, potentially complemented by a form of demand responsive
service.
Amend paragraph 6.1.20 as follows;
A Heritage Impact Assessment2 (HIA) of this allocation concluded that development of the site could
result in less than substantial harm to the historic environment, however the study also considered
that there are opportunities for mitigation through sensitive design that could reduce this impact to
the lower end of less than substantial harm or avoid harm all together. The mitigation and
enhancement opportunities include the retention of important hedgerows and landscape
enhancements in the southern part of the site to screen the development and retain the rural
backdrop to Badby House. These mitigation and enhancement measures should be covered and taken
2

Daventry District Council Part 2 Local Plan Heritage Impact Assessment, June 2018. Available from; INSERT
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forward in the assessments and development proposals as part of a planning application. The HIA also
identifies the need for archaeological assessment to enable further understanding of the potential and
significance of archaeology to inform a mitigation strategy to reduce or remove any potential
archaeological impacts.
Amend policy HO1 as follows;
i. A minimum of 800 dwellings About 1100 dwellings
ii. Land for a A two form of entry primary school
v.f) Access to public transport providing connections to Daventry Town Centre, Strategic
Employment areas and Northampton;
vi. Structural green space and wildlife corridors which retain important existing landscape features
including hedgerows, drainage corridors, woodlands and mature trees and include appropriate
landscape buffers enhancements in keeping with the Ironstone Hills Landscape Character Type to
mitigate the impact on the setting of Big Hill and Badby House, the Special Landscape Area and
Green Wedge
Include additional text in criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure as follows;
C. Development of the site will be informed by assessments and suitable mitigation related to:
• Archaeological impact;
• Heritage impact;
• Landscape and visual impact;
• Ecological impact;
• Highways and transport;
• Flood risk and water and water recycling infrastructure; and

 Noise and air quality

Policy HO2 – Daventry Micklewell Park
Representations made by:
ED115 Barton Willmore on
behalf of Landform Daventry
Ltd

ED109 Sworders on behalf of
Mr P Noden

ED59 Welton Parish Council

ED73 Northamptonshire
County Council Development
Management –Education
ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council- Highways

ED128 Education & Skills
Funding Agency

ED138 Daventry Town Council
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Overview of comments made:
General
Welton Parish Council have raised concerns that the permitted site and proposed extension should not
take place until improvements to the A361 take place, specifically stretch that runs alongside the
reservoir from Middlemore to the Hotel roundabout. Need to ensure the proposal mitigates impact on
Welton in terms of landscape setting and transport.
There is some agreement, including from Daventry Town Council, that the proposed policy H02 would
be consistent with direction of growth established by permission of 450 dwellings at the site that also
provides for new 2FE primary school and neighbourhood centre.
Education
Northamptonshire County Council request that consideration given to the impact on capacity of the
proposed school at Micklewell Park because of the additional 280 dwellings identified in policies HO2
and HO3. May need additional forms of entry and/or additional land to be made available for
expansion of the Primary School. The draft plan should therefore ensure there is flexibility to enable
provision of additional capacity should this need be identified.
Related to this the draft plan should also reflect the County Council’s strategic priorities for ensuring
sufficiency of pupil places as standard consideration in assessment and determination of planning
applications and securing or developer contributions through CIL and S106. The ESFA request that the
update to the infrastructure schedule should take into account this proposed extension to the site and
any impact on the level or need and size of school required.
Highways
Northamptonshire County Council identify that a second highway access from the A361 will be
required and the highway network of the extension should be connected to the existing allocation as a
loop so that whole development can have access to either exit from the site. Connectivity would also
facilitate routing of pedestrians, cyclists and buses within and through the development
Daventry Town Council identified that further growth could be located in this area rather than
Daventry South West. It would help to sustain existing bus services and other services and facilities.
Promoters of the Farmstead
Promoters of the site that has the benefit of outline permission set out their support for the
requirement of comprehensive master planning in light of the permitted Micklewell Park site however
they consider that the existing farmstead (referred to as Phase II Micklewell park) be included in
advance of development of further land north of Micklewell Park. They confirm that the farmstead is
deliverable in the short term.
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Site Promoters
The promoters agree that the site helps to deliver policies S1, S3 and D1 of the WNJCS. Technical work
is currently being undertaken that will be available to the LPA prior to proposed submission stage. This
is in respect of the following;

-

Topographical Survey of the site
An Archaeological desk based heritage assessment
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Phase One Ecological Survey
Initial Highways and Transport Assessment
Flood Risk and Water Infrastructure Survey and Report
Noise and Air Quality Survey and Report

The have also suggested changes to the wording of the policy as follows;
A - Any proposal for this site would be informed by a masterplan, (following the principles included in
the indicative concept masterplan submitted with these representations), informed by the third party
assessments that are being undertaken, agreed by the LPA
B – The development will provide at least 180 dwellings, structural green space and wildlife corridors
and include appropriate landscape buffers, retain an area of green wedge to the North and East of the
site and provide reasonable necessary contributions to infrastructure.
C – Any proposal that comes forward on this land will be informed by appropriate surveys and
assessments that will also set out appropriate mitigation measures covering and relating to
Archaeology, Heritage Landscape and Visual, Ecological, Highways and Transport, Flood risk and Water
Infrastructure and Noise and Air Quality Impact.

Suggested response:
The changes to policy wording identified by the site promoter are not considered to be required.
However for consistency with policy HO1 the wording suggested by Anglian Water should be included.
The need to the site to connect with the existing permitted site is welcome and it is considered that the
policy should be strengthened to refer to the proposed allocation integrating with the permitted site.
Regarding the farmstead, it is agreed that this site is suitable for inclusion and should be included for
allocation in the plan. The site boundary and capacity should be amended accordingly.
The Infrastructure Schedule sets out phasing and delivery of infrastructure.
Regarding school provision, this is adequately dealt with by the policy, and the Infrastructure schedule.
Suggested action:
To address the above issues the policy and supporting text should be amended as follows;

6.1.24 Through the call for sites process, a further site was identified as an extension to the
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existing site. Having assessed this site through the HELAA process the extension is considered
to be a suitable location for further housing development as an extension of the permitted
scheme to the south. As part of consultation on the emerging draft plan a further extension to
Micklewell Park, the Welton place farmstead, was submitted. This largely consists of the
existing farm buildings and is considered to be appropriate for inclusion. However, it is
important to ensure that proposals for the site’s extension to the site include appropriate
measures to mitigate its impact on the landscape. In addition it will be important that the
development protects the setting of Welton village and avoids settlement coalescence.
Amend the policy as follows;

A. Site H02 is allocated for residential development. Proposals for this site must be informed
by a masterplan, agreed by the Council as local planning authority, that must demonstrate
how the site will come forward comprehensively, and fully integrated with the site to the
south which has an extant permission.
B. The development will make provision for all of the following;
i.

Approximately 180 250 dwellings;

ii.

Structural green space and wildlife corridors which protect and enhance the Grand
Union Canal Conservation Area and include appropriate landscape buffers
enhancements to mitigate the impact on the setting of Welton village and the Green
Wedge;

iii.

Retaining the area of Green Wedge to the north and east of the site; and

iv.

Necessary contributions to infrastructure.

Include additional text in criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure as follows;
C. Development of the site will be informed by assessments and suitable mitigation related
to:
 Archaeological impact;
 Heritage impact;
 Landscape and visual Impact;
 Ecological impact;
 Highways and transport;
 Flood risk and water and water recycling infrastructure; and
 Noise and air quality.

Policy HO3 – Daventry – Land at Middlemore
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Representations made by:
ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council- Highways

ED82 Anglian Water

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
Northamptonshire County Council note that at present the site would not be connected to any
adopted highway and until such time as adjoining highways are adopted the highways within the site
could not be adopted.
Anglian Water consider that the site is expected to require improvements to water supply and foul
sewerage network to enable this site to come forward. Policy could be strengthened by including
reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided as
part of this development. Additional supporting text required as a result of the number of sewers and
water mains within the boundary of the site to ensure site layouts/design takes these into account.
Policy HO3 should also include reference to “suitable access is safeguarded for the maintenance of
water supply and foul drainage infrastructure”
Daventry Town Council support the allocation and the completion of the Middlemore development, in
particularly the provision of accommodation for over 55’s. Also support for contributions towards the
Daventry to Braunston Cycle Link.
Suggested response:
Comments are noted.
Regarding the modifications suggested by Anglian Water further clarification was sought on the precise
wording and it was agreed that the following should be included ‘Development of the site will be
informed by assessments and suitable mitigation related to water and water recycling infrastructure’.
Suggested action:
Accept recommended modifications suggested by Anglian Water and therefore amend policy HO3 as
follows;
Site HO3 is allocated for residential development. Proposals for this site should;
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Make provision for at least 100 dwellings; and
Provide necessary contributions to the Daventry to Braunston Cycle Link; and
Provide noise mitigation to the Heartlands Strategic Employment Area; and
Take account of the setting of Drayton Reservoir; and
Protect the amenity of existing surrounding residential properties; and
be informed by assessments and suitable mitigation related to water and water recycling
infrastructure
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Policy HO4 – Self and Custom Housebuilding
Representations made by:
ED115 Barton Willmore on
behalf of Landform Daventry
Ltd

ED95 Home Builders Federation

ED137 Mr and Mrs J Townsend

Overview of comments made:
Respondents support the inclusion of this type of policy. However it is noted that a lack of available
land is the single biggest constraint to delivery of self-build housing and DDC should positively plan for
this through use of the self-build register to inform the emerging local plan. More supportive policy
approach would also include supporting development on small windfall sites as well as allocating more
small sites.
One response requested a more localized view of demand and availability of supply for self-build is
applied but acknowledge that this would need to meet other policy tests, e.g. heritage asset
protection.
Suggested response:
Comments noted
Suggested action:
No change required

Policy HO5 – Rural Worker Dwellings
No response received

Overview of comments made:
N/A
Suggested response:
N/A
Suggested action:
N/A
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Policy HO6 – Rural Exception Site Selection
Representations made by:
ED117 Northants Rural Housing Association

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

Overview of comments made:
Northants Rural Housing Association support the continued position of Daventry District Council in
terms of a Rural Exceptions Policy to enable delivery of local needs homes. They also welcome position
that sites can meet the needs of multiple settlements and ability of local needs market homes to assist
the financial viability of delivering affordable homes.
The policy on rural exception sites should include a requirement to design and build sympathetically,
reflecting the rural character of the area (using local materials where possible) and to keep housing
density lower than in urban areas.
Suggested response:
Existing and proposed policies (ENV11) cover design related matters to ensure development is
designed to be sympathetic to its local context.
Suggested action:
No change

Policy HO7 – Housing Mix and Type
Representations made by:
ED74 Flore Parish Council

ED80 Bidwells on behalf of
Davidsons Developments Ltd

ED110 Marrons Planning on
behalf of Hallam Land
Management
ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd

ED85 Northamptonshire
County Council Public Health
Team
ED32 Tetlow King on behalf of
Rentplus UK Ltd

ED82 Anglian Water

ED89 White Peak Planning on
behalf of Bloor Homes South
Midlands

ED139 Nexus Planning- on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge

ED55 Environment Agency

ED95 Home Builders Federation

ED79 Francis Jackson Homes
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ED141 Pegasus on behalf of
Barratt Developments and
Davidsons
ED75 and ED91 Pegasus Group
on behalf of Gallagher Estates
Ltd

ED108 Persimmon Homes

ED92 and ED94 Pegusus Group
on behalf of Davidsons
Developments Ltd

Overview of comments made:
There is a mixture of responses, some support the policy and some object to it.
Support
Flore Parish Council support the policy but would like to see some reference to single storey housing
(bungalows).
Northamptonshire County Council (health) support the proposed requirements for housing to meet the
National Space Standard over and above the minimum required by Buildings Regulations. There is
increasing evidence of the benefits of enhanced space to peoples wellbeing, e.g. social interaction, play
opportunities, mental wellbeing. Increased internal space is also likely to make a home more flexible
and adaptable to changing needs, contributing to the future proofing of housing by ensuring people
are able to live independently for longer in their home.
The Environment Agency and Anglian Water support inclusion of the water efficiency standard for new
housing, in particular as Daventry District is within an area of serious water stress as defined by the
Environment Agency map (Water Stressed Areas – final classification). However should clarify that
water standard relates to water use per person; suggest amendment as:
iv) All new dwellings shall include water efficiency measures to comply with a limit of 110 litres per
person per day
Objections
The majority of the objections are from site promoters and/or representatives of the housebuilding
industry which set out that the policy is not justified by evidence or at the very least it requires
flexibility. This particularly applies to the section on tenure mix as this part of the policy is considered
to be overly-prescriptive.
Regarding inadequate justification for the policy, some responses set out that the mix set out in the
policy is based on need whereas the NPPF states it should be based on demand, therefore it is
unsound. It should not just rely on population projections to justify accessibility standards – these need
to be understood in the context of the housing market which does not identify a need of 50%
properties to have enhanced accessibility. An ageing population is not sufficient justification.
Related to this, a number of responses consider that the optional technical standards (accessibility,
water and space) have not been adequately justified and are not supported by a clearly evidenced
need. Furthermore the evidence seeking to require proposed accessibility standards is not justified, a
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need has not been demonstrated and neither has viability assessment on space standards been
undertaken. The Council needs to take into account impact on delivery rates and delivery of affordable
housing. Moreover the water standards are also not justified, these should only apply to areas of water
stress (as required by the NPPG).
No assessment of the suitability of the existing stock has taken place to identify which dwellings
comply with or can otherwise meet the requirements of the policy. There is also a need to take into
account planned new specialist housing projects.
Some representations set out that policy HO7 needs to be applied flexibility, taking account particular
circumstances of development sites. Policy therefore requires deletion or significant modification.
Some further concerns over an inconsistency with the NPPG. The supporting text in para 6.5.09 refers
to need for ‘wheelchair accessible’ properties only rather than ‘wheelchair adaptable’. NPPG states
that local plan policies for wheelchair accessible homes should be applied only to those dwellings
where the local authority is responsible for allocating or nominating a person to live in that dwelling.
A further representation set out that the Council should put forward proposals for transitional
arrangements clarifying that sites that benefit from planning permission will not have the space
standard applied to them, e.g. if a site has outline permission the space standard will not apply to the
reserved matters application.
Regarding the mix, there was some support for majority of bedrooms being 3 bedrooms however there
should be greater proportion of 2 bedroom dwellings and a reduction in 4 and 5 bedroom dwellings. 2
and 3 bedroom dwellings are where the greatest need lies and often an important first step on the
ladder as many are starter homes.
Furthermore housing mix partly driven by and responsive to local context so this should also be a
consideration.
A threshold should be applied to the requirements of part D of the policy, for example how would 5%
M4(3) compliance be met on a site for 3 houses.
Related to the above points, various proposed policy modifications proposed;
-

Set percentage figures as targets and/or set a more flexible range e.g. 2 bedroom dwellings is
set at 14% by an acceptable range could be 10% to 20%.

-

Delete accessibility and water standards

-

Change criterion bi) (and ci)) as follows; Proposals for market/affordable housing will be
supported where they provide a mix that broadly reflects the following…

-

Amend Paragraph D(i) to state ‘ 50% of all dwellings will be built to accessibility standards as
follows, where practical and viable’

-

Remove requirement of 5% market housing to meet Part M4(3) and increase the percentage of
affordable dwellings to 15%
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-

Amend the policy to acknowledge an alternative approach to housing mix is appropriate for
Daventry South West to ensure no conflict arises between policies HO1 and HO7.

-

Include reference to specific percentage requirements in supporting text rather than the policy
and refer to figures as a guide.

A further specific response was made regarding affordable housing, that set out that the emerging
revisions to the NPPF are likely to widen the definition of affordable housing with specific reference to
rent-to-buy. Proposed change to part A of policy H07 to ensure flexibility over the plans’ lifetime;
(i) Housing mix will include tenures to rent and buy, including starter homes and affordable rent to buy,
to accord with the definitions set out in the NPPF and to boost opportunities for home ownership.
Suggested response:
The proposed standards have been subject to viability testing which has confirmed that they do not
result in development being unviable.
As set out in the supporting text and the housing background paper the relevant standard are
considered to be justified, related to the outcomes of the ORS study. Furthermore the housing
background paper has been updated to provide examples of the space of developments taking place
across the district which helps to justify it being required.
Regarding water – as confirmed by the Environment Agency Daventry District is recognised to be
within an area of serious water stress as defined by the Environment Agency map (Water Stressed
Areas –final classification).
However whilst the term ‘reflects’ is considered to provide some flexibility it is considered that this
could be taken further to include the term ‘largely’. In addition the suggested change to clarify that the
water standard applies per person should be included.
All the references in the plan should be to wheelchair user dwellings rather than wheelchair accessible.
Suggested action:
To address the above issues the following amendments should be made to the policy and the
supporting text;;
Supporting Text
Para 6.5.17 change the reference to wheelchair user dwellings:
The policy below seeks to address these needs, in particular through ensuring a proportion of the
dwellings meet the optional accessibility standards (M4(3) Wheelchair accessible user).
Policy
Change wording of paragraph B(i) and c(i) as follows;
B)i) Proposals for market housing will be supported where they provide a mix that largely reflects
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the following…
C)i) Proposals for affordable housing will be supported where they provide a mix that largely reflects
the following…
D)iv) All new dwellings shall include water efficiency measures to comply with a limit of 110 litres
per person per day

Policy HO8 – Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
Representations made by:
ED139 Kettering Borough Council
Overview of comments made:
Kettering Borough Council responded setting out that they are concerned that the methodology
adopted in this study, and the assumptions relied upon, have the strong potential of under-estimating
need for residential pitches in Daventry District. They give an example where they are currently
determining a planning application for an additional two pitches at a gypsy and traveller site at
Broughton, near Kettering from an applicant who current lives on a site in Daventry District, and he
needs extra pitches through new household formation as his children become more independent.
Furthermore they refer to an application for three mobiles homes that is pending at Golden Stables in
Daventry District. This would suggest there is further need emanating from Daventry District. Therefore
concern that assumptions made concluding the need for one residential pitch in period to 2029 is
flawed and should be properly addressed through policy considerations.
Suggested response:
In response to the issue raised by Kettering Borough Council a further meeting was held with officers of
Daventry District and Kettering Borough Council respectively. The detail of this meeting is set out in the
Duty to Cooperate background paper. However DDC Officers did confirm at the meeting that whilst
there is no outstanding need for residential pitches this does not preclude further proposals coming
forward for residential pitches through Development management. However it is considered this
position could be further clarified in the supporting text to the policy to confirm that applications
would be treated on a case-by-case basis but that additional residential pitches will need to be
justified.
Further clarification will also be provided on how the need for Travelling Showpeople is being met,
reflecting the discussions that a taking place with the relocation of the households who are generating
the need.
Suggested action:
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The following changes should be made to the supporting text;
Insert the following new paragraph after 6.6.6
The needs for Travelling Showpeople plots arise from a small number of households in need of a new
yard due to over-crowding or concealed families within these households. The existing yard is situated
within Daventry District and discussions are ongoing to establish a suitable alternative site for the
households to relocate to. The Council is committed to working proactively to address this issue.
Amend paragraph 6.6.7 as follows;
As set out in table 6 the needs for residential pitches have now been exceeded through permissions
granted therefore there is no need for further allocations for residential pitches in this plan. For
additional pitches that come forward through the Development Management process the Council will
therefore need to treat applications on a case by case basis. The justification for such pitches will be an
increasingly important factor, particularly as the further provision exceeds the identified needs.
However mindful that the justification for additional pitches will be increasingly limited Table 6 below
summarises the provision against the revised needs identified in the 2017 study.

Amend Paragraph 6.6.9 as follows;
However, following the publication of the 2017 study and the revised needs of the Gypsy, Traveller and
Travelling Showpeople Community the figures in Policy H6 are now out-of-date and therefore are
superseded by Policy HO9 below. The remaining part of policy H6, the criteria currently being used in
determining planning applications, has been taken forward replicated within this policy and therefore
when adopted this policy will replace policy H6 of the WNJCS insofar as it relates to Daventry District.
This will ensure that new provision is located in appropriate locations. This will include ensuring that
proposals have safe access, are accessible to a range of services and facilities, provide an acceptable
level of amenity for residents and not have an unacceptable impact on the landscape, local
infrastructure and existing communities.
Insert new paragraph as follows:
In order that the policy can remain up to date and respond to changing identified need, the policy does
not include specific figures for the level of provision, but refers to the need identified in the evidence
base produced by the Council, which, during the plan period will be updated.
Amend first part of policy HO9 as follows:
The following pProvision will be made for the accommodation of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople in the period 2016 to 2029 to meet the needs identified in the most recent Gypsy,
Traveller and Travelling Showpeople needs assessment.


6 Travelling Showpeople Plots



1 Emergency (negotiated) Stopping Place
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Chapter 7 – Vibrant Economy
General – Vibrant Town Centre
Representations made by:
ED36 Jon Colbourne

ED74 Flore Parish Council

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

Overview of comments made:
Vibrant Town Centre
The 2004 Vision is out of date and requires assessment in light of the current economic climate. The
policy fails to take account of present day, including wrong assumptions over parking, shopping and
outdated housing assessments.
The town centre is slowly dying through the lack of shops, the poor quality of those there and the vast
number of coffee houses and charity shops. The out-of-town shops will further take away from the
town centre as they have everywhere else where they have been developed, including Northampton.
Don’t waste public (DDC funds) money propping up a dated vision of the canal arm when the business
industry has already shown it is an unviable project.
Regarding the "Learning Quarter" (Site 6), a number of questions were raised from Flore Parish Council
including, how much is the proposed closure of the UTC for four years likely to cost the taxpayers over
that period? Are there long term plans for the proposed modern college? Is there a proposal to
increase the availability of smaller business units to encourage new businesses, thereby creating an
increase in employment opportunities?
Suggested response:
The 2004 Town Centre Vision has been reflected on, rather than translated directly into the plan in
order to account for the current economic climate and retail market.
Policy EC1 seeks to support the town centre by recognising the range of uses that complement the core
retail offer, whilst also providing some flexibility to respond to the changing role of town centres.
A formal Council decision has been made to cease work on the canal arm project since the last version
of the plan was published.
The UTC building is now part of the Parker E-Act Academy. The employment allocations identify land
for employment opportunities at Daventry and these allocations include a requirement to provide
smaller units.
Suggested action:
Due to the formal Council decision to cease work on the canal arm project, all reference to the canal
arm project will be deleted from the plan.
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Policy EC1 – Vibrant Town Centre
Representations made by:
ED58 Northampton Borough
Council

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
In Point A, bullet point iv, this policy states that development proposals for main town centre uses will
be supported where they do not result in insufficient car parking or car parking of poor quality. This
part of the policy is justified in para 7.1.05 of the Plan. However, it is unclear as to whether a separate
policy on car parking is required for Daventry's Central Area or whether the County Council's Parking
Standards (adopted September 2016) is applicable. If it is the former, then there are no measurable
criteria to guide applicants on the quantum and/or quality other than where there is a loss of space(s)
that requires mitigation.
Policy EC1 supports development proposals for main town centre uses and makes this location the
focus and preferred location for these uses. Daventry Town Council supports the principle of this
policy. However, the policy goes on to seek to control the over-dominance of non-retail use within a
frontage within the Primary Shopping Area. While this is a legitimate aim in supporting and maintaining
a vital and vibrant town centre with a fast-moving retail sector and environment it is also important to
have flexibility so that the Town’s principle shopping streets do not become areas of empty shops.
Daventry Town Council considers it is preferable to have active streets with cafes or other A3 and A4
uses rather than empty and boarded up shops.
Point B, bullet point (i) relates to the defined Primary Shopping Area and the requirement to not result
in the over dominance of non-retail use within a frontage. This can be subject to variations in
interpretation. Clarity on what constitutes over dominance would assist in addressing this matter.
Suggested response:
An SPD covering parking will be prepared. This will include reference to car parking in Daventry’s
Central Area.
Agree that some clarity about ‘over dominance’ would be helpful and a suggested change is set out
below.
Suggested action:
Include additional para after first sentence of para 7.1.07 in supporting text to help explain ‘overdominance’ – refer to not losing their retail focus.
It is important that the retail function of the primary shopping area is maintained to ensure that the
retail offer functions effectively and supports the overall vitality and viability of the town centre.
Therefore in this area, proposals for town centre uses should not result in over-dominance of nonretail use within a frontage. This is to ensure that the retail character and function is not eroded and
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continues to be the primary form of provision in these areas.

Policy EC2 North of High Street (Site 1)
Representations made by:
ED9 Anthony Hawkey –
Daventry resident

ED82 Anglian Water

ED60 Historic England

ED138 Daventry Town Council
Overview of comments made:
Daventry Town Council supports the ambition of policy EC2 to provide a mix of town centre uses
including the retention of a library facility, community uses, leisure, retail and business uses. Any
development proposals will need to balance a requirement to increase the density of development
within the site with the retention of sufficient car parking for these additional uses to make the scheme
commercially viable. There are a number of uses required within the scheme which are potentially
unattractive for the market to deliver and careful consideration needs to be given as to how various
elements could be funded. Daventry Town Council feel that as the owner of the site, DDC has the
opportunity to work with its commercial partner to undertake viability work on a range of scenarios to
indicate whether these could be delivered purely through commercial returns or whether elements of
subsidy would be required. Daventry Town Council urges Daventry District Council to delay or reject
any proposals that would dilute the ambition of the mix of uses for this site until the economic climate
is more favourable. Although the area is largely surface car parking, with a library, this area currently
performs a critical function for the town centre. This site must be developed as a whole scheme that
would meet all of the deliverable policy aims and be commercially viable and not be developed
incrementally in smaller parcels.
A Daventry resident stated they would like to see a proper museum built, principally to highlight
Daventry's important position in the development of radio and radar. This would be a great attraction
to visitors from all over the world. Such a museum could also highlight that Daventry District has many
historic attractions, including Naseby Battlefield, Borough Hill (multi-period hillfort, early development
of radio and radar), Burnt Walls Scheduled Monument, Ashby St Ledgers (Catesby and Gunpowder
Plot), Grand Union Canal, Weedon Royal Ordnance Depot (section 9.5 Historic Environment).
Historic England strongly welcomes the requirement for a masterplan. Section 3, criteria c(i) should be
amended to include all heritage assets and their settings, not just the Conservation Area. Daventry
Town Centre has a particular wealth of heritage assets including many highly graded buildings, such as
the Grade I Church of the Holy Cross. Historic England would be very happy to agree a change to the
wording of criteria c(i) by Statement of Common Ground.
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site.
As set out in Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water
this employment site is expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage
network to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a
District wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. Anglian Water do
not consider it necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan.
However they would suggest that Policy EC2 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it
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suggested that Policy EC2 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater
infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development.
Suggested response:
Part A of policy requires the mix of uses that Daventry Town Council has said in its response that it
would like to see. The Town Council express concerns about delivery. However, the policy states that a
masterplan must be agreed with DDC and would need to include uses in the policy and also would help
to ensure the site comes forward comprehensively.
The uses listed under criterion A are uses that the Council would expect to see located on the site but
do not preclude further uses, such as a museum, from being included.
Further clarity regarding the need to protect wider heritage assets is agreed and criterion C.i. should be
amended accordingly, as suggested below.
Reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided
part of this development will be included.
Suggested action:
Amend C.i. as follows;
“Preserve and enhance the Daventry Town Centre Conservation Area and other heritage assets; and
Include additional criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure:
C.vi. Set out further details of any required mitigation relating to water and water recycling
infrastructure and any necessary phasing arrangements

Policy EC3 Land to the North and West of Daventry
Representations made by:
ED09 Anthony Hawkey –
Daventry resident

ED21 Highways England

ED82 Anglian Water

ED138 Daventry Town Council

ED74 Flore Parish Council

Overview of comments made:
Daventry Town Council stated that policy EC3 represents the largest regeneration and redevelopment
site that is available to help secure and enhance the economic vitality and viability of Daventry Town
Centre. In this respect the Town Council supports the allocation of this site which combines sites 3 and
5 of the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2021. Daventry Town Council accepts that the economic and
commercial position has progressed since 2004, when the Vision was published, and that even at the
time the proposals for the town were too ambitious to be deliverable. However, they consider that the
site, being so large, could be given context within the Local Plan part 2 to separate and delineate which
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uses would be acceptable in specified areas of the site and how this would come together as an overall
concept framework. As stated in the text the former Site 5 has planning consent for convenience retail
floor space and non-food bulky goods and a petrol filling station and a current application is seeking to
alter this mix and layout. A schematic diagram for the whole site is essential to identify the broad
location and mix of uses throughout the site. With the proposals to remove the large roundabout
Braunston Rd/Ashby Rd, under the current planning application for site 5, there is an opportunity to
realign Eastern Way in order to bring the whole of the former site 3 closer to the town centre and
create a much more integrated and permeable development. Eastern Way would need to be
downgraded to become a town centre road with multiple crossing places but still retain its capacity for
the volume of traffic required. Further land may be required to the north of EC2 to help integrate this
site more fully.
A resident is concerned that 120 dwellings proposed on this site would impinge upon the plans for a
terminal canal basin for the canal. They would like to see the canal basin be built on the Eastern Way
playing fields, become a centre of entertainment, to include a cinema/theatre, social club, canal side
plaza with covered and alfresco eating areas. The plaza could be used as an exhibition area, for
entertainment events.
Flore Parish Council state that this item mentions opportunity for high quality development alongside
the proposed canal route. They ask a number of questions. Would these be large executive housing
with shops, restaurants etc., which would take businesses away from the current centre of Daventry
Town (to the detriment of businesses there)? We would ask whether the District Council has really
achieved the 'duty to co-operate' (as specified in the Localism Act 2011) with all parties involved,
including the electorate, on this particular aspect of the Masterplan? There are many vital unanswered
questions related to the project, including cost, source of finance, and known private contributions to
date. From what source is the water for the canal arm to be drawn? What is the method by which
boats will be lowered into the marina basin? What is the cost, and what is the visual impact likely to
be? What is proposed in relation to the funding of ongoing maintenance costs? We feel there are more
pressing long and short term projects that require both attention and financial resources including: The
regeneration of Southbrook, and other housing areas within Daventry Town, better sports facilities
provision, both in the town and rural areas, promoting health and wellbeing, especially in the rural
areas, saving travel to Daventry or Northampton for these services, and thus providing higher levels of
usage.
EC3 Land to the North and West of Daventry should be accompanied by a transport assessment to
assess the implications of this growth on the Strategic Road Network. The cumulative impact of growth
across the District should be considered through the Development Management process.
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site. As set out in
Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water this
employment site is expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage network
to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a district
wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. It is not considered
necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan. However we would
suggest that Policy EC3 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it suggested that Policy
EC3 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and
that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development.
Suggested response:
The policy requires that a Masterplan must be agreed with DDC and will help to ensure the site comes
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forward comprehensively. The policy needs to be flexible with regard to the uses and design of the site
in order to accommodate change over the lifetime of the plan.
The policy allows for D2 uses which includes cinemas and dance halls. The policy also requires
proposals to respond to its waterside setting and optimise views in and out of site. This does not
preclude provision of a plaza.
Development in this location would seek to support the town centre, not detract from it. Criteria C.i.
supports this by requiring suitable and legible pedestrian and cycle links that accommodate the distinct
needs of different users linking to the town centre.
The District Council has satisfied the ‘Duty to Cooperate’. The ‘Duty’ is a legal test that requires
cooperation between local planning authorities and other public bodies to maximise the effectiveness
of policies for strategic matters in Local Plans. This is separate to formal consultation which has been
carried out with the residents and businesses of the District that included public exhibitions, in addition
to previous workshops held for Parish Councils and focussed consultation on other supporting
evidence including the Settlement Hierarchy methodology.
A formal Council decision has been made to cease work on the canal arm project since the last version
of the plan was published.
The Transport Assessment work is being undertaken and the outcomes, including any necessary
mitigation, have been identified in the policies in the plan and the Infrastructure Schedule.
Reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided
part of this development will be included.
Suggested action:
Include additional criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure:
C.xi. Set out further details of any required mitigation relating to water and water recycling
infrastructure and any necessary phasing arrangements

General - Employment
Representations made by:
ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf
of Pendrix Ltd

ED102 Savills representing SGC

ED133 Framptons on behalf of
Barry Howard Homes

ED140 Howkins and Harrison
representing Mr Bell
Overview of comments made:
The references to the ‘niche sectors’, and the associated need for additional ‘non-strategic’
employment sites (paragraphs 7.2.03 and 7.2.04) are welcomed and supported, as is the context
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provided with reference to the opportunities to support key growing sectors and industries across the
District.
Interpretation of PBA report
The brief summary of the PBA report is challenged and queried. The report prepared for the Council is
clear that additional land, if allocated, would be quickly brought forward by ‘the market’ to meet
occupier needs, and is explicit about the extremely ‘tight’ (constrained) supply.
The PBA study concluded there is need for 1.8 – 3.5ha of land to be provided per annum. For the
remaining plan period, this would mean that 11 years land supply needs to be identified (i.e. 19.8ha –
38.5ha) This has been translated into the DSCLP proposing to allocate 13ha of land for employment
however the plan states that this is to only meet 7 years’ worth of supply (i.e. to 2025 and at the
lowest of the proposed range of required provision) instead of providing land for the whole of the
remaining plan period (i.e. to 2029). Through only proposing to meet part of the identified demand,
the plan is failing to be robust, would not be effective or justified and would therefore be unsound.
The failure of the DSCLP to allocate additional land at Crick will constrain companies who are seeking to
support DIRFT operations, including supply chain companies, as set out the PBA report (paras 3.40 and
3.41), and will result in less sustainable patterns of development as they will be forced to locate away
from DIRFT requiring more journeys.
PBA report states that land should be allocated in more than one location. There is no reason for DDC
to have interpreted this as being different sites around Daventry as opposed to different settlements
where such allocations would have direct benefits and meet demand.
Spatial approach to employment allocations
Objections to the approach taken regarding the geographical locations of employment land allocations.
This strategy:
 underplays the significance of the shortage in employment land;
 underplays the opportunities for appropriate local economic development elsewhere; and
 fails to plan to deliver sites and accommodation to meet a range of employment types.
The reliance on sites only in Daventry:
 is not a sustainable approach to economic development and job creation. It is highly
questionable in terms of environmental, social and economic sustainability;
 is not consistent with the Strategic Economic Plan of the SEMLEP which is encouraging and
planning for continued economic growth, including in key sectors, across the South East
Midlands;
 would clearly fail to support delivery of the Plan’s strategic Objectives relating to: reducing the
need to travel (Objectives 1 and 3); economic diversification and growth (Objectives 6, 7 and
11)
The conclusions reached about where additional development land should be located are objected to –
they appear to be more directly geared around the Council’s preferred spatial strategy and settlement
hierarchy than around the evidence of where the market is demanding additional non-strategic sites. A
fuller and more rounded summary of the evidence base should be provided, and should inform a
revised approach to employment land policies and allocations.
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Additional allocations would represent a sound response to the evidence base, and a more sustainable
alternative to the proposed strategy in the emerging Part 2 Plan. Changes to the plan should be
introduced to ensure a more flexible employment land supply.
Various sites at Crick promoted for allocations
Site at Brixworth promoted for allocation
Site at Daventry promoted for allocation (ED140)
Suggested response:
The WNJCS sets out the spatial strategy for development in policy S1 which confirms how development
and economic activity will be distributed over the plan period. Policy S1 focuses development on the
towns and limits development in the rural areas. The needs for employment land are identified in
Policy S7 of the WNJCS and these needs have already been met through existing commitments. The
Part 2 plan is not seeking to meet needs, but is looking to satisfy local demand and support the
regeneration of Daventry town. The report produced by Peter Brett Associates recommends allocating
five years supply and then reviewing the plan. However, the plan includes allocations that meet the
demand for seven years in order to allow sufficient time for such a review to be completed. The
allocations provide 16.2-28.7ha to meet the identified demand for units <10,000sqm at Daventry. The
study acknowledges that there is potential demand at Crick as DIRFT 3 is built and occupied. The
evidence will be reviewed within five years and until that time the provision of small to medium size
units will be monitored.
Policy R2 of the WNJCS provides some additional flexibility for economic development in the rural area
subject to certain criteria being met.
Suggested action:
Include following text:
7.2.14 The employment study identified that the majority of this demand is at Daventry town. It stated
that demand for small-to-medium sized units serving DIRFT is likely to increase in the future as the next
phase of DIRFT is built out and occupied. However there is no present identified demand therefore
allocations have only been made at Daventry town. The evidence looking at demand of small to
medium units will be reviewed within 5 years as recommended by the study and until that time,
provision of small-to-medium sized units across the District will be monitored.

Policy EC4 – Strategic Employment Areas
Representations made by:
ED15 Ancer Spa on behalf of
Butcher’s Pet Care

ED41 Kilsby Parish Council

ED47 Barby and Onley Parish
Council

ED58 Northampton Borough
Council

ED70 GVA in behalf of Mr and
Mrs Lewis

ED82 Anglian Water
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ED98 Oxalis Planning on behalf
of Pendrix Ltd
Overview of comments made:
Northampton Borough Council support this policy.
Strategic Employment Areas should be listed in policy EC4, not just in supporting text.
It is unclear whether policy EC4 applies to DIRFT.
The emerging policy seeks to provide a positive and enabling context for the continued expansion and
growth of businesses in these areas. The principle of focusing additional employment development at
established and Strategic Employment Areas is sound.
It is unclear how effective the policy might be in practice where Strategic Employment Areas are
already complete (i.e. developed or built-out in full), and have tightly drawn boundaries. The majority
of policy EC4 as drafted refers to the protection of, rather than expansion or growth of, the Strategic
Employment Areas – this protectionist rather than proactive and positive approach falls short of the
requirements and expectations of the NPPF. It is also at odds with the recognised need for additional
non-strategic employment land in Daventry District.
The approach to the potential for future growth should be revisited and amended. The potential for
appropriate physical expansion of the Employment Areas should be explicitly allowed for, and the
policy might also make direct cross-reference to the support for key business sectors (as planned for in
draft plan Objective 7, described above). The Local Plan should not, either by intentional policy or
otherwise unintentionally, deny the opportunity for businesses within the SEA to expand. Suggested
additional wording and amendments are proposed below (underlined text) and would better reflect
strategic Objective 7 of the Part 2 Plan:
EC4 Strategic Employment Areas
A. To ensure a vibrant economy proposals for B1 (b, c), B2 and B8 uses will be supported. The
expansion of any existing business within these use classes will be supported, provided it
promotes and supports the role and performance of the employment area and does not
harm the amenity of surrounding residential properties.
Suitable proposals for the extension of the Strategic Employment Areas will be supported where:
 They relate to land directly adjoining the existing employment area;
 They are appropriate in terms of the scale and types of uses proposed;
 Where they relate to the continued success of existing employers and/or specialist business
sectors or clusters;
 Where they do not conflict with other policies of this plan relating to housing or other
allocations, access, landscape assets, flood-risk or heritage.
Policy wording needs to include something to ensure that villages located adjacent to Strategic
Employment Areas are not disadvantaged by additional development. Criterion A states that expansion
will be supported provided it promotes and supports the role and performance of the employment
area and does not harm the amenity of surrounding residential properties. Very often the real negative
impact caused by an increase in size of an Employment Area on the neighbouring villages is reflected
by increased traffic and noise. This policy should ensure that infrastructure of the surrounding area is
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also taken into consideration.
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site. As set out in
Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water these
employment sites are expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage
network to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a
district wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. It is not considered
necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan. However we would
suggest that Policy EC4 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it suggested that Policy
EC4 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and
that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development.
Specific Strategic Employment Areas
Identification of Brixworth Strategic Employment Area is supported.
DIRFT should be listed as a Strategic Employment Area in paragraph 7.2.05 and should be included on
the policies map as an existing employment area with a clear boundary. A land promoter said a
boundary at DIRFT should include land at Crick Covert (ED70)
The boundary of the SEA at Crick is drawn tightly around the existing industrial estates at Eldon Way
and Dockham Way. There are businesses there such as Butchers Pet Care that wish to expand on to
adjoining land which is outside the drawn SEA boundary.
Suggested response:
The expansion of existing businesses at Strategic Employment areas is already addressed in the rural
areas by policy R2 of the WNJCS which allows for the expansion of businesses in their existing locations
subject to criteria including where they are of an appropriate scale for their location. At Daventry town,
allocations EC7 and EC9 provide for expansion of existing employment areas to meet identified
demand, and in accordance with the spatial strategy, including for the expansion of existing businesses.
A policy specific to DIRFT will be included in the plan as set out below and the area of DIRFT will be
mapped and included in the Inset Maps.
The policy includes a requirement in criterion A that any proposal should not harm the amenity of
surrounding residential properties. This would include issues relating to traffic generation and noise.
Suggested action:
Insert new policy and supporting text
7.4.01 Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal (DIRFT) is an infrastructure project of international
significance. A Development Consent Order (DCO/2014/0001) was granted for the expansion of
the site, known as DIRFT 3 in July 2014. Development of DIRFT 3 is currently underway and as
part of this consent a 193 acre nature reserve, known as Lilbourne Meadows has been
provided and safeguarded as a nature reserve.
7.4.02 Due to its location on the rail network and operation as a rail freight terminal of international
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significance, it is important that the site is retained for strategic B8 uses, i.e. those over
10,000sqm. However, it is acknowledged that other alternative employment generating uses
can support the role and performance of this employment area as an international rail freight
terminal. This includes uses such as small convenience retail, hotel accommodation and
restaurants. This policy applies to the full extent of DIRFT as shown on the policies map under
policy EC10.
This policy aims to address objectives 6, 7, 10 and 13
This policy helps to deliver policies S7, S8, E1, E2, E4, E7, and D1 of the West
Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy
EC10 – Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal
A. Proposals for strategic B8 uses will be supported.
B. Alternative employment generating uses within DIRFT will be supported where
they are able to demonstrate that they are required to support the role and
performance of the employment area as an International Rail Freight Terminal.
C. Lilbourne meadows will be protected as a nature reserve, the extent of which is
defined by the Development Consent Order masterplan
D. For proposals within DIRFT 3, development will reflect that of the Development
Consent Order masterplan.

Policy EC5 – Land off Newnham Drive, Daventry
Representations made by:
ED82 Anglian Water

ED102 Savills representing SGC

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
Daventry Town Council supports Policy EC5 which allocates employment uses to an area of brownfield
or undeveloped land within the existing Drayton Fields Industrial Estate. They consider it makes sense
to utilise this land for further employment opportunities. Sensitive screening should be employed and
existing trees and vegetation preserved to ensure that the disused railway footpath is not dominated
by industrial premises on this part of the route.
EC5 is already partially committed. The remainder of area is small and will provide limited contribution
for additional development.
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site. As set out in
Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water this
employment site is expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage network
to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a district
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wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. It is not considered
necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan. However we would
suggest that Policy EC5 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it suggested that Policy
EC5 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and
that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development.
Suggested response:
Reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided
part of this development will be included.
Suggested action:
Include additional criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure: (Wording not agreed)
A.v. Set out further details of any required mitigation relating to water and water recycling
infrastructure and any necessary phasing arrangements

Policy EC6 – The Knoll, Daventry
Representations made by:
ED82 Anglian Water

ED102 Savills representing SGC

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
Daventry Town Council supports Policy EC6 which allocates employment uses at the Knoll, which is
within The Marches, an existing industrial and commercial area. The utilisation of all brownfield sites, if
appropriate for development, first before allocating greenfield sites is a government priority.
The site of EC6 is significantly constrained. Even DDC does not consider that it will be able to contribute
to meeting early development requirements within the seven years proposed. As such the allocation
should be deleted.
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site. As set out in
Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water this
employment site is expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage network
to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a district
wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. It is not considered
necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan. However we would
suggested that Policy EC6 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it suggested that
Policy EC6 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure
and that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development. There are a number of sewers in
Anglian Water’s ownership within the boundary of the site. It is therefore suggested that the following
text should be included in the supporting text: Existing foul and surface water sewers cross the site and
the site layout should be designed to take these into account. This existing infrastructure is protected by
easements and should not be built over or located in private gardens where access for maintenance and
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repair could be restricted. The existing water mains and sewers should be located in public highway or
public open space. If this is not possible a formal application to divert Anglian Water’s assets may be
required.
It is therefore suggested that Policy EC6 should be amended as follows: that suitable access is
safeguarded for the maintenance of foul and surface water drainage infrastructure; and
Suggested response:
Reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided
part of this development will be included along with reference to sewers that run below the site in the
supporting text.
Suggested action:
Include new para in the supporting text after 7.2.13:
Existing foul and surface water sewers cross the site and the site layout should be designed to take
these into account. This existing infrastructure is protected by easements and should not be built over
or located where access for maintenance and repair could be restricted. The existing water mains and
sewers should be located in public highway or public open space. If this is not possible a formal
application to divert Anglian Water’s assets may be required
Include additional sentence on the end of criterion i)
Alternative unit sizes will be considered where demonstrated that they are required for an existing
business located in Daventry district
Include additional criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure and a further criterion to
safeguard suitable access for maintenance of foul and surface water drainage infrastructure:
C.iv. Set out further details of any required mitigation relating to water and water recycling
infrastructure and any necessary phasing arrangements
v. Safeguard suitable access for the maintenance of foul and surface water drainage infrastructure.

Policy EC7 – Land North West of Nasmyth Road, Daventry
Representations made by:
ED24 English Regional
Transport Association

ED26 Braunston Parish Council

ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council

ED82 Anglian Water

ED96 Berrys on behalf of
Prologis

ED102 Savills representing SGC
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ED120 Mark Wesley

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
Daventry Town Council broadly supports Policy EC7 which allocates employment uses as an extension
to Drayton Fields Industrial Estate to the North West of the town. The site area is relatively modest and
it adjoins to additional employment floorspace which is currently being built out to the south of the
site. The proposals will ‘enclose’ the existing public right of way, which connects with the whole of the
western town perimeter footpath, within an industrial estate area.
Site promoters generally support the policy approach to site EC7, welcome the allocation of the site for
B Class uses and look forward to working with the Council in progressing the site.
Apex Park is identified in the background paper as ‘the highest quality industrial estate’ in Daventry
town where stock is of a larger scale and ‘is more suited to B8 strategic distribution’. Site promoters
would support the evidence base provided by the background paper. Apex Park is a highly sought after
location for distribution, although for units of a smaller scale than nearby DIRFT where units sizes for
Phase III are predominately between 24,000 sqm and 100,000 sqm. Only 2 of the 12 units currently
approved at DIRFT III are below 20,000 sqm. The strategic warehouse market is continuing to respond
to market drivers and units are becoming larger at the strategic scale of the distribution industry. This
naturally has an effect on what is considered medium scale.
To ensure Daventry has a broad employment base and attracts the necessary jobs to ensure a good
balance of homes and jobs for the town we consider that the maximum unit size attributed in Policy
EC7 should be raised from 13,500sqm to 20,000sqm. Our clients currently have interest for units up to
this size.
It is also specified in the background paper at paragraph 3.81 that much of the potential demand
identified comes from businesses already established in Daventry looking to expand or relocate. Whilst
the background paper identifies this with regard to smaller units this is equally true of medium sized
units.
In order to ensure that the Daventry Town retains and supports it economic base and its role and
function as a secondary growth town in West Northamptonshire, it is requested that the scope of the
policy is broadened to allow for a slightly larger unit size. The retention and creation of jobs for the
town is vital to ensure that an appropriate balance of homes and jobs is sustained in order to reduce
out-commuting and to support sustainable place-making.
It is suggested the following minor adjustment to the policy wording below which is consistent with the
advice in the background paper. The revised wording will continue to ensure the site is protected from
larger scale units such as that found at a DIRFT III whilst also allowing consistency with the commentary
in the background paper that Apex Park is suited to B8 strategic distribution. The policy then responds
to both the smaller-scale and medium-scale needs identified in the local area.
In addition a supplementary clause is suggested which would allow in exceptional circumstances a
larger unit to be considered if the Council consider it is an advantage to retain an existing local
employer needing a larger unit. Clearly a case would have to be made by the existing employer and
other aspects of the policy would have to be adhered to, however the clause would allow such as
scheme to be within the scope of the policy and therefore policy compliant as a justified exception.
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EC7 – Land North West of Nasmyth Road, Daventry
A) Development proposals for this site must be informed by a masterplan, agreed by the Council as
local planning authority.
B) Proposals for this site should meet all of the following:
i. provide for B1 (b,c), B2 or B8 uses;
ii. provide a mix of unit sizes, that individually do not exceed 13,500sqm 20,000sqm and at least 50%
of the floorspace to be provided in a range of unit sizes that individually do not exceed 10,000sqm;
iii. strengthen existing boundary hedgerows and plant new screening to mitigate impact on the
landscape including the provision of a buffer between the built form and the landscape;
iv. optimise the design and layout to ensure the development does not result in adverse amenity
impacts on neighbouring residents and minimises impact on the landscape beyond including giving
careful consideration to the skyline in this location when determining the heights of buildings, as
well as the levelling and platforms required;
v. provide safe access;
vi. integrate with the existing employment area;
vii. provide walking and cycling links from the site to the remainder of the employment area and also
the neighbouring residential area; and
viii. provide an extension to the existing footpath at the northern perimeter of the site connecting to
the existing footpath network.
In the event that a local employer comes forward as a relocation requirement for a unit in excess of
the limits stated above, the Council will consider the proposal where justified on the balance of
issues within the scope of the policy.
Braunston Parish Council are very concerned about Policy EC7. Site EC7 partly occupies the highest
land between Braunston and Daventry and has wider significance as the watershed of England. The
warehouses built on the first stages of this business park are highly visible from Braunston, the
surrounding countryside to the west and to the east of Daventry as well as parts of Warwickshire.
Braunston PC insist that the conditions listed in Policy EC7 part B, in particular points iii) and iv) should
be strictly adhered to and that the measures to mitigate the intrusive appearance of any development
on site EC7 should include actions to prevent light pollution.
In addition they would like point viii) to be specific in including a walking and cycling link from the
northern most corner of the site through and along the edge of the neighbouring Green Wedge to link
with the Grand Union Canal towpath at the western portal of Braunston Tunnel to provide a
sustainable transport option between Braunston and the employment area and onwards to the rest of
the town. Daventry Town Council also feel it is essential that a strong pedestrian and cycle route from
the site is provided to link the western footpath around the town to the old disused railway line. The
existing footpaths should be upgraded so that there is a viable link from the site to the countryside and
Braunston.
The description of the footpath/rights of way proposals in paragraph 7.2.17 and Policy EC7 could be
helpfully reviewed to make them clearer and to ensure consistency. It is not currently clear whether
the proposal is for a new footpath “around the site” (para 7.2.17) or along “the northern perimeter”
(Policy EC7 viii). There are some references to ‘footpaths’ or ‘footpath network’ that may more
properly refer to rights of way more generally.
The detrimental effect on current footways and access to the open countryside is unacceptable.
The visual environmental impact for Braunston including from Jurassic Way should point to this
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proposal being shelved.
The further encroachment to Middlemore and the subsequent noise is a reason to reconsider.
The existing hedgerows should be straightened. It is close to a residential area which is separated by a
railway cutting which must be protected for possible future use as a railway.
Site is under option to a large developer which is likely to deliver larger buildings thereby not likely to
contribute to meeting needs of wider market
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site. As set out in
Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water this
employment site is expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage network
to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a district
wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. It is not considered
necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan. However we would
suggest that Policy EC7 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it suggested that Policy
EC7 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and
that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development
Suggested response:
The policy will be revised to allow for the upper threshold of unit size to be revised to 20,000sqm and
also be flexible to accommodate alternative unit sizes where they are required to meet the needs of an
existing business in Daventry.
Criterion iv. ensures the development does not result in adverse amenity impacts on neighbouring
residents and this will include light pollution.
Criterion viii. requires an extension to the existing footpath at the northern perimeter of the site
connecting to the existing footpath. The supporting text will be clarified including reference to the
footpath numbers in order to accurately identify them.
Reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that suitable mitigation will be provided as
part of this development will be included.
Suggested action:
Amend supporting text to clarify the reference to the footpath:
7.2.17
A public footpath should also be provided around the northern perimeter of the site to provide an
alternative recreational and enjoyable route to the bridleway that will become enclosed by the
development of this site. This will help enhance the footpath network in this location by linking route
VB9 with route VB6 via the recently created foot path at the new Apex Park development and the
footpath provided as part of this allocation. This relates to aspirations in policy ST1 to achieve links
with the neighbouring residential area.
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Amend criterion B) ii.
B. ii. provide a mix of unit sizes, that individually do not exceed 13,500sqm 20,000sqm and at least
50% of the total floorspace on the site to be provided in a range of unit sizes that individually do not
exceed 10,000sqm. Alternative unit sizes will be supported where demonstrated that they are
required to meet the needs/secure retention of an existing business located in Daventry District;

Include additional criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure:
B.ix. Set out further details of any required mitigation relating to water and water recycling
infrastructure and any necessary phasing arrangements

Policy EC9 – Daventry South East Gateway
Representations made by:
ED34 Paul Biggins

ED60 Historic England

ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council

ED82 Anglian Water

ED102 Savills representing SGC

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
Given that the paragraph 7.3.02 refers to the gateway site as comprising the Marches Industrial Estate
and associated sites, it is not clear whether site EC9 as marked on the proposals map encompasses the
whole of the site being referred to.
Reading paragraphs 7.3.02-06 in combination it is not clear how they lead to part B of Policy EC09 –
these paragraphs concentrate on the issues and constraints, a further paragraph detailing the proposal
would be helpful.
Daventry Town Council broadly supports Policy EC9 which allocates the gateway site on the A45 at the
entrance to Daventry for employment uses (B1 b&c, B2, B8). Daventry Town Council considers this site
represents a very important gateway to the town and there is significant opportunity for sympathetic
redevelopment and commercial regeneration.
Daventry Town Council also considers that the employment uses should not limit office development
(B1a). While office development is regarded as a main town centre use and should therefore
sequentially be located within or near to the town centre this site represents an opportunity to provide
a high-quality office environment with excellent links to the M1.
In order to provide the type of gateway entrance that is envisaged it is essential to require a
masterplan to be approved by the planning authority. The Town Council supports the allocation of this
site as a gateway however it supports a more flexible approach would potentially allow a number of
proposals to come forward which may present a better solution than just light industrial,
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manufacturing and distribution uses. The production of a development brief by the Council would
guide and inform any masterplan which may be submitted for the site in future.
This allocation is significantly constrained and reliant upon relocation of existing use. Although criteria
are provided for the relocation, no site is specifically identified and relocation cannot therefore be
guaranteed. The area of the site presently occupied is not new employment land and should not
therefore count towards the requirement for new land.
There will also be some challenges in delivering a site such as this alongside the A45, particularly where
only one side of the road is to be developed.
No reference is made to the derelict hotel and petrol station.
Rather than building houses on beautiful green field sites, DDC should implement, as a matter of
urgency, the relocation of the car breakers, the cleaning of the land to allow house building and move
to convert the hotel into truly affordable council flats.
There is a small section of just around 1ha immediately to the west of the Burnt Walls Scheduled
Monument, harmful to the significance to the Scheduled Monument, the immediate setting and the
historic landscape context of the monument, in which there is ridge and furrow. Is this a mapping error
give its relatively small size? Historic England would be very happy to agree this change by Statement
of Common Ground if this small area can be deleted. Without this change, Historic England would not
conclude with the Sustainability Appraisal site assessment.
In the absence of more detailed proposals at this stage, we would recommend that a transport or
access strategy (comparable to that in policies EC2 and EC3) is required which would include proposals
for pedestrian, cycling, public transport and highway access to the site.
Anglian Water has no objection to the principle of employment development on this site. As set out in
Daventry Water and Wastewater infrastructure Assessment provided by Anglian Water this
employment site is expected to require improvements to the water supply and foul sewerage network
to enable this site come forward. West Northamptonshire Core Strategy already includes a district
wide policy relating to water supply, quality and wastewater infrastructure. It is not considered
necessary to duplicate the requirements of Policy BN7A in the Part 2 Local Plan. However we would
suggest that Policy EC9 includes reference to the above requirement. Therefore it suggested that Policy
EC9 could be strengthened by including reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and
that suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development. There are a number of water mains
in Anglian Water’s ownership within the boundary of the site. It is therefore suggested that the
following text should be included in the supporting text: Existing water mains cross the site and the site
layout should be designed to take these into account. This existing infrastructure is protected by
easements and should not be built over or located in private gardens where access for maintenance and
repair could be restricted. The existing water mains and sewers should be located in public highway or
public open space. If this is not possible a formal application to divert Anglian Water’s assets may be
required.
It is therefore suggested that Policy EC9 should be amended as follows: that suitable access is
safeguarded for the maintenance of water supply infrastructure; and
Suggested response:
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Paragraph 7.3.02 will be clarified to ensure the description of the site is clear that it is not part of the
Marches Strategic Employment Area.
Include additional text underneath paragraph 7.3.02 to provide further detail on the proposal including
the requirement for smaller unit sizes and good design in a gateway location in addition to the
importance of walking and cycling links.
Part B of the policy requires development proposals to be informed by a Masterplan agreed by the
Council as local planning authority.
The land made available by the relocation of the vehicle recycling facility can be counted towards
meeting demand for employment land as an alternative site will have been occupied by the facility that
is likely to be currently undeveloped land.
A Heritage Impact Assessment has been undertaken for the allocated site and found that the allocation
could be developed with appropriate mitigation against the impact on the Burnt Walls Scheduled
Monument.
The Transport Assessment work is being undertaken and the outcomes, including any necessary
mitigation, have been identified in the policies in the plan and the Infrastructure Schedule
Additional supporting text will be included to acknowledge the water mains owned by Anglian Water
that are within the site boundary and reference to both water and wastewater infrastructure and that
suitable mitigation will be provided part of this development will be included.
Suggested action:
Amend for clarity about location:
7.3.02 An area that is a priority for regeneration is the Daventry South East Gateway site, which
comprises is adjacent to the Marshes Industrial Estate.
Additional paragraph under 7.3.02
7.3.03 The South East Gateway will provide a mix of unit sizes not exceeding 10,000sqm in order to
meet the demand for units of this size. These will broadly be provided in the size distribution set out in
table 7. The site will incorporate high quality design to optimise the layout of the site and enhance the
gateway into the town. Walking and cycling links to the adjacent Marches Strategic Employment area
and nearby residential areas will also be provided.
Amend paragraph 7.3.03 as follows:
7.3.02 There are a number of heritage assets within and close to the site. The northern part of the site
adjoins the Burnt Walls Scheduled Monument which is a fortified enclosure. Development here
provides an opportunity to enhance this nationally important monument, in particular through
encouraging measures to increase its enjoyment and provide interpretation for the public. Although
lying outside the site, the Borough Hill Scheduled Monument is also a key historic feature that directly
relates to the site. It is a large prominent natural hill whose landform has influenced growth of the
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town. Any development here should also refer to policy ENV8 Borough Hill and Burnt Walls Scheduled
Monuments. The Scheduled Monument is considered to be of high heritage interest and its wider
setting includes Borough Hill Scheduled Monument, which lies outside the site to the north, the nondesignated asset of John of Gaunts Castle in the southern part of the site and the non-designated
historic farmstead, Daventry Wood Farm adjacent to the southern part of the site. Borough Hill, which
is also a Scheduled Monument and Newnham Hill flank the site and form an important part of the
setting of the town. The western part of the site has previously been quarried, however, there is
potential for archaeological remains to be present in the remainder of the site.
Amend paragraph 7.3.04 as follows:
7.3.04 This historic asset is also a key landscape feature, which along with Newnham Hill, forms an
important part of the setting of the town. These features flank the site. It will be important to ensure
that there is only limited harm to the landscape setting and development proposals will need to
recognise the sensitivity of the location and provide appropriate sufficient landscape buffers to ensure
the setting of Newhnam Hill and the Borough Hill Scheduled Monument are protected and enhanced. A
Heritage Impact Assessment of the site as part of the evidence base for the plan concluded that
development within the site would not result in harm to the heritage significance of Borough Hill and
Burnt Walls Scheduled Monuments but has the potential to impact on the setting of Daventry Wood
Farm and could impact on the as yet unknown archaeological remains. However, any harm to the
historic environment can be suitably mitigated to the lower end of less than substantial harm or
avoided altogether through sensitive design and mitigation.
Insert new paragraphs in supporting text after para 7.3.04
The mitigation and enhancement opportunities include the retention and enhancement of boundary
hedgerows, restricting that part of the development which is to the north of the A45 of to its western
side to create a green buffer to Burnt Walls, measures to enhance views towards the monument and
provision of interpretation for the public. These mitigation and enhancement measures should be
covered and taken forward in the assessments in support of a planning application. The HIA also
identifies the need for archaeological assessment to enable further understanding of the potential and
significance of archaeology to inform a mitigation strategy to reduce or remove any potential
archaeological impacts. It is also considered that through sensitive design the redevelopment of the
existing uses on the site could have potentially positive impact on the setting of nearby assets. It is not
considered that site capacity would be significantly affected by the mitigation measures.
It will be important to ensure there is only limited harm to the landscape setting and development
proposals will need to recognise the sensitivity of the location and provide appropriate green buffers to
ensure the wider setting of Newnham Hill and the Borough Hill Scheduled Monument are protected
and enhanced. Any development here should also refer to policy ENV8 Borough Hill and Burnt Walls
Scheduled Monuments.
Additional paragraph under 7.3.06
Existing water mains cross the site and the site layout should be designed to take these into account.
This existing infrastructure is protected by easements and should not be built over where access for
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maintenance and repair could be restricted. The existing water mains and sewers should be located in
public highway or public open space. If this is not possible a formal application to divert Anglian
Water’s assets may be required.

Amend vii as follows;
vii. Be sympathetically designed to respect mitigate the impact on the setting of the Borough Hill and
Burnt Walls and Borough Hill Scheduled Monuments and the unscheduled historic moat nondesignated John of Gaunts Castle and Daventry Wood Farm and mitigate any impact on their
settings; and
Insert new viii;
viii. Be informed by an archaeological evaluation and mitigation strategy to understand the potential
and significance of the remaining archaeological resource and to reduce or remove potential
impacts; and
Include additional criterion on water and wastewater infrastructure and safeguarding suitable access
for the maintenance of water supply infrastructure:
B.x. Set out further details of any required mitigation relating to water and water recycling
infrastructure and any necessary phasing arrangements; and
xi. that suitable access is safeguarded for the maintenance of water supply infrastructure

7.4 Rural Economy
Representations made by:
ED93 Gladman Developments Ltd

Overview of comments made:
The plan does not currently seek to introduce a pro-active approach to maintaining and enhancing the
rural economy. Paragraph 28 of the Framework identifies that planning policies should support
economic growth and promote a strong rural economy. This includes the need to promote the
retention and development of local services and community facilities in villages.
Suggested response:
Policy R2 of the WNJCS supports economic growth in rural areas subject to criteria. A further policy is
not considered to be required.
Suggested action:
No change required.
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Chapter 8- Sustainable Transport
General
Representations made by:
ED24 English Regional
Transport Association

ED34 Paul Biggins

ED50 Callum Batchelor

ED72 Marianne Follett

Overview of comments made:
English Regional Transport Association state the following projects should be considered in the plan:






Grand Union Canal - The tow-path should be upgraded to encourage more walking and cycling.
Welford (secondary village) - The two pedestrian footpaths are of utmost importance.
Weedon (primary village) - A new railway station (could perhaps be named Weedon
Parkway/Daventry Parkway) should be built the on the West Coast Main Line close to Daventry
International Rail freight Terminal.
Finally, ERTA calls for the re-opening of the old Great Central Railway which used to run from
London Marylebone to Leicester, and used to pass very close to Daventry.

ERTA also consider that disused railway lines should be protected for future use as railways.
Plans for a rail link at Daventry should be included in the plan. With the investment that will be
undertaken on the UK’s current rail network, rail expansion and high-speed rail in the coming years,
Daventry will be left behind without one. It is ideally placed for connecting north and south. It would
become very attractive for commuters from both Birmingham and London. A canal link to the Grand
Union Canal would be welcomed somewhat for tourism, leisure and aesthetics; but is redundant for
attracting expanding businesses/ commuters.
The B4038 road into Daventry needs to restrict large articulated lorries (the respondent has noted
learner drivers using Articulated lorries from a depot in Weedon are using this route frequently). There
are two very small mini roundabouts, a hospital and zebra crossings and residential areas on this road.
These lorries should be made to use the larger roads into town.
If Daventry is really to develop into a town fit for the 21st century it needs dual carriageway links to
major motorways and A roads, and more importantly, a rail link into Daventry town centre. The town
doesn’t need more cycle routes and walkways and we definitely don't need a canal link!
Suggested response:
A rail link to Daventry town or Weedon/Daventry Parkway would be a strategic project that would not
be a matter for the Part 2 plan to consider. Further to this, the Northamptonshire Local Transport Plan
and its associated thematic strategies do not consider a new rail station at Daventry.
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Policy ST1 encourages the use of waterways for sustainable transport routes as well as supporting the
provision and retention of other walking and cycling routes across the District.
Restrictions to B4038 would be matter for Northamptonshire County Council Highways department to
consider in relation to highway safety.
Suggested action:
No change

8.1 Walking and Cycling
ST1 Walking and Cycling
Representations made by:
ED26 Braunston Parish Council

ED33 Crick Parish Council

ED58 Northampton Borough
Council

ED81 Badby Parish Council
Neighbourhood Plan Group

ED85 Northamptonshire
County Council Public Health
Team

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED138 Daventry Town Council
Overview of comments made:
Badby Parish Council support the development of rural cycle routes and in the case of Badby, a safe
cycle link to our nearest service centre, Daventry, would be very welcome
ST1 (Sustainable Transport Infrastructure) aligns with the Braunston Neighbourhood Plan and
welcomes the support this lends to our objectives.
Section 8.1 Walking and Cycling. This guidance is welcomed and the note in section 8.1.05 which states
that it is not desirable to urbanise areas in order to improve walking and cycling routes is appreciated.
Crick Parish Council raised an issue with the cycleway that connects Crick village to DIRFT and ‘muddled
thinking’ amongst authorities relating to pedestrian and cycle safety.
In addition to supporting the cycle route between Daventry and Braunston (Policy ST1) the Parish
Council would like to see a similar facility provided between Daventry and Long Buckby as the station
there is often used by residents in Braunston Parish and at 7 miles from the village is at a distance that
could be reach by bicycle. We believe that a Daventry to Long Buckby cycle route, as well as
improvements to the current poor bus service from the town to the station, are more likely to be
realised if the development of housing in the North East SUE were prioritised over housing in sites HO1
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and HO2.
The policy as drafted, in particularly point A and the reference to the provision/retention of walking
and cycling connectivity between rural settlements and Northampton, is supported.
We broadly support the content of policy ST1 but would welcome stronger wording regarding the
requirements to deliver the measures identified in the policy. The policy wording does not make it
clear that many of these measures will be expected/insisted upon, often using the wording that
measures 'will be supported'. It is not clear therefore that they are an essential requirement of
development. Supporting and enabling active travel is a vital contributor to health and wellbeing (given
that over a third of the population of Daventry do not meet minimum recommended physical activity
levels) as well as having the potential to reduce congestion and pollution. We therefore propose
stronger wording to require that meaningful measures to support walking and cycling are included in
new development.
ST1E states that 'Proposals to incorporate appropriate infrastructure to support electric vehicle
charging will be supported'. We would suggest that new developments should be expected/required to
include electric vehicle charging infrastructure (at a ratio per property to be determined/identified).
This would facilitate the take up of electric vehicles in the district, thus contributing to more
sustainable transport and making a contribution to maintaining/improving air quality.
Policy ST1 is supported by Daventry Town Council however it considers that the policy should be
extended to identify further pedestrian and cycle routes within the town. Consideration should be
given to creating walking routes on the western perimeter of the town (skirting the industrial estates of
Royal Oak and Drayton Fields and the footpaths around Borough Hill). Further safe provision of cycling
routes integrated alongside A-roads within and around Daventry would help residents to access the
countryside and use sustainable modes of transport. At the present time, the use of A-roads for cycling
is unsafe and discourages cyclists.
The Town Council strongly supports enhanced links to Long Buckby National Rail station for
pedestrians, cyclists and bus services and considers this to be a priority to achieve through the
proposals for the north east Sustainable Urban Extension.
Daventry Town Council supports the enhancement and upgrading of the pedestrian and cycle link to
Braunston on the disused railway line.
Daventry Town Council believes that the electric charging infrastructure should be further promoted,
through the local plan. As the transition from carbon-based fuels to electric energy to power vehicles is
an inevitability, the Local Plan should be more proactive in implementing these changes. A revised
Parking and Charging Standards Supplementary Planning Document should be developed to support
the plan and provide guidance as to what is expected in the future.
Suggested response:
A number of walking and cycling routes are supported in policy ST1, including links within the town.
Where a walking and cycling route is required as part of a specific development, this is listed as a
criterion in the policy that relates to that allocation. Examples of this are policies HO1, EC2, EC3, EC5,
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EC6, EC7 and EC9.
An SPD covering parking will be prepared. This will provide additional guidance on electric vehicle
charging points and what level of provision would be expected.
The issue at Crick relating to the impact of lorry parking on cycle infrastructure is recognised.
The delivery of Daventry North East is a priority for the Council. This incorporates part of the walking
and cycling link between Daventry and Long Buckby Railway Station.
Suggested action:
No changes

General – 8.2 Lorry Parking
ST2 Lorry Parking
Representations made by:
ED33 Crick Parish Council

ED41 Kilsby Parish Council

ED47 Barby and Onley Parish
Council

ED138 Daventry Town Council

Overview of comments made:
New lorry parks where there is a fee will not stop parking on the footways unless effective action is
taken. Daventry District Council should take the lead in addressing this problem and seeking a change
by those, whose responsibility it is, to modify the current infrastructure that is currently so attractive to
lorries with either signage or bollards. This is also required under the Junction 18 bridge to prevent
danger and litter and, also one side of the underpass is required as part of the path/cycleway.
There is a huge need for additional lorry parking. Laybys near villages are disgusting with both rubbish
and human excrement as drivers park up without any access to necessary facilities. It cannot continue
to be ignored and needs stronger legislation. There should be a stronger emphasis on creation of lorry
parks. The park associated with DIRFT 3 will be of insufficient capacity to reduce the current high
number of lorries parked overnight in laybys where there are no facilities at all, which leads to litter
and human excrement being left. More needs to be done to identify additional lorry parking sites
which have toilet and rubbish collection facilities.
Policy ST2 promotes the provision of lorry parks in locations that meet an identified need. Daventry
Town Council supports this policy aim but the policy must consider the identification of a suitable site
which would reduce the number of HGV vehicles parking in laybys and industrial estates, in the Town.
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The County Council has been focusing on this issue since 2009 when it produced a report on the need
for strategic lorry parking within the County. Five years later in 2014 the first of these had received
planning permission at Rothwell on the A14, however, it is believed that this has not yet been built due
to commercial considerations. Strategic thinking is required in relation to HGV parking and the
requirements of the distribution sector within the District and facilities need to be provided that will be
utilised with potential sanctions for those parking in unauthorised locations. This may require
coordination and action from a range of stakeholders and partner organisation. Daventry Town Council
supports Policy ST2 but believes it will not be delivered without coordinated action, and the District
and/or County Council must take a pro-active lead by acquiring a site and proactively working with a
commercial partner to make it happen.
Suggested response:
There are already a number of lorry parks across the District as well as others outside the District but
located on the strategic highway network. These sites will be included in the supporting text to this
policy.


Watling Street Truck Stop, A5 Lilbourne – 240 spaces



Watford Gap Services (Roadchef), M1 – 56 spaces northbound and 63 spaces southbound



Welford Truck Stop, J1 A14 – 69 spaces



DIRFT, A5 – Existing provision related to individual occupiers



Cold Ashby Service station, J1 A14 – 43 spaces (proposed – consented scheme)



DIRFT Phase 3, A5 – 319 spaces (proposed, consented scheme)

Suggested action:
Split paragraph 8.2.01 to start a new paragraph 8.2.02 with the following amended sentence and then
add additional text as follows:
There are also a number of lorry parks in the District and adjacent to the District on the strategic road
network along the A5, A14 and M1 that are currently in operation, in addition to further schemes that
have consent for development. Those in Daventry District are set out in the table below:
Location of lorry park
Watling Street Truck Stop, A5
Lilbourne
Watford Gap Services (Roadchef),
M1
Welford Truck Stop, J1 A14
DIRFT, A5

Number of spaces
240

Cold Ashby Service Station, J1 A14

43

DIRFT Phase 3, A5

319

56 northbound, 63
southbound
69
Unknown

Additional information
Recently extended

Spaces only for use by
existing occupiers
Saved Local Plan allocation
and consented scheme.
Consented scheme –
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anticipated to be developed
in the next few years.

General – 8.3 Northampton Northern Orbital Road and Northampton Western Relief Road
Representations made by:
ED57 South Northamptonshire
Council

ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED122 Tim Cross
Overview of comments made:
Harlestone Parish Council say that although this is the responsibility of NCC could this section
demonstrate a much more determined attitude to continue to press NCC towards progress with these
roads. As all the development progresses around the edge of Northampton increasing traffic levels are
going to cause major problems on the A428 and associated villages.
We note the plan makes reference to the route of the Northern Bypass/Northampton Orbital Route.
This is considered to be 'critical' infrastructure within the WNJCS. SNC is highly concerned by the
statement at paragraph 8.3.03 of the consultation document which states: "The policies emerging in
this plan will be relevant considerations for the determination of the most suitable route for the roads"
The extensive Green Wedge proposed to the north of Northampton has the potential to undermine the
delivery of the route. This would render the WNJCS undeliverable given the number of units that are
predicated on its delivery. SNC would also draw attention to the preferred directions of growth of
Northampton Borough Council to the north, in order to support the delivery of the route and provide
additional sources of funding for its delivery. SNC would be interested to understand what regard has
been had to the delivery of the route and the potential impact on connectivity around the north of the
town when developing options for the Green Wedge.
NCC - Section 8.3 refers to the Northampton Northern Orbital Road and the Northampton Western
Relief Road. The correct names of these schemes are the Northampton Northern Orbital Route and the
Northampton North West Relief Road, and these names should be used to avoid confusion. The
detailed alignments for the Northampton North West Relief Road, the Northampton Northern Orbital
Route and an associated spur to Moulton Park have not yet been determined. However, should the
preferred route for any of these schemes be agreed before the adoption of the Part 2 Plan, the routes
would need to be safeguarded through policy and shown on the Policies Map. It should also be noted
that the statement in paragraph 8.3.03 that the policies emerging in this plan will be relevant
considerations for the determination of the most suitable route for the roads is actually incorrect: it
will be the policies of the adopted plans (the Part 1 Plan and the 1997 Local Plan) that will do this.
Section 8.3 Northampton Northern Orbital Road and Northampton Western Relief Road. While
accepting that the SCLP is unable to provide more detail or indicate its preference for a plan, it may be
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useful to reference the CPRE’s take on Northampton North Orbital Route (see article:
https://www.cprenorthants.org.uk/media/newsletters/Outlook_November_2017_v31.pdf). HPC would
encourage the SCLP guidance to be aligned with this information.
Suggested response:
To ensure the delivery of important strategic infrastructure, policy ENV 3 – Green Wedge has been
amended such that this strategic infrastructure would not be prohibited.
The correct names of the roads will be included in the plan.
Suggested action:
8.3 – Amend title of this sub chapter to include the correct names of the road projects.
Northampton Northern Orbital Road and the Northampton Western Relief Road Northampton
Northern Orbital Route and the Northampton North West Relief Road
8.3.01 – Amend to include the correct names for the road projects
Northamptonshire County Council has consulted on options for a road to the west and north of
Northampton, referred to as the Northampton Western Relief Road Northampton North West Relief
Road and the Northampton Northern Orbital Road Northampton Northern Orbital Route.
8.3.03- Amend to clarify that the policies in this plan will be relevant considerations in determining the
route and design of the roads.
The policies emerging in this plan will be relevant considerations for the determination of the most
suitable route and design for the roads.
See further amendment re Green Wedge policy in the chapter 9 summary.
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Chapter 9 – The Built and Natural Environment
General
Representations made by:
ED61 Northamptonshire County Council
ED62 Natural England
ED76 The Wildlife Trust
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
Overview of comments made:
Harlestone Parish Council broadly welcomes the chapter as it gives appropriate importance to the
setting, historic integrity and preservation of the overall character of the District.
Emerging Draft Plan is unlikely to pose any likely risk or opportunity in relation to the statutory purpose
of Natural England, therefore do not wish to comment on this consultation.
Northamptonshire County Council states that the Part 2 Plan should acknowledge that the
development plan includes the adopted Minerals and Waste Local Plan. It should show Mineral
Safeguarding Areas.
It would be beneficial to reference other important and strategic natural environments such as
Borough Hill Country Park, Pitsford Reservoir and the Brampton Valley Way, with policies if required.
The Natural Environment Background Paper refers to ‘heritage assets’ and ‘historic environment’ and
should be corrected.
Suggested response:
Support noted.
It is not necessary for the policies map to show mineral safeguarding areas as these are covered in the
part one plan.
It is not necessary to have specific policies for each site or to list them separately, it is considered that
they are covered by ENV4 and ENV5.
Acknowledge and correct error in Natural Environment Background Paper.
Suggested action:
Correct references to ‘heritage assets’ and ‘historic environment’ in the Natural Environment
Background Paper.
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Policy ENV1 - Landscape
Representations made by:
ED41 Kilsby Parish Council
ED59 Welton Parish Council
ED105 Aitchison Rafferty
representing Brixworth Parish
Council and Brixworth
Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group
Overview of comments made:

ED47 Barby and Onley Parish
Council
ED81 Badby Parish Council
Neighbourhood Plan Group
ED110 Marrons Planning
representing Hallam Land
Management

ED56 Ann Packett
ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd.

Support
Welton Parish Council supports the policy.
Badby Parish Council strongly supports all elements of this policy, particularly the avoidance of physical
and visual coalescence between settlements.
Kilsby Parish Council requested clarity on how cumulative impact of development on landscape quality
will be considered and suggest it should extend across county boundaries. Barby and Onley Parish
Council made the same point about cumulative impact on landscape quality across county boundaries,
with particular reference to large amount of urban development on the Rugby fringes having an impact
on highway infrastructure in the parish.
Object
It is unclear how the policy would be applied, further explanation is required.
Criterion D is contrary to NPPF which does not seek to refuse development which results in landscape
harm and does not give weight to landscapes appropriate to status. Landscape is one factor in decision
making and development should only be refused when harm significantly and demonstrably outweighs
benefits.
Development can be located in gaps between settlements without physical or visual merging, erosion
of separation or loss of openness and character.
Brixworth Parish Council and Brixworth Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group consider that the
landscape evidence is unbalanced and flawed, it does not recognise the landscape character and
quality around Brixworth nor does it reflect or give sufficient weight to the made Brixworth
Neighbourhood Plan and value of the surrounding landscape, currently part of the SLA. The evidence is
led by consideration of how development can be achieved. The SLA south and west of Brixworth
should be reinstated.
Suggested response:
Support noted.
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Cumulative impact is assessed by considering a proposal in combination with what already exists and
what is planned rather than in isolation. Paragraph 9.1.06 sets this out and clarifies that it applies
across administrative boundaries. Impact on highway infrastructure is a different issue.
Criterion D is strong for a general landscape policy (like heritage there are degrees of harm). It is
considered that it should be changed to remove reference to refusal and that the proposal would need
to result in an over-riding public benefit.
The policy does not preclude development. It requires the submission of an assessment of the likely
visual impact of the proposal on the landscape and demonstration that any harm can be successfully
mitigated.
It is accepted that locally important landscape designations can be identified and designated through
neighbourhood development plans. Such designations should be evidenced by independent landscape
assessments that have regard to the NPPF and use a methodology consistent with current best practice
and guidance. Such policies and designations will be used in decision making once a neighbourhood
development plan is ‘made’. Hhowever, for clarity it would be appropriate for the policy to be changed
to make reference to neighbourhood development plans.
The evidence base for the SLA Study uses a methodology which is based on best practice and guidance
and uses professional judgement when considering the appropriate boundaries of the SLA. Policy ENV1
provides criteria against which to consider development proposals across the District with the overall
aim of maintaining the distinctive character and quality of the District’s landscapes and settlements.
Suggested action:
Insert new paragraph;
The Landscape Study identifies landscape designations at a District level (Special Landscape Area and
Green Wedge). However, if groups engaged in neighbourhood planning consider that the landscapes in
their neighbourhood area are of local importance, the Council supports local landscape designations in
neighbourhood plans. Such designations must be supported by an independent landscape assessment
that has regard to the NPPF and uses a methodology that is consistent with the principles and methods
set out in current guidance produced by Natural England, the Landscape Institute and Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment as appropriate.
Policy to be amended as follows:
D. Proposals that would cause landscape harm will be refused unless the applicant can required to
demonstrate that the proposal would result in an over-riding public benefit and the impact of the
harm can be successfully mitigated through an appropriate landscape treatment in keeping with the
landscape character.
F. The identification of suitably evidenced local landscape designations in neighbourhood plans will
be supported.
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Policy ENV2 – Special Landscape Area
Representations made by:
ED6 Kevin Poole

ED7 Emma Poole

ED56 Ann Packett

ED69 Maidwell with Draughton
Parish Council
ED83 BRANE

ED79 Francis Jackson Homes
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd.

ED121 Paula Jones

ED131 Aitchison Raffety

ED14 John Martin & Associated
representing Maidwell Hall
School
ED76 The Wildlife Trust
ED84 Badby Parish Council
ED105 Aitchison Rafferty
representing Brixworth Parish
Council and Brixworth
Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group
ED135 Pitsford Parish Council

ED155 Gary Taylor
Overview of comments made:
General
Support policy.
Areas that are already designated should continue to be protected.
Policy should refer to the SLA being shown on the Policies Map.
ENV1 contains specific landscape assessment criteria. However, this policy lacks any additional or
specific assessment methodology or criteria to assess impact. Need to state if they are the same as
ENV1, or include additional or alternative criteria.
Harlestone Parish Council supports Green Wedge round Harlestone, however, policy should also
require development next to Green Wedges, SLAs or rural exception sites to increase the number of
trees. Requested clarity on whether ‘other’ and ‘small settlement/hamlet’ are covered by SLA.
Object
Concerned about the way in which the Council intends to identify and protect these extensive areas of
countryside. It is contrary to contrary to NPPF’s approach to considering the natural environment
within the planning system. This should be a criteria based policy with a distinction between hierarchy
of designations based on relative importance. Identification and protection of an extensive local
landscape designation does not include a clear criteria based approach for decision making or
reference of the special local landscape characteristics.
Object to the inclusion of this policy. It was not included in the WNJCS suggesting that it is not
appropriate to retain the designation which has no strategic policy context.
Catesby & Fawsley SLA area (west, south and south east of Daventry)
Badby Parish Council notes that the area south west of Daventry has been removed from the SLA and
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that the area covering Newnham village has been amended, both areas border Badby Parish. Request
clarification on why these amendments have been made and whether they set a precedent for further
diminution of important classification.
Land at Staverton Road, Daventry should be excluded from the Green Wedge and SLA, it will relate
more to the HO1 housing allocation, particularly after it is completed and could be considered as part
of an extended allocation.
Hemplow Hills, Cottesbrooke & Brington SLA area (Brixworth and north west Northampton)
Maidwell with Draughton Parish Council commented that the SLA designation currently covers land
between Maidwell and Draughton, down to Lamport. The proposal is to move the eastern boundary to
the Brampton Brook Valley. The land is attractive rolling hillside landscape and should remain within
the SLA. Land between Maidwell and the A14 should also be considered as SLA.
Brixworth Parish Council states that the removal of land within SLA around Brixworth weakens the
Plan’s intention to protect open countryside. The evidence is weighted towards development, it does
not provide an unbiased assessment of landscape value and conflicts with the policy of directing
development to Daventry town and the SUEs. The ‘Landscape Character Assessments’ evidence refers
to land to the south west being under pressure for development and that it could be screened by trees.
Removing the land from the SLA will make it more vulnerable to development and lead to damage of
its special qualities. It is within the current SLA, it shares the qualities as the area to be retained, the
community has identified it as being valuable and important to Brixworth’s setting through the
neighbourhood plan. The criteria used to identify valued landscapes are more commonly used when
assessing the impact of development proposals, not landscape value; the methodology used by South
Northamptonshire in their recent SLA review was preferable. There was a lack of transparency in
applying the criteria and they are scored equally. It appears that landscapes that meet all criteria are
regarded as more valuable than ones that may score in only a few categories. There is no basis for an
SLA to comprise a single landscape character type (LCT) and the LCTs to the east which are proposed to
be removed (River Valley Floodplain LCT and Rolling Ironstone Slopes LCT) enable the SLA to be
appreciated from the east. There is also a lack of clarity in judgements on land to be removed.
Landscape evidence should be advisory only and disregarded if it conflicts with aim of protecting
countryside.
Concerned that views to south west and west of Brixworth would no longer be protected by loss of
SLA. It does not make sense to retain area on the west of the Brampton Valley but remove the area to
the east.
Pitsford Parish Council fully supports the Brixworth representation on the SLA boundary change around
Brixworth and include the SLA area within Pitsford Parish. Pitsford is in the process of producing a
neighbourhood plan and the SLA is an important consideration.
Object to the SLA boundary change on the eastern side of the Brampton Brook between Pitsford,
Hanging Houghton and Lamport. Both sides of the valley should be protected. The eastern area shares
characteristics with the rest of the defined SLA (Ironstone Uplands and Rolling Ironstone Valley Slopes).
The area includes wide views valued by residents and has literary associations. The A508 should be the
eastern boundary of the SLA.
Harlestone Parish Council proposes that Harlestone is included in the SLA to include landscapes which
give the parish distinctive settlement areas, open spaces and views. The conservation area specifically
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refers to views and landscape. Conservation area status specifically refers to views and landscape
throughout Upper and Lower Harlestone.
Suggested response:
General and Object
Final part of the policy states that the areas of SLA are shown on the Policies and inset maps.
The Special Landscape Area Study comprises the evidence for the proposed SLA. It was undertaken in
order to consider whether the longstanding local plan designation was still valid, whether an
alternative designation would be appropriate and what would comprise appropriate boundaries. The
study was undertaken using the principles and methods set out in current guidance produced by
Natural England and the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment. The Natural England guidance ‘An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment’ defines
landscape value based on its special qualities which include scenic beauty, tranquillity or wildness,
cultural associations or other conservation issues. The Landscape Institute and Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment guidance ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment’ sets out a range of factors that can help identify valued landscapes which are landscape
and scenic quality, rarity, representativeness, conservation interests recreation value, perceptual
aspects and associations.
Each area of existing SLA was assessed against these factors and the boundaries defined according to
whether they possess the special qualities that would justify their inclusion in the SLA. A number of
proposed changes have been made to the boundaries, with some areas added and some removed. The
explanation of boundary changes is included in the Special Landscape Area Study under consideration
of each area of SLA.
The NPPF (para 109 and 157) encourages LPAs to recognise valued local landscapes. It goes on to
advise that policies should be criteria based, making a distinction between the hierarchy of
designations. SLA is a local designation in Daventry District and the policy states that the priority is to
protect its special qualities. Part A of ENV2 states that proposals that would have a harmful effect on
their special qualities will be resisted. The special qualities of each area of SLA are set out in the Study
under ‘Key Management Recommendations’. Amend supporting text to make it clear that proposals
will be considered against their impact on these special qualities and that they are defined in the
Special Landscape Area Study.
In assessing development proposals in the SLA, the criteria in Policy ENV1 would also apply, it is not
considered necessary to state this in the plan.
The landscape evidence comprising the Landscape Character Assessment and SLA Study describes the
particular characteristics of the landscape character types and areas and the special qualities
respectively. Where trees or woodland are a particular feature they are referred to and guidelines
included in the ‘Landscape Guidelines’ section to the Landscape Character Assessment and the ‘Key
management recommendations’ sections of the SLA Study. Tree planting may not be appropriate in all
circumstances although tree planting is sometimes used to mitigate the impact of proposals.
Para 9.1.12 refers to how the SLA is treated at ‘other’ villages and ‘small settlements/hamlets’,
although clarity is required to explain that ‘Small Settlements/Hamlets’ are in open countryside and it
is not appropriate to define confines for them.
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Catesby & Fawsley SLA area
The Special Landscape Area Study comprises the evidence for the proposed SLA. It was undertaken in
order to consider whether the historic designation was still valid, whether an alternative designation
would be appropriate and what would comprise appropriate boundaries. The study was undertaken
using the principles and methods set out in current guidance produced by Natural England, and the
Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment.
The SLA around Newnham has not been altered and the Daventry South West allocation has resulted in
the SLA being amended to exclude it.
The proposed Daventry South West allocation will not extend north of the A425, the site in question
is adjacent to an area of proposed Local Green Space and would not therefore relate to the proposed
development.
Hemplow Hills, Cottesbrooke & Brington SLA area
The Landscape Character Assessment for LCT4 Rolling Ironstone Valley Slopes, Landscape Character
Area 4d Hanging Houghton makes reference on page 16 to pressure for development on the south
western edge of Brixworth and opportunities for tree planting to reduce the impact of any new
development. The intention of this was to acknowledge that there has been pressure for development
in this area and to suggest possible mitigation measures. However, it could be misinterpreted. It would
therefore be appropriate to amend this part of the assessment to remove references to development.
There is no disputing the value the community attaches to the landscape and the Brixworth
Neighbourhood Development Plan appropriately makes a local designation of ‘High Sensitivity’
landscape, however, whilst the land meets some of the criteria, overall it does not warrant SLA
designation. The Neighbourhood Development Plan forms part of the development plan, therefore the
‘High Sensitivity’ landscape designation will be taken into consideration in decision making, alongside
the WNJCS and emerging policy ENV1. It is accepted that locally important landscape designations can
be identified and designated through neighbourhood plans, where evidenced by independent
landscape assessments. A new criterion will be added to ENV1 to this effect.
The Special Landscape Area Study comprises the evidence for the proposed SLA. It was undertaken in
order to consider whether the historic designation was still valid, whether an alternative designation
would be appropriate and what would comprise appropriate boundaries. Each area of existing SLA was
assessed against criteria which are applicable to any type of assessment considering landscape value
(not just development proposals). The approach and criteria used by South Northamptonshire was
similar to that used in the Daventry study. The approach is set out in a logical manner and rather than
weighting the criteria sound professional judgement is used to apply the criteria. The explanation of
boundary changes is included in the Special Landscape Area Study under consideration of each area of
SLA, according to whether they possess the special qualities that would justify their inclusion in the
SLA. A number of proposed changes have been made to the boundaries, with some areas added and
some removed.
The approach does not set out as a basis that a SLA can only comprise a single landscape character
type. The Hemplow Hills, Cottesbrooke and Brington SLA includes two types, Ironstone Uplands and
Undulating Hills and Valleys. Whilst the area proposed not to be included does enable the SLA to be
appreciated, it does not contain sufficient demonstrable attributes to distinguish it from the wider
countryside. There are also ‘detractors’ in the vicinity of Brixworth which provide some of the rationale
for not including land in the SLA, including large arable fields resulting from field amalgamation, limited
enclosure from hedgerows and hedgerow trees and a background of urban development, which
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includes the built up area of Brixworth and the employment areas.
Upper and Lower Harlestone are included in the existing SLA. The justification for the proposed
changes to the SLA boundary are set out on pages 22-23 of the SLA study – in the vicinity of Upper and
Lower Harlestone, the boundary has been pulled away from the Northampton fringe to follow the
boundary of the Undulating Hills and Valleys landscape character type which best represents the
distinctive upland characteristics of the SLA. The SLA designation is based on the special quality of the
landscape, the presence of heritage assets (designated or not) is not a primary consideration (see the
list of factors used to assess quality on page 8 of the SLA Study).
Suggested action:
Amend Landscape Character Assessment relating to LCT4d Hanging Houghton to remove references to
development.
Add explanation in paragraph 9.1.12 that confines are not defined for ‘Small Settlements/Hamlets’
because they are in open countryside.
Add explanation in supporting text where special qualities are identified: “The special qualities for

each area of SLA are set out in the ‘Landscape Value’ tables in the Special Landscape Area
Study.”
Amend Landscape Character Assessment for LCT4 Rolling Ironstone Valley Slopes, Landscape Character
Area 4d Hanging Houghton on page 16 to remove reference to development.
Re-order policy to make process clearer:
A. The Council gives priority to will protect the special qualities of the District’s areas of high quality
landscape which are designated as Special Landscape Areas, including their landscape and
heritage features and cultural associations. The Council will support proposals that make a
positive contribution to their special qualities and will resist proposals that would have a harmful
effect on their special qualities. Where the Council identifies that a proposal is likely to have an
adverse impact on a Special Landscape Area, applicants will be required to:
i.
ii.

Assess the likely impacts of the development on its special qualities, the level of detail of the
assessment will be proportionate to the nature and scale of the proposal; and
Demonstrate that the impact of the harm can be successfully mitigated through an
appropriate landscape treatment in keeping with the Special Landscape Area and landscape
character type.

B. The Council will take into account the cumulative impact of development proposals on the
special qualities of the Special Landscape Areas.

C. Where the Council identifies that a proposal is likely to have an adverse impact on a Special
Landscape Area, applicants will be required to assess the likely impacts of the development on
its special qualities. The level of detail of the assessment will be proportionate to the nature and
scale of the proposal.
The Special Landscape Areas are identified on the Policies and Inset Maps.
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Policy ENV3 – Green Wedge
Representations made by:
ED18 Overstone Parish Council

ED37 Jacqueline Hibbert

ED41 Kilsby Parish Council

ED47 Barby and Onley Parish
Council

ED56 Ann Plackett

ED57 South Northamptonshire
Council

ED59 Welton Parish Council

ED66 Giles Krempels

ED67 Jonathan Jeyes

ED61 Northamptonshire
County Council
ED76 The Wildlife Trust

ED78 Lichfields representing
Roundhill Northampton Ltd.
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED81 Badby Parish
Neighbourhood Plan Group
ED88 Rosconn Strategic Land

ED91 Pegasus Group
representing Gallagher Estates
Ltd.
ED110 Marrons Planning
representing Hallam Land
Management
ED131 Aitchison Raffety

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd.
ED124 Berrys representing
Vanderbilt Strategic Ltd.
ED136 Sebastian and Jodie
Sgoluppi

ED77 WW Planning
representing Mr and Mrs
Krempels
ED84 Badby Parish Council
ED90 Framptons representing
the Jeyes Family
ED103 North
Northamptonshire Joint
Planning and Delivery Unit
ED126 Aardvark Planning Law

ED139 Nexus Planning on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge

ED142 Savills representing
Christ Church, Oxford

Overview of comments made:
General
Support policy, however, it should refer to the Green Wedge being shown on the Policies Map.
Northamptonshire County Council does not understand what the designation achieves beyond the
open countryside policy which seeks to keep areas predominantly open and prevent coalescence. The
Green Wedge designation does not provide stronger protection but may be perceived as such and is
therefore not a sound approach.
Barby and Onley and Kilsby Parish Councils state that there should be provision to remove PD rights for
development in the Green Wedge. At the moment barns can be built under PD rights and then
converted at a later date.
Green wedges are restrictive, they have similar status or more protection than Green Belt and any
review should be supported by robust technical evidence of the value of the designation against the
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aims, the form, function and purposes of land within it or proposed. A technical study of the existing
openness and likelihood of coalescence between settlements should be undertaken in the same way as
for the Green Belt, however, it does not appear that such a reasoned study has been undertaken,
therefore the designation cannot be supported and should not go forward. The designation is
unnecessary, WNJCS and other draft Part 2 policies are sufficient.
Sustainable development can still be accommodated in the Green Wedge.
Daventry Green Wedge
Welton Parish Council welcomes the policy but the Green Wedge between Welton and Micklewell Park
Extension should include the area of open countryside bounded by the southern fork from Welton to
the A361, the A361, Micklewell Park extension northern boundary and the current western boundary
of the Green Wedge. The Green Wedge should be extended to incorporate the fields along the flood
zone and Welton Lane to protect the setting of the village and preventing coalescence.
Barby and Onley Parish Council and Kilsby Parish Council comment that a Green Wedge should be
preserved between the parishes and the urban area of Rugby to protect the character and setting of
the parish. Barby and Onley Parish Council further comment that the policy wording is revised because
the Rugby fringe and proposed Lodge Farm development threatens Barby and Onley.
It does not protect local space, the Green Wedge to the west of Daventry is extensive, it does not
perform the function of preventing coalescence or protecting setting, it does not display any
characteristics of a valued landscape. Development at Drayton Gate Farm would only reduce the gap
between Daventry and Braunston a small amount. It is unduly extensive and restrictive and would
preclude expansion of Apex Park. Green Wedge should be reduced and aligned to a more suitable
boundary.
Badby Parish Council comment on the need for a Green Wedge to the south of the Daventry bypass to
the north of Badby and Newnham villages. This is necessary to protect the rural nature of the village
and to avoid creeping development.
Badby Parish Neighbourhood Plan Group believes extension of Daventry south of the A45 could
compromise the rural landscape setting of Badby village. Pleasing that this policy supports Green
Wedge designation to protect settlements close to Daventry. Would be very supportive of Green
Wedge to protect Badby village.
Support designation of Green Wedges around Daventry to protect the character of settlements.
Development south of the A45 could compromise setting of Badby village, designation of Green Wedge
would be supported. An area of Green Wedge to separate Badby Park Care Centre from the
development would support the work of the centre.
Land at Staverton Road, Daventry should be excluded from the Green Wedge and SLA, it will relate
more to the HO1 housing allocation, particularly after it is completed and could be considered as part
of an extended allocation.
Green wedge to the south west of Daventry should be reviewed and adjusted. Topography and
vegetation between Daventry and Staverton means that the perceived gap between them will not be
affected. The Green Wedge should be adjusted to a more robust area that would protect the identity
of both settlements.
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Concerns about the methodology used to test the physical requirements of the designation (Part D of
Landscape Evidence) which appears to consider physical boundaries of land unit at a desktop level and
be refined through field work. Desktop does not consider how Staverton and Daventry are perceived
with no apparent visual analysis of the land needed to preserve their identity. Do not agree with land
unit D4 which does not correspond with the required Green Wedge required between Daventry South
West and Staverton. The Green Wedge therefore needs to be reduced to allow a larger developable
area. Landscape site assessment is flawed because it only considers the site and its immediate
surroundings, not the landscape character type it is located in. The hills to the south and west of
Daventry South West provide a strong separation from the landscape beyond. Providing development
does not encroach onto the upper slopes and summits, it would have a higher capacity to
accommodate change than suggested.
Northampton Green Wedge
South Northants Council observes that the favoured approach for positively addressing delivery within
the NRDA appears to be to impose a blanket restriction on development through Green Wedges on
land north of Northampton. The proposals map does not show the NRDA boundary or land required to
safeguard the route of the north west bypass/NNOR. These matters should be rectified urgently in
future versions of the plan. SNC shares DDC’s concerns regarding the rural areas, however, a blanket
restrictive policy is not a positive approach which could have unintended consequences, such as
directing development beyond the protected fringe to less sustainable locations. Comparable
approaches in other areas have been found to be unjustified and restrictive. Policy should be carefully
reviewed to ensure it is sufficiently flexible to allow some development to meet Northampton’s needs
and the Northern Orbital/relief road. If flexibility is not built in, the plan and this policy could be out of
date on adoption.
Other observations from SNC: Regarding the evidence base, ‘high sensitivity’ is not intended to
preclude all development, which may require a more sensitive approach. The Part 2 Plan should look at
parcels smaller than the 5ha which were part of the original study. Landscape is not the only
consideration and some parts of the wedges may be appropriate for sensitive, small scale
development. No regard has been had to the route of the North west Bypass/NNOR, which will impact
significantly on landscape character and quality. The extensive Green Wedge has the potential to
undermine delivery of the route.
Northamptonshire County Council observes that despite the known issues and implications around the
delivery of NRDA provision the accepted need for a review of the WNJCS, the local plan seeks to draw a
Green Wedge corset around the land on the Northampton fringe on land outside the NRDA. The
explicit and long term purpose of the Green Wedge is not understood other than to continue existing
designations. These areas are now larger and more of a structural than a local designation which
suggests that the principles of the designation should have been dealt with in the Part 1 process than
left to the part 2 stage. This would have enabled the whole West Northants area to consider green
wedges. South Northants are not including green wedges, which weakens the concept. The Part 2 plan
should not include a Green Wedge designation of this scale. Committed and operational waste facility
at Brampton Lane, Boughton should not be within Green Wedge.
The County Council questions how increased public access would work, particularly from the SUES in
the NRDA. If achieved it could create problems for future land allocations to meet Northampton’s
growth needs. The designation should be abandoned or at least the blanket approach by redrawing
the boundaries, but only if justified by a rigorous assessment of its need beyond the open countryside
designation. The designation should not apply to settlements that are already part of the contiguous
urban area of Northampton.
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The North Northamptonshire JDPU comments that DDC needs to justify the approach and extent of the
Green Wedges through the examination, including consideration against Northampton’s longer term
growth. Green wedge should not prejudice assessment of all options in considering the longer term
growth of Northampton. West Northamptonshire authorities should work collectively to resolve
housing land supply issues that may arise before considering Northampton’s longer term growth
through future plan reviews.
Other respondents include landowners and promoters who consider that the Green Wedge
designation around the north of Northampton is unnecessary and discriminatory. It affects land values,
future uses, restricts/limits and prevents sustainable development, it is more restrictive than saved
policy EN10, it has not been prepared positively and is not supported by robust evidence. It is
insufficiently flexible to allow some development adjacent to Northampton’s urban area to meet its
needs and leaves other authorities around Northampton open to speculative development. Green
Wedge north of Moulton does not perform function of green wedge, unlike areas to the south.
Disappointed not to be consulted on proposals to include land in Green Wedge. Green Wedges do not
comply with the Plan objectives 12, 13 and 14 and harm long term planning objectives.
Green land should be considered at a country wide level, not be selective and disadvantageous to the
Daventry District area around Northampton. The designation conflicts with Part 1 Strategy.
The designation could also restrict infrastructure. Green Wedge should be reviewed in the context of
the NDA shortfall and the routes of the North West Bypass and NNOR.
Support removal of Green Wedge around Overstone Farm which recognises that the site is not
required to be kept predominantly open. It is surrounded on three sides by the Northampton North
SUE and the NRDA, it is also partly developed by a range of buildings.
Overstone Parish Council comments that the Green Wedge at Overstone should include Ass Bank
Woods. The Green Wedge between Overstone village and Overstone Leys should be coloured as such
on the policies map.
Harlestone Parish Council supports Green Wedge round Harlestone, however, policy should also
require development next to Green Wedges, SLAs or rural exception sites to increase the number of
trees.
Suggested response:
General
Final part of the policy states that the Green Wedge is shown on the Policies and inset maps.
The evidence for the areas of Green Wedge is set out in the landscape evidence “The Policy Approach
to Daventry and Northampton Fringe Areas” which considers whether it is appropriate to maintain a
policy approach to the Daventry and Northampton fringe areas and to define appropriate boundaries.
The study was undertaken using the principles and methods set out in current guidance on landscape
and visual assessment and landscape character assessment produced by Natural England and the
Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment; plus techniques and
criteria devised by the Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage on capacity and sensitivity.
The assessment was based on land units in the fringe areas, the boundaries of which were derived
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from landscape character areas and geographical features and are areas which provide separation
between settlements. The recommended extent of the Green Wedge is the result of review of the role
and contribution of these areas to the purpose of the Green Wedge and their sensitivity and has
resulted in the refinement of boundaries.
The purpose of the Green Wedge designation is to protect the distinctive identity, character and
setting of settlements around the Daventry and Northampton fringes by maintaining physical and
visual separation and preventing coalescence. It is a local designation and is not intended to be as
restrictive as Green Belt. However, as currently worded, the policy would preclude most development,
therefore it would be appropriate to re-word the policy and make changes to the supporting text to
make it less restrictive to allow some sustainable development that would still meet the purpose of the
Green Wedge.
It is unlikely that PD rights will be removed for areas specifically in the Green Wedge, but that would be
a separate decision subject to separate consultation.
Daventry
A Green Wedge designation south of the A45 between Badby and Newnham is not necessary because
the intervening landscape comprises a ridge of hills and any development at the Daventry South East
Gateway would not be visible or perceived by settlements south of the ridge.
The proposed area of Green Wedge to the north east and east of the Micklewell Park commitment and
allocation and Welton is considered to be sufficient to protect the setting of Welton from coalescence
as set out in the landscape evidence “The Policy Approach to Daventry and Northampton Fringe Areas”
assessment of land unit DA1.
The proposed Lodge Farm allocation was removed from the Rugby Local Plan by the inspector.
The existing large employment units on the western edge of the Apex Park are on some of the highest
ground in the area and due to the topography dipping away from Daventry to Braunston, there are
clear views through to Braunston. The proposed Green Wedge between Daventry and Braunston is
considered to perform an important role in providing physical and visual separation between the
settlements and to protect the setting of Braunston as set out in the landscape evidence “The Policy
Approach to Daventry and Northampton Fringe Areas” assessment of land unit DA1.
An area of Green Wedge between Daventry South West and the Badby Park Care Home would not be
appropriate. Policy H01 contains a criterion (vi) which states that appropriate landscape buffers will be
required to mitigate the impact of Daventry South West on the setting of Badby House.
The proposed Daventry South West allocation will not extend north of the A425, the site in question
is adjacent to an area of proposed Local Green Space and would not therefore relate to the
allocation/development.
The Green Wedge to the south west of Daventry has been reviewed against the points in the
representation. In terms of the role of Green Wedge in protecting the identity of settlements by
providing an area of separation, the proposed extension would bring the edge of the Daventry urban
area 200m physically closer to Staverton. However, topography and vegetation mean that HO1 and the
proposed extension would not be visible from all points along the A425. There are also sections along
the A425 where there is no intervisibility between Daventry and Staverton and the development of
HO1 and the proposed extension would not make any difference. The development of HO1 and the
proposed extension would result in moderate harm to the landscape, however, and it is important that
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opportunities are taken to make landscape enhancements which would mitigate impact on the
landscape and views. The wording of criterion vi of policy HO1 could be amended to make specific
reference to landscape enhancements to mitigate impact of development on the setting of Big Hill.
Northampton
The intention of the Green Wedge is to protect the identity and setting of villages and prevent
coalescence, it is not intended to prevent all development, including the delivery of strategic
infrastructure projects. As stated above, the current policy wording would preclude most development,
therefore it would be appropriate to re-word the policy and make changes to the supporting text to
make it less restrictive to allow some sustainable development that would still meet the purpose of the
Green Wedge.
It would be appropriate for the policies map to show the NRDA and routes of the NNOR/NW Bypass
when the routes are finalised.
Speculative applications in the open countryside would be contrary to the spatial strategy and would
be considered against policies in the Part 1 and 2 Plans and relevant neighbourhood plans on a case by
case basis.
The proposed areas of Green Wedge are more extensive than the existing areas, however, the context
in which the 1997 Local Plan was prepared was very different from the current one and well before the
Part 1 WNJCS was prepared. The assessment was based on land units in the fringe areas, the
boundaries of which were derived from landscape character areas and geographical features and are
areas which provide separation between settlements. The recommended extent of the Green Wedge is
the result of review of the role and contribution of these areas to the purpose of the Green Wedge and
their sensitivity and has resulted in the refinement of boundaries.
The inclusion of an existing waste facility is not an issue for Green Wedge.
In relation to the NRDA issue this has been addressed in response to policy SP1 however further
clarification of the role of the Green Wedge policy and a future review of the WNJCS will be included in
the supporting text to policy ENV3.
Most of the area of Green Wedge south of Overstone village is part of the existing Green Wedge. Ass
Bank Woods, which is a heavily wooded area, is not part of this and was not included in the land unit
for this reason.
The landscape evidence comprising the Landscape Character Assessment and SLA Study describes the
particular characteristics of the landscape character types and areas and the special qualities
respectively. Where trees or woodland are a particular feature they are referred to and guidelines
included in the ‘Landscape Guidelines’ section to the Landscape Character Assessment and the ‘Key
management recommendations’ sections of the SLA Study. Tree planting may not be appropriate in all
circumstances although tree planting is sometimes used to mitigate the impact of proposals.
Suggested action:
Amend 9.2.03 and insert new paragraph:
9.2.03 The emphasis for Policy ENV3 is, therefore, to ensure that the areas are kept predominantly
open around settlements and to prevent coalescence. In applying this policy the Council will be mindful
of the requirement to accommodate planned strategic road infrastructure projects such as the
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Northampton Northern Orbital Route but it should be taken into account in the detailed design and
alignment of the route.
9.2.04 As established in policy SP1 criterion B, through the review of the Part 1 Plan (WNJCS) the
Council will assist with the delivery of plan-led development through further allocations to meet
Northampton’s needs where it is identified that this cannot be accommodated within the
Northampton Related Development Area. The policy below would not prejudice the ability to meet
policy SP1 (B) however it should still be taken into account to ensure the impacts of development are
adequately mitigated.
Change the boundary of the Green Wedge to the south west of HO1 and change criterion vi of HO1 as
follows:
vi. Structural green space and wildlife corridors which retain important existing landscape features
including hedgerows, drainage corridors, woodlands and mature trees and include appropriate
landscape enhancements in keeping with the Ironstone Hills Landscape Character Type, to mitigate
the impact on the setting of Big Hill and Badby House, the Special Landscape Area and Green Wedge;
Modify wording of policy as per below:
A.
The Council will protect the designated areas of Green Wedge in order to protect the
identity, character and setting of settlements within the areas that fringe Daventry and
Northampton. Proposals within the Green Wedges will be required to demonstrate that they would
maintain:
i.

Maintain the physical and visual separation between settlements; and

ii.

Maintain the openness around settlements and their settings.

iii.

Maintain the predominantly open and green character of the Green Wedges; and

iv.
Preserve or enhance the character, visual amenity and biodiversity value of the Green
Wedges; and
B.
The Council will support proposals that contribute towards increased public access to, and
enjoyment of, the Green Wedges, particularly from the Sustainable Urban Extensions in the
Northampton Related Development Area, providing they are compatible with i) to iiv) above.
The designated areas of Green Wedge are shown on the Policies and Inset Maps.

Policy ENV4 – Green Infrastructure
Representations made by:
ED56 Ann Packett

ED74 Flore Parish Council

ED81 Badby Parish
Neighbourhood Plan Group

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
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Overview of comments made:
Badby Parish Neighbourhood Plan Group supports policy.
Harlestone Parish Council welcomes the policy but it should go further. Development next to Green
Wedges, SLAs or rural exception sites should include tree planting.
Flore Parish Council has reservations about the canal arm, due to unanswered questions on the
proposed ‘vision’ element which is part of the DDC Masterplan. Whole cost seems to be coming from
anticipated future CIL contributions, which has not been put to the electorate. Concerned that if CIL is
not forthcoming the cost will be borne by District’s community, majority of whom live in rural areas,
which have other facility/service resource problems. Question the long term sustainability and wisdom
of proposal.
Supporting text should refer to Pocket Parks and Protected Wildflower Verges.
Policy should refer to green infrastructure network being shown on the Policies Map. This would
involve new illustrations of the hierarchy of green infrastructure routes in the separate inset maps.

Suggested response:
Support noted.
The landscape evidence comprising the Landscape Character Assessment and SLA Study describes the
particular characteristics of the landscape character types and areas and the special qualities
respectively. Where trees or woodland are a particular feature they are referred to and guidelines
included in the ‘Landscape Guidelines’ section to the Landscape Character Assessment and the ‘Key
management recommendations’ sections of the SLA Study. Tree planting may not be appropriate in all
circumstances although tree planting is sometimes used to mitigate the impact of proposals.
A formal Council decision has been made to cease work on the canal arm project since the last version
of the plan was published.
The green infrastructure network is dealt with by the WNJCS Part 1 Plan and included on the County
Council’s interactive mapping function.
Pocket parks and Protected Wildflower Verges can be named in the supporting text, it would also be
useful to add definitions to the glossary.
Suggested action:
Due to the formal Council decision to cease work on the canal arm project, all reference to the canal
arm project will be deleted from the plan.
Add references to Pocket Parks and Protected Wildflower Verges to para 9.3.04 and definitions to the
glossary.
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Policy ENV5 - Biodiversity
Representations made by:
ED56 Ann Plackett

ED76 The Wildlife Trust

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd.

ED84 Badby Parish Council

Overview of comments made:
Support policy.
Harlestone Parish Council welcomes policy but it should go further. Development next to Green
Wedges, SLAs or rural exception sites should include tree planting.
Badby Parish Council notes that the area between the cricket pitch and Fawsley Woods is designated as
a Local Wildlife Site. Further information is requested as to where such designations originate and the
criteria used.
All references to non-statutory geologically designated sites should be to ‘Local Geological sites’ (LGS).
Need to avoid confusion because Local Green Space is also LGS. This is in line with the term ‘Local
Wildlife Sites’ replacing ‘County Wildlife Sites’.
Policy should reflect NPPF requirement to minimise impacts on biodiversity and provide net gains
where possible. However, any harm will need to be balanced against presumption in favour of
sustainable development.
Suggested response:
Support noted.
The landscape evidence comprising the Landscape Character Assessment and SLA Study describes the
particular characteristics of the landscape character types and areas and the special qualities
respectively. Where trees or woodland are a particular feature they will be referred to and guidelines
included in the ‘Landscape Guidelines’ section to the Landscape Character and the ‘Key management
recommendations’ sections of the SLA Study. Tree planting may not be appropriate in all circumstance
although tree planting is sometimes used to mitigate the impact of proposals.
Local Wildlife Sites are identified across the county by a partnership between the Wildlife Trust, local
authorities, statutory conservation agencies, local naturalists, landowners and wildlife charities. There
are national criteria for site selection which have been adapted for selecting sites of county importance
within Northamptonshire. The identified sites are of local (non-statutory) importance and protected
through the planning systems and the development plan. Add a definition to the glossary.
Note the term to be used regarding Local Geological Sites although it is suggested that an appropriate
acronym would be LGeS to avoid confusion with Local Green Space.
The policy aims to minimise impacts on biodiversity and provide net gains. It does not prioritise the
environment over the other strands of sustainable development and biodiversity sites are dealt with in
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accordance with their status.
Suggested action:
Add definition of Local Wildlife Sites to the glossary.
Change reference in second bullet point and the Policies Map key from ‘Regionally Importantly
Geological/Geomorphological Sites (RIGS)’ to ‘Local Geological Sites (LGeS)’

Policy ENV6 – Daventry Country Park
Representations made by:
ED86 Canal and River Trust
ED138 Daventry Town Council
ED141 Pegasus on behalf of Barratt Developments & Davidsons
Overview of comments made:
Supports footpath/cycleway connections between extension and the Grand Union Canal. Consideration
should be given to the increased footfall from the Daventry NE SUE on the existing towpath. When this
results from new development developers should contribute towards the cost of upgrading the
towpath. Policy should include a requirement for the SUE to address this.
Supports requirement that SUE does not adversely affect reservoir infrastructure and the requirement
to protect and enhance character and setting of the reservoir and canal.
Country park will become an urban park due to existing and proposed development. It is important
that the extension integrates into the SUE proposals in the masterplan, including linked green wedges.
Daventry Town Council states that the opportunity should be taken to link Monksmoor and the SUE
with other parts of the town through a public transport route, provided by the developers of the SUE.
Clarification required regarding the provision of links beyond the Grand Union Canal to the open
countryside.
Suggested response:
The Council’s CIL 123 list includes item E ‘Canal and other waterway network improvements’ which
may cover works to upgrade the existing towpath. If the works are outside CIL, it would be necessary to
ensure that they satisfy the statutory tests for planning obligations which are set out in CIL Regulation
122. There would need to be a clear quantifiable link between the impact of the development and the
upgrading works proposed by the representor.
The Local Plan supports proposals that would contribute positively to health and wellbeing, walking
and cycling and enhancement of green infrastructure connections and links. As part of this, the
extension to Daventry Country Park will be expected to support and encourage access to the wider
canal network and countryside beyond the SUE boundary. This could be achieved by providing
footpath links or bridges from the Country Park Extension.
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WNJCS policy D3 refers to an integrated transport system to ensure the Daventry North East SUE is
integrated with the town.
Suggested action:
No change

Policy ENV7 – Daventry Canal Arm
Representations made by:
ED9 Anthony Hawkey

ED74 Flore Parish Council

ED138 Daventry Town Council

ED141 Pegasus on behalf of
Barratt Developments &
Davidsons

ED120 Councillor Mark Wesley

Overview of comments made:
General
The route is inaccurately shown on the policies map.
Support
Supports the proposal, it will attract tourism, be part of the flood relief system, link to the SUE and
provide walking and cycling connections.
The linear park/canal should be designated irrespective of whether the canal is built to protect the
green link through the SUE.
Object
Flore Parish Council has reservations about the canal arm, due to unanswered questions on the
proposed ‘vision’ element which is part of the DDC Masterplan. Whole cost seems to be coming from
anticipated future CIL contributions, which has not been put to the electorate. Concerned that if CIL is
not forthcoming the cost will be borne by District’s community, majority of who live in rural areas,
which have other facility/service resource problems. Question the long term sustainability and wisdom
of proposal.
Concerned about funding of Canal Arm and its long term sustainability given the pressure on public
funding. It may make the SUE unviable.
Strongly objects to the canal arm, the required investment will outweigh the benefits of regenerating
the town centre or accessibility of water users to the town centre. This project and the Daventry
Development Link Road will take up all the public sector infrastructure funding and CIL contributions
beyond the plan period, leaving nothing for crucial infrastructure.
Suggested response:
A formal Council decision has been made to cease work on the canal arm project since the last version
of the plan was published.
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Suggested action:
Due to the formal Council decision to cease work on the canal arm project, all reference to the canal
arm project will be deleted from the plan. However, the plan will maintain reference to the linear park
with walkway and cycleway as part of the Daventry North East SUE development.

Policy ENV8 – Historic Environment
Representations made by:
ED18 Overstone Parish Council
ED60 Historic England
ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd.

ED47 Barby and Onley Parish
Council
ED81 Badby Parish Council
ED112 Framptons representing
Barry Howard Homes

ED56 Ann Packett
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
ED139 Nexus Planning on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge

Overview of comments made:
Support policy.
Overstone Parish Council comments that the policies map does not show the whole of Overstone
Parish, the listed buildings and the properties within Overstone Park.
Barby and Onley Parish Council requests that the ancient monument Iron Age hill fort and medieval
village are included in the Local Plan as sites of interest.
Harlestone Parish Council welcomes the emphasis on preserving the historic environment.
Badby Parish Neighbourhood Plan Group supports policy but development bordering or visible from a
conservation area should not be detrimental to its character or amenity. Policy should be reinforced.
Historic England state that enabling development should not be planned for by inclusion in the policy,
reference should be removed because it is development that is by definition contrary to policy. Would
be happy to agree to the deletion of criterion i(v) by statement of common ground.
The restoration of Overstone Hall is not feasible without enabling development. However, the plan
only makes one reference to the Hall. There should be a specific policy for the Hall, similar to the
approach for Daventry South East Gateway. Suggested policy and supporting text wording supplied.
Policy must reflect NPPF regarding designated and non-designated assets in terms of significance, scale
of harm, public benefits and balanced judgement.
Daventry South West does not contain any designated heritage assets. Badby House is grade II listed
but would be screened from development by woodland, landscaping and topography.
Suggested response:
Support noted.
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The purpose of the inset maps is to show the Primary and Secondary Service Villages and all the other
settlements which have defined confines and designated conservation areas. Other heritage assets
shown on the Policies and inset maps are Scheduled Monuments and Historic Parks and Gardens. It
would not be practical to show all the designated and non-designated assets in the District on Policies
or inset maps. For that reason, listed buildings and non-designated heritage assets are not shown.
The NPPF and WNJCS include policies that require the impact of development on heritage assets and
their settings to be considered. It is not considered necessary to repeat this in ENV8.
Historic England consulted on a good practice advice note on enabling development in 2017, which has
yet to be published. It is clear that enabling development should only be used as a last resort and only
then when the benefits would outweigh the disbenefits of being contrary to policy. It is suggested that
criterion iv is replaced by a new part which does not specifically support enabling development.
Daventry South East Gateway impacts on the setting of two Scheduled Monuments which are of the
highest significance, Overstone Hall is also of national importance but is a grade II listed building; a
specific policy for Overstone Hall is not considered necessary. The potential for proposals to secure the
long term future of the Hall will be undertaken outside the Local Plan process.
Criterion viii relates to non-designated assets. The requirement that the public benefit for a proposal
that would cause harm should outweigh the harm is too strong and should be amended.
Northamptonshire County Council has advised that there are known archaeological assets within the
site and affecting its setting and that there is a high potential for the site to contain potentially
significant archaeological remains. A heritage impact assessment has been undertaken for the
Daventry South West site which concluded that development could result in less than substantial harm
to the historic environment, but that this could be mitigated through sensitive design to reduce the
impact to the lower end of less than substantial harm or avoid harm all together.
Suggested action:
Modify wording of policy as per below:
Delete criterion iv relating to enabling development and replace with as separate part that does not
specifically support enabling development as follows:
C. Proposals for enabling development to secure the conservation of a historic asset will be
considered against the importance of the asset, the nature of the harm caused to the asset and
whether the harm can be justified against wider economic, social and environment
considerations, in line with the Historic England guidance.
Amend criterion viii relating to non-designated assets as follows:
viii. Proposals that are sympathetic to non-designated heritage assets (identified through a
conservation area appraisal or other method) and their setting including their retention and reuse. Where a proposal would cause harm, it must be clearly demonstrated that the harm will be
outweighed by the public benefit. In doing so, the impact of the scale of any harm or loss on the
significance of the assets will be taken into consideration.
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Policy ENV9 – Borough Hill and Burnt Walls Scheduled Monuments
Representations made by:
ED60 Historic England
ED138 Daventry Town Council
Overview of comments made:
Daventry Town Council supports the aspirations of this policy. Any development proposed through EC9
will need to be sensitively designed in relation to its boundary with the Burnt Walls SM. Enhanced
pedestrian access around Borough Hill and links between this and Burnt Walls is essential.
Criterion ii does not provide clarity regarding land to the east of The Marches strategic employment
area. Object to small area of EC9. Re-word criteria to reflect concerns regarding EC9. Would be happy
to agree a change to the wording by statement of common ground.
Suggested response:
Comments noted. It is essential that development of the Daventry South East Gateway respects the
significance of the Scheduled Monuments, their relationship and setting. A heritage impact assessment
has been undertaken for the South East Gateway which concluded that development within the site
would not result in harm to the heritage significance of Borough Hill and Burnt Walls SMs. It is not
considered necessary to make changes to this policy, however, a suggested change will be made to the
supporting text and policy EC9 to take into account recommendations from the HIA.
Suggested action:
No change.

Policy ENV10 – Renewable Energy and Low Carbon Development
Representations made by:
ED110 Marrons Planning representing Hallam Land Management
Overview of comments made:
Paragraph B is contrary to national policy because it sets local technical standards for residential
development.
Suggested response:
Commented noted. It is not considered that Paragraph B is contrary to national policy as it does not set
local standards. This policy reflects the approach set out in the Core Strategy Policy S11. It is
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anticipated that the use of CHP is one of a number of renewable energy solutions to be used within the
district to reduce the impact of climate change. As stated in paragraph 9.6.07, it is anticipated that the
use of CHP would apply to large scale developments such as the sustainable urban extension if
appropriate.
Suggested action:
No change required.

Policy ENV11 - Design
Representations made by:
ED8 Northamptonshire Police

ED60 Historic England

ED87 Harlestone Parish Council

ED108 Persimmon Homes

ED85 Northamptonshire
County Council Public Health
Team

Overview of comments made:
Harlestone Parish Council welcomes the spirit of the policy but recent development proposals have
fallen short on design quality.
Northamptonshire County Council Public Health Team supports policy regarding design, however,
health and wellbeing should be referenced. Suggested wording provided.
Historic England particularly welcomes criteria ii), however, it would be useful to include criteria for
shopfronts and advertisements if existing policies are superseded. They are intrinsic to the success of
town centres and the protection and enhancement of heritage assets, such as town centre
conservation areas. Would be happy to advise on wording and agree them through a statement of
common ground.
Support inclusion of saved policy EN42 criterion D in this policy.
Higher design standards need to be considered as part of a viability assessment and impacts on
affordability.
Suggested response:
Comments of support are noted.
Although there is not a specific reference to health and wellbeing within the Design policy, the thrust
of the policy is that the application of design principles will help create safe, accessible and an inclusive
environment which would help to meet health and wellbeing objectives. Health and wellbeing is
specifically addressed within Policy CF1, which supports proposals that demonstrate consideration of
all aspects of health and wellbeing issues in their design, layout, landscaping and mix of uses. It would
not be considered necessary to include an additional reference specifically to health and well -being
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within this design policy as it is already addressed in Policy CF1.
Shop fronts and shop front signage is considered to be more appropriate in ENV8 Historic Environment.
As the policy does not set design standards, it is not considered necessary for viability assessments to
be referenced specifically in this policy.
Suggested action:
No change
Amend policy for ENV8 as per:
iv. Proposals that preserve and enhance traditional shopfonts, including the restoration of historic
features and the sympathetic use of high quality fascia and projecting signs;

Policy ENV12 – Local Flood Risk Management
Representations made by:
ED27 NCC Flood and Water
Management Team

ED55 Environment Agency

ED82 Anglian Water

ED139 Nexus Planning on
behalf of High Cross Farm
Limited and Drayton Lodge

ED81 Badby Parish
Neighbourhood Plan Group

Overview of comments made:
Support policy.
Badby Parish Neighbourhood Plan Group would support policy, particularly as there are areas adjacent
to Badby village confines that are at high risk of flooding.
Policy refers to NCC Local Standards and Guidance for Surface Water Drainage in Northamptonshire.
Anglian Water also has a surface water draining policy relating to new development/redevelopment
which should be referred to.
Support recognition of flood risk management policies and practices.
Although there are some surface water flows over Daventry South West site, these would not present
a constraint to the allocation’s delivery. Off-site network reinforcement to wastewater network
capacity is required, Whilton STW can support initial delivery from this site in the meantime until
improvements are made.
Suggested response:
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The policy will be amended to refer to Anglian Water’s surface water drainage policy.
Suggested action:
Modify wording of policy as per below:
iii) Anglian Water’s Surface Water Drainage Policy.
Insert a footnote providing a link to the document .
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Chapter 10 – Community Facilities
General
Representations made by:
ED24 English Regional Transport Association
ED74 Flore Parish Council
ED85 Northamptonshire County Council Public Health Team
ED87 Harlestone Parish Council
ED125 Theatres Trust
Overview of comments made:
The breadth of health and wellbeing currently referred to in the draft plan appears too narrow. The
draft Plan’s Community Facilities section should explicitly support and reference arts and culture for
consistency with the NPPF.
The chapter fails to make the distinction between the requirements in urban and rural areas so that
recreation facilities reflect the character of the area.
Query relating to the potential impact on air quality in relation to pollution from boats mooring on the
new canalside.
Support is given to the reference to undertaking health impact assessments to show how potential
health impacts of new development have been addressed.
Poor air quality is an extremely important issue.
Suggested response:
Arts and culture are not specifically referred to. Policy CF1 and supporting text can be amended to
include them.
A formal Council decision has been made to cease work on the canal arm project since the last version
of the plan was published.
It is not considered necessary to make a distinction between urban and rural facilities.
It would be difficult and inappropriate to require all major panning applications to submit a health
impact assessment, however, the policy could be amended to support the submission of a HIA.
The Council has a monitoring network across the District to provide information on nitrous oxides at
key locations. Currently there are no exceedances of threshold levels which would require the
declaration of an air quality manager. This can be explained in the supporting text.
Suggested action:
Policy CF1 part A to be amended as follows:
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ii. The protection, management and enhancement of existing sport and recreation facilities, green
infrastructure, community and village halls and open spaces and the provision of new multi-use
community centres and dual use of school halls and sports facilities;
ii. The protection, management, and enhancement of existing and provision of new;
a. sport and recreation facilities (including multi-use community centres and dual use of school
halls and sports facilities),
b. community and village halls,
c. arts and cultural facilities,
d. open space and green infrastructure.
iv. The submission of a health impact assessment in support of major developments that identifies
the health implications, aims to mitigate potential negative effects and maximises the
opportunities to promote health and wellbeing and active lifestyles.
Paragraph 10.1.04 to be amended as follows:
10.1.04 Planning for an appropriate mix of recreation facilities, including leisure centres, community
and village halls, arts and cultural facilities, playing pitches, and open spaces, community centres and
village halls will provide the facility infrastructure to encourage people to be more active.
Paragraph 10.1.05 to be amended as follows:
10.1.05 Poor air quality has a negative impact on public health and the Local Plan can have a role in
improving local air quality. Currently there are no exceedances of threshold levels which would require
the declaration of an Air Quality Management Area, however, the Council has a monitoring network
across the District to provide information on nitrous oxides at key locations.

Policy CF 1 – Health and Wellbeing
Representations made by:
ED85 Northamptonshire County Council Public Health
ED125 Theatres Trust
Overview of comments made:
Strong references and inclusion of a specific policy for health and wellbeing are welcomed.
The health and wellbeing policy should not be included in a chapter relating to community facilities as
the delivery of health and wellbeing goes far beyond the provision of community facilities and should
be placed in a more suitable chapter within the Local Plan.
Policy CF1 should be amended to include reference to sport and outdoor recreation to better reflect
the NPPF requirements.
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Suggested response:
It is considered that policy CF1 is appropriately located in this chapter. However, the chapter could be
re-titled ‘Community and Wellbeing’.
Sports and recreation is already referred to in criterion A.ii.
Suggested action:
Change the name of the chapter to Community and Wellbeing.
Policy CF1 criterion A.ii. to be amended as follows:
ii. The protection, management and enhancement of existing sport and recreation facilities, green
infrastructure, community and village halls and open spaces and the provision of new multi-use
community centres and dual use of school halls and sports facilities;
ii. The protection, management, and enhancement of existing and provision of new;
a. sport and recreation facilities (including multi-use community centres and dual use of school
halls and sports facilities),
b. community and village halls,
c. arts and cultural facilities,
d. open space and green infrastructure.
Paragraph 10.1.04 to be amended as follows:
10.1.04 Planning for an appropriate mix of recreation facilities, including leisure centres, community
and village halls, arts and cultural facilities, playing pitches, and open spaces, community centres and
village halls will provide the facility infrastructure to encourage people to be more active.

Policy CF 2 Open Space Requirements
Representations made by:
ED18B Overstone Parish Council
ED79 Francis Jackson Homes
ED91 Pegasus Group on behalf of Gallagher Estates
ED91 Pegasus Group on behalf of Barratt Developments & Davidsons
ED139A Nexus Planning
Overview of comments made:
The policy and supporting text as drafted is unclear. Detailed supporting methodology is required so
that a transparent and meaningful figure is arrived at. This policy should ideally refer to an SPD which
sets out a transparent methodology including trigger points.
It is not clear how an applicant is to know if there is a local shortfall or overprovision for each typology.
Confirmation is required as to what the policy evidence base is, is it the 2009 Open Space Sport and
Recreation Strategy or an updated version?
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Developers require certainty what the minimum threshold for the provision of on-site public open
space is in each instance.
Confirmation of the threshold for development that requires a LAP, and at what point does this
become a LEAP and then a NEAP?
The principle of Policy CF2 is not objected to but the policy should identify a degree of flexibility in
applying the standards, particularly where one typology of open space provision is able to compensate
in another open space typology. A suggested amendment to the text has been included.
Supports the policy which establishes the open space standards which new residential developments
are required to provide.
A definition for LEAP and NEAP should be provided.
The Council recognises the overlap between different typologies which will be considered when
determining the precise quantum that needs to be provided.
Suggested response:
The 2018 OSSR is the basis for evidence and the text should reflect this.
Published strategy provides further information.
Definitions of LAP, LEAP and NEAP will be inserted into the glossary.
The that infrastructure and developer contributions SPD will updated following adoption.
Suggested action:
Amend reference in part C of policy CF3 to 2018.
Insert definitions of LAP, LEAP and NEAP into the glossary.
NRDA standards have changed, update policy accordingly.
Add the following to the end of paragraph 10.1.09:
There is some overlap between different typologies, for instance parks and gardens frequently include
areas of amenity open space, natural and semi-natural green space, play areas and courts or pitches.
Similarly, many amenity open spaces contain play areas, particularly those in residential areas. This
overlap will be taken into account when determining the precise quantum that needs to be provided.
The Infrastructure and Developer Contributions SPD will be updated to provide further guidance on
this following adoption of this plan.
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Policy CF 3 Protecting local retail services and public houses
Representations made by:
ED41 Kilsby Parish Council
ED47 Barby and Onley Parish Council
ED93 Gladman Developments Ltd
ED125 Theatres Trust
Overview of comments made:
Ensure that if a business is operating out of a property that used to be a private dwelling, that it has to
seek and obtain planning permission to revert to domestic use when it wishes to cease trading, to
ensure that there is advance warning prior to the loss of a local shop.
Policy CF3 should be expanded to cover not just local retail and public houses but also other cultural,
arts and community facilities which include theatres, public houses (especially where they provide live
music and other entertainment), community spaces, museums, cinemas, libraries and other public and
performance venues.
Consideration should be given to extending the scope of Policy CF3 to ensure that the Plan takes a proactive and positive approach to meeting the requirements set out in NPPF that promotes the retention
and development of facilities in villages. It is essential that the local plan does not just focus on the
enhancement of its urban centres by also identifying and responding to the needs of communities in
the rural area.
Suggested response:
In certain circumstances shops operating in a private dwelling reverting back to a private dwelling
would not require planning permission. In circumstances where permission was required the policy
would apply.
Amended CF1 seeks to protect arts and cultural facilities and supports provision of new facilities
RA1, RA2 and RA3 seek to protect existing services and facilities.
Suggested action:
No change
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Chapter 11 – Parish Annex
Policy PA – Local Green Space
Representations made by:
Representations made by:
ED2 Althorp Estate

ED12 Governors of Yelvertoft
Primary School
ED18 Overstone Parish Council

ED13 Long Buckby Parish
Council
ED25 Overstone Playing Fields
Association

ED39 Anonymous

ED41 Kilsby Parish Council

ED47 Barby and Only Parish
Council

ED48 Newnham Parish Council

ED49 Holcot Parish Council

ED51 Mr & Mrs Wells

ED52 Nigel Bright

ED64 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Miller Homes

ED68 Staverton Parish Council

ED82 Anglian Water

ED91 Pegasus Group on behalf
of Gallagher Estates Ltd.

ED93 Gladman Developments
Ltd.

ED101 Naseby Parish Council

ED130 Daventry Town Council

ED134 Turley on behalf of
Moulton College

ED144 Creaton Parish Council

Local Green Space submission
from Yelvertoft Parish Council
regarding sites not accepted

ED17 Northamptonshire
County Council Property
Strategy & Estates
ED28 Parochial Church Council
for All Saints Church, Norton

Local Green Space submission
Boughton Parish Council
regarding Martin Moore Wood
Type of comment

Suggested response:

Suggested action:

NPPF allows LGS to be identified
and designated through local
and neighbourhood
development plans (current
para 76), subject to criteria in
para 77. Review of NPPF does
not remove this.

No change

General:
Local Green Space should not be
identified through
neighbourhood plans because
they have not been subject to
tests of soundness. There must
be clear justification for them
and the designation should not
be used to arbitrarily protect
large areas of land from
development. All LGS
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designations need to align with
national policy.

Site specific


Great Brington and Little
Brington - Support inclusion
of LGS references 140, 143
and 144.

Support noted

No change



Overstone - Support
inclusion of Playing Fields as
LGS
Overstone - there is no
requirement for public
access in the NPPF, nor does
it include a definition of
‘extensive’.
Why can’t agricultural land
be classed as LGS as it is at
the rear of houses along
Sywell Road?

Support noted

No change

Holly Lodge Farm (ref. 117) Not
fully accessible although there
are two public footpaths
running through it to Cow
Pasture Spinney. It is actively
farmed agricultural land and in
itself, it is not considered to be
demonstrably special to the
public, therefore it is not
considered to meet criterion 2.
Also an extensive field which
does not meet criterion 3.

No change.

Church Lane and the Beech
Avenue are country lanes
connecting Sywell Road via
the Church to Overstone
Hall. This walk was available
until DDC gated the lane at
the cattle grid.

Church Lane/Beech Avenue (ref.
116) - the avenue as far as the
Church is publicly accessible.
However, beyond the church
and cattle grid, the land is gated
to the general public. However,
although it forms part of the
setting of the listed church it is
not considered that it is
sufficiently special to meet
criterion 2.

No change.

The wooded areas within
the Overstone village
envelope as agreed by DDC
set the character and place
of the village. Without trees
bordering the stone wall

Overstone Woods (ref. 112) –
The wood to the east of the
track is accessible to the public
and is used regularly by
residents of Overstone and
Sywell. The area to the west of

Agree to designate area of
Overstone Woods to east of
track.



Agree that there is no definition
of ‘extensive’. However, have to
consider it in the context of the
individual settlement.
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along Sywell Road the
character of the village
would be lost.

the track is not accessible to the
public. Agree to designate area
to east of track.
Gas House Spinney (ref. 115) –
Not fully accessible to public,
therefore it is considered does
not meet criterion 1.

No change.



Walgrave - Walgrave
allotments do not meet all
of the criteria set out in
NPPF paragraph 7, they do
not serve the local
community, they are not
special and no more local in
character than any other
garden or land. Existing
planning controls are
sufficient to protect the site
from unsuitable
development.

Allotments have been accepted
as LGS through NDPs and in
other villages through the Pt 2.
Many others are run by the
parish council and have waiting
lists.

No change



Yelvertoft - School Playing
field. The designation would
restrict development, which
would damage the long
term viability of the school .
The site is not accessible to
the public and is used solely
in connection with the
school and educational
events.

Accept removal of designation,
designation of a school playing
field would act as a constraint to
future development of the
school. Note that the field is not
publicly accessible/used by
public.

Delete Yelvertoft School Playing
field.



Yelvertoft – request that five The Old Manor Gardens (ref.
155) is a private garden with no
sites not accepted are
public access and is not
reconsidered.
considered to be able to be
demonstrably special to the
local community.
The village is characterised by a
series of grassed verges (ref.
149, 161 and 162). Whilst they
are characteristic of the village,
it is not considered that they are
sufficiently distinguished or
demonstrably special to satisfy
the NPPF.
The Jubilee Garden (ref. 153)
does contain some planting and

Agree to designate Jubilee
Gardens
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a notice board, which
distinguishes it from other grass
verges.


Long Buckby - Coton End
Park. Long Buckby Parish
Council request that site is
removed following
discussions with the Trust.

Parish Council request that site
is removed following discussions
with the Trust.

Delete Coton End Park.



Weedon - Land at Church
Road. Anglian Water states
that the site includes an
operational pumping
station. Concerned that the
policy would not allow for
future development
connected with operation of
the station, therefore
request that Anglian Water
owned land is deleted.

Anglian Water have confirmed
location of pumping station
within site, agree to remove
pumping station and access
track from designation.

Delete pumping station and
access track from designation.



Boughton - Site 7 which
forms part of ‘Land South of
Moulton Lane’ because it is
inappropriate and
unjustified. It has been
promoted for residential
development through the
local plan, it does not
benefit from public access. If
it was included as part of a
larger allocation it could be
safeguarded as amenity
green space with public
access.

As set out in the Local Green
Space background paper this is a
historic green area between
Boughton and Moulton which is
also within the proposed Green
Wedge. It is also within the area
recommended for Green Wedge
designation due to its location
between Boughton and
Moulton. It has also been
identified in the Boughton
Village Design Statement as a
historically important open
space, providing views into and
out of the village.

No change.



Martin Moore Wood request by Boughton Parish
Council that the site be
reconsidered. It is an
important open space,
located close to one of the
SUEs. There will be a
significant amount of
development at Buckton
Fields which is close to the
site and the Parish would
urge the importance of

Although the site is extensive
and outside the historic village
confines, it is close to new
housing being constructed and
will be an important community
recreation resource.

Agree to designate Martin
Moore Wood.
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further protection to this
area considering the
eventual delivery of over
1000


Moulton Allotments,
criterion B is not satisfied;
LGS must satisfy all three
criteria. They would be
protected by other policies,
including ENV4 and CF1. Any
development would
necessitate re-provision
elsewhere in Moulton,
which Moulton College
would facilitate. Site should
be removed.

Allotments have been accepted
as LGS through NPs and in other
villages through the Pt 2. As set
out in the background paper
Moulton Allotments are used by
residents and gardening/tending
to produce is regarded as a
leisure activity.

No change.



Great Brington - LGS 141 is
already protected by
inclusion in the
Conservation Area and NPPF
paragraph 77 is not the only
consideration. The
sustainability of local
communities also needs to
be taken into account,
including allowing space for
organic growth beyond
2029.

Site is still considered to meet
the NPPF criteria as well as
being an integral historic green
space within the village.

No change.



Norton - No objection to the
designation of graveyard of
All Saints Church, however,
it is considered to be
unnecessary. It has various
community uses in addition
to its use as a burial site and
is unlikely to be an attractive
development site.

As set out in the Local Green
Space background paper the
space meets the requirements
for Local Green Space
designation.

No change.

It is agreed that although
Northern Valley Park (Ref. 22) is
a large site, it is demonstrably
special to the local community,
being well used and located
close to the existing residential
areas; in addition it will be
adjacent to the Micklewell Park

Agree to designate Northern
Valley Park.

 Daventry - Town Council
challenged non designation
of sites 22, 31, 37 and 38:
they should be reassessed
and included as LGS or Local
Open Space (NPPF para 74).
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development.
Admirals Way (31) and Daventry
and District Golf Club (37) are
still considered not to meet the
NPPF criteria; 31 because it is an
extensive area of land which
comprises rough grassland; 37
because it is an extensive area
of land.
Although the Daventry and
District Sports Club (38) would
meet the NPPF criteria, further
development of the site for
sport and recreation would be
hampered by a LGS designation,
therefore this is not considered
appropriate.


Only the specific designation of
Local Green Space is captured
on the Part 2 Policies Map, not
other green spaces that are
identified through
neighbourhood plans.

No change required.

Church Stowe - the
boundary of The Green is
shown incorrectly on the
inset map.
Requests for designation
 Kilsby: the Parish Council
requests that the ridge and
furrow outside Kilsby be
covered as important
features in the local plan,
they are noted in the
neighbourhood plan.

Noted, this will be amended.

Correct boundary of The Green.

The fields are extensive tracts of
land and therefore contrary to
criterion 3. It is not appropriate
to restrict agricultural activities
on a non-designated asset. The
neighbourhood plan contains
policy K6 Protecting character,
form and setting of Kilsby Village
which would enable them to be
taken into account.

No change



Staverton: the Parish Council
requests that Staverton
nominations are included in
the local plan because
Staverton NDP has not been
adopted.

The three proposed LGSs in
Staverton are considered to
meet the NPPF criteria and the
Council has not raised any
objections at Regulation 14
stage.

Agree to designate the Pocket
Park, Parish Playing Field and
the Village Green.



Nominations received from
the respective Parish

The assessments of the
nominated LGSs are contains in

Agree to designate the
following:

Barby - Sports Field is
identified as an important
green space in the
neighbourhood plan but is
not shown on the inset map.
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Councils for:
o 8 sites in Creaton
o 6 sites in Holcot
o 6 sites in Naseby
o 2 sites in Newnham

the Local Green Space
Assessments V2 June 2018.

Creaton:
 Churchyard
 Village Green
 Playing Fields
Holcot:
 Old School
 Playing field
 Washbrook
 Allotments
 Crossroads Green
Naseby:
 Village Hall Recreation
Ground
 Allotments
Newnham:
 Allotments
 Playing Fields
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Sustainability Appraisal (SA)
General
Representations made by:
ED08 Northants Police
ED56 Oxalis Planning for
Pendrix Ltd

ED31 Mr A Davies
ED60 Historic England

ED93 Gladman

ED139 Nexus Planning for High
Cross Farm Ltd and Drayton
Lodge

ED36 Mr J Colbourne
ED78 Roundhill Northampton
Ltd

Overview of comments made:
SA General
The SA is only a desktop exercise not based in reality this is evidenced by reference to bus services that
do not serve sites 298 and 301.
The SA makes ‘bland’ management type statements. The document makes statements that are not
supported with evidence as to what the issues or pros are. It is considered that the SA document is
poorly written, lacking in detail and facts and is factually incorrect.
Objection to the lack of coherence to the SA. The SA is unclear as to how well the emerging policies of
the Part 2 Plan relate to SA Framework and objectives and how the emerging preferred approach
compares to alternative policy approaches.
Reference to provision of new policing facilities on new developments should be deleted as this no
longer reflects the policing model of strategically located hubs across the county, co-located with fire
service colleagues in fire service buildings.
The DLPP2 must ensure that the results of the SA process clearly justify all policy choices, including the
need to consider options for development and growth against ‘all reasonable alternatives.’ The
Council’s decision making and scoring should be robust, justified and transparent.
The SA makes no reference to the North Northampton Orbital route when considering alternatives to
the preferred options set out in the plan or in consideration as to likely cumulative effects of the
policies in the plan with other proposals.
Employment Allocations
The SA report on Policy EC4 suggests there will be a ‘neutral effect’ on sustainability, this supports the
view that more could be done to create a policy approach for additional employment land which
makes a more positive approach to the overall plan objectives and to sustainability objectives.
There is a small section of just around 1ha immediately to the west of the Burnt Walls Scheduled
Monument, harmful to the significance to the Scheduled Monument, the immediate setting and the
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historic landscape context of the monument, in which there is ridge and furrow. Is this a mapping error
give its relatively small size? Historic England would be very happy to agree this change by Statement
of Common Ground if this small area can be deleted. Without this change, Historic England would not
conclude with the Sustainability Appraisal site assessment.
Alternative Employment Sites
The SA is unclear if an alternative strategy with specific employment land allocations to primary service
village was explored and if so on what basis was it rejected. It is also unclear how an alternative
approach with some non-strategic employment allocations outside of Daventry town would perform in
comparison to the approach proposed in the Part 2 Plan.
The SA indicates that only the sites in and around Daventry have been assessed as ‘reasonable
alternatives’ Clarification is sought on how this approach has been reached and how the preferred
approach would compare with a selective number of employment allocations to Brixworth as a Primary
Service Village. Clarification is also sought that the overall WNJCS job requirement having been met is
justification for only allocating land at Daventry town.
Primary service villages such as Brixworth should be subject to a more proactive and flexible approach
to enable them to accommodate further employment development over the plan period.
South West Allocation
The SA conclusions for the South West site are welcomed.
It is acknowledged that the southwest site attracts a double negative in respect of its effects on soils,
geology and land use. The significant benefits of developing this site would present the circumstances
necessary to warrant the loss of part of a safeguarded mineral area a conclusion that is supported.
The non-technical summary seems to be inconsistent when identifying the severity of the negative
effects. Inconsistency relating to southwest site in the non-technical summary on pg. 20 and pg. 24 and
the severity of the impact on the landscape.

Suggested response:
Amend factual inaccuracies and inconsistencies (in relation to policing and bus routes) in the SA
SA General
As per the Regulations, the initial stages of the preparation of the SA are a desktop study which sets
out the baseline data. The SA is an iterative process and for each stage the local plan reaches the SA
will also go through a similar level of consultation and scrutiny, ensuring that any identified impact is
assessed. Where considered reasonable and appropriate factual changes to the baseline data will also
be made. Due to the length of the time it takes to prepare a local plan and accompanying SA, some
information can become out of date. All reasonable efforts are made to ensure that the most up to
date information is available.
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It is acknowledged that the SA is a technical document, the requirements of which are set out in the
legislation. Due to the technical nature of the SA and to ensure that this document is accessible and
available to all, a non-technical summary is produced.
It should also be noted that the SA should not be read in isolation, it should be viewed alongside the
Local Plan (Part 2) and supporting evidence such as the background papers and in particular the site
selection paper. In addition to this the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (WNJCS) was also
subject to an SA and as the strategic direction is set in the WNJCS, reference should also be made to
this.
North Northampton Orbital is made reference to in section 8.3, as detailed in 8.3.03, this plan makes
reference to the route but due to the lack of detail the plan cannot do anything other than refer to the
project.
Alternative Employment Sites
Part 3 of the SA examines the results of the reasonable alternative options for the local plan. Overall
development strategy for Daventry is established in WNJCS In Policies S1, S2 and D1- D5 and thus there
are no other reasonable alternative strategy options to be assessed.
Detailed in the background paper, site selection explains the approach taken to the selection of
reasonable alternative sites, through the overall strategy / policy options and then site allocations.
EC4 Strategic Employment Areas
Although there is a neutral effect established at EC4, this will need to be balanced against all of the
sustainability appraisal criteria. The overall strategy for development is set within the Core Strategy in
Policies S1 and R1. It would not be appropriate to deviate from this overall approach based on one
sites SA impact.
EC9 Daventry South East Gateway
A Heritage Impact Assessment has been undertaken for the allocated site and found that the allocation
could be developed with appropriate mitigation against the impact on the Burnt Walls Scheduled
Monument.
South West Allocation
Comments of support are noted.
Suggested action:
-

Amend Reference to Bus service in relation to site 298 and 301 on pages 136 and 151 of
Sustainability appraisal

-

Amend Reference to policing hubs as suggested by Northants Police on Pages 71-72

-

Sign post in the SA (Part 1 and non-technical statement) to background documents that support
the document.

-

Further explanation for the ‘emerging preferred approach’ compared to alternatives in Section 3.
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Make clearer reference to the WNCJS and how strategy is set.
-

Amend inconsistency between the information relating to the southwest site in the non-technical
summary on pg. 20 and pg. 24 and the severity of the impact on the landscape.

-

Amend EC9 as per changes set out in chapter 7
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Maps
General
Representations made by:
ED63 – Mr W Shearer
ED77 – WW Planning on behalf of Mr & Mrs Krempels
ED124 – Berry’s on behalf of Vanderbilt Strategic ltd
Overview of comments made:
Object to the omission of the NRDA boundaries of the Northampton related SUEs and the NRDA on the
Northampton Fringe Inset Map.
Inclusion in the policy map of additional land to the north of Northampton between Boughton and
Moulton identified as being suitable for a small sustainable urban extension to accommodate housing
and / or employment uses.
Objection to the Northampton Fringe Inset Map. The land to the north of Northampton in the area of
Chapel Brampton was designated as SLA, this should be reinstated.
Suggested response:
Include SUE’s on Policies map

Suggested action:
Amend policies map to include the SUE’s

Policy and Inset Maps
Representations made by:
ED43 – Oastlodge Ltd
ED106 – Howard Sharp and Partners on behalf of
The Executors of VM Knowles.
ED127 – Mr B Hall

ED101 – Naseby Parish Council
ED113 – Sworder
ED132 – Mr P Grazier

Overview of comments made:
Objection made to Policies and Inset Map 8 Woodford Halse, as the map does not align with the NDP
map and should include recent planning permissions.
Objection made to Policies and Inset Map 10 Barby to be amended to include land east of the Kilsby
Road. The permanent natural feature of the watercourse to form line for the settlement boundary.
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Objection to Policies and Inset Map 13 Byfield, the map should be amended to include the land off
Boddington Road site.
Objection to Policies and Inset Map 14 Creaton, the map should be amended to include the full extent
of the respondent’s property including the garden.
Objection to Policies and Inset Map 19 Naseby, the map should be amended to include a bungalow
(not garden) on Thornby Lane names as Southfields.
Objection to Policies and Inset Map 21 Spratton the map should be amended to take into account
planning consent DA/2017/0407.
Objection to Policies and Inset Map 24 Welford, the map should be amended to reflect Welford’s own
‘made’ Neighbourhood Plan.
Suggested response:
Comments noted. The village confines have been established using a defined methodology as detailed
in the glossary of the local plan part 2. The suggested amendments to boundaries would not meet the
defined criteria.
Amend maps to reflect those that have ‘made’ neighbourhood plan boundaries as per decision
statement.
Suggested action:
Map 8 : Align map of Woodford with Neighbourhood Development Plan
Map 10 : No change
Map 13 : No change
Map 14: No change
Map 19: No change
Map 21: No change
Map 24: Change according to examiner’s report
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Habitat Regulations Assessment
General
Representations made by:
ED62 Natural England
Overview of comments made:
No Objection – based on the information provided Natural England concurs with the view that the local
plan can be screened out from further stages of Habitat Regulations assessment.

Suggested response:
Comment noted.
Suggested action:
No response required – Habitat Regulations Assessment screening to be made available.
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HELAA
General
Representations made by:
ED20 Susan Hicks
ED80 Bidwells representing Davidson Developments
ED99 Savills instructed by the Society of Merchant Venturers
ED102 Savills representing SGC
Overview of comments made:
Employment
SGC sites are identified as ref 116 and 117. Both sites have, effectively, not been proposed for further
consideration as a consequence of it being considered that there is no further need for employment
land. As such, they were not progressed into the latter stages of the site selection process. However,
under this criteria, none of the proposed employment sites should have progressed beyond the initial
assessment.
The HELAA was carried out after the receipt of the PBA report which demonstrates a need for
employment land and identifies potential demand at Crick. It is unclear therefore whether the HELAA
has factored in the recommendations of the PBA report.
Residential
It is acknowledged in the HELAA that no sites at Brixworth are deemed ‘suitable’ for residential
development.
Consider that the Council’s HELAA is not an appropriate assessment of the sites because Policy RA1 will
support development outside the village confines in ‘exceptional circumstances’ and there is a need to
identify reserve sites to make the Plan more robust. Accordingly, the HELAA should also assess the
suitability of those sites outside of the village confines within the context of the built up area of the
settlement.
It was acknowledged that the sites are currently located partly within (Northampton Road) and
adjacent (Station Road) the Special Landscape Area (saved Policy EN1 in the Daventry Local Plan
(1997)). However, the Daventry Landscape Study (November 2017) includes a review of the Special
Landscape Areas (SLAs). This demonstrates that the SMV’s land is no longer within and/or adjacent to
the SLAs and, therefore residential development in these locations would be in keeping with the
surrounding area. We consider that the development of the ‘Land off Northampton Road’ for up to 150
dwellings and ‘Land off Station Road’ for 15-20 dwellings are deliverable options for the following
reasons:
- Brixworth is capable of accommodating significant levels of growth given the range of services and
facilities it currently offers and is therefore a sustainable location for development.
- Residential development in this location would be in keeping with the surrounding area. The site
would adjoin the existing built up area and is considered an appropriate extension to Brixworth.
- The site is well related to and within walking distance to the village facilities, including the primary
school, pubs, church, convenience store etc. and has access to frequent local bus services.
Development on this site may not only assist in supporting such facilities and other business services in
the village, but also has the potential to deliver other community benefits to the village.
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- Opportunity to deliver new areas of green infrastructure/public open space.
- The site has access to local employment opportunities within Brixworth. - The scale of dwellings
proposed is capable of delivering housing in line with local objectives, such as need for affordable
housing.
- There are no planning history or policy constraints which would prevent the site coming forward for
housing.
- There are no environmental or physical constraints to the site. The above clearly demonstrates that
both sites are suitable, available and achievable for residential development. Moreover there are no
significant constraints which will prevent development on the sites and their allocation as reserve sites.
Land at Lilbourne Road, Yelvertoft promoted. The promoter considers that the site represents an
achievable, suitable and deliverable allocation to support the necessary housing growth for Daventry
District in the context of paragraph 47 and footnote 11 of the NPPF in a sustainable location. Village
amenities and services are located along the High Street in Yelvertoft, all within safe walking distance.
These include a primary school, local shop, post office, village hall, pub, church, public open space,
sports facilities and local bus service. Yelvertoft is served by a regular local bus service with direct links
to Northampton, East Haddon, Long Buckby, West Haddon, Crick, DIRFT and Rugby.
HELAA ref 302 land promoted at Hannington on edge of village for housing. Promoter considers that
the land is suitable for development for the following reasons.
1. There is a housing shortage in the UK
2. The plot is available at the edge of the village
3. There is access for horsebox weight vehicles
4. There is water to the site
5. We offered a plot for a wellbeing centre where currently there is no GP surgery and an ageing
population. We therefore believe the site to be suitable for housing development. We believe the plot
suitable for development.
Suggested response:
NRDA issue- the need to increase delivery for the NRDA is an important issue however given the scale
of the shortfall (3,357 dwellings as at 1st April 2017) it is not considered to be a matter for this part 2
plan. Criterion B confirms that a plan-led approach will be supported to address this issue and the
Council is committed to working with neighbouring authorities to the review of the WNJCS, and the
Council has already considered a report regarding this (Full Council 16th May 2018). .
The WNJCS (policies S1, N4) does not support piecemeal development adjacent to the NRDA (appeal
decision at Holly Lodge Drive, Northampton3 supports this position) and therefore in order to be
consistent with the WNJCS there is no requirement for further allocations and/or a criteria based policy
for further housing development for the NRDA. Consequently such an approach would be a matter for
the review of the WNJCS. The triggers for such a review are set out in the monitoring framework of the
WNJCS. Consequently it is not considered to be a matter for this part 2 local plan. This position is
supported by the Oxted Residential Ltd v Tandridge District Council case.
A background paper has been prepared to set the issues out more fully.
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Rural area issue- The Part 2 Local Plan needs to be in conformity with the spatial strategy established
in the WNJCS. This confirms, in policy S3 what the distribution of development is and the requirement
for 2,360 dwellings in the rural areas has been exceeded. Therefore there is no justification for further
allocations and these could potentially undermine the spatial strategy, as illustrated in the Housing
Implementation Strategy which identifies the completions to date have been 2/3 in the rural area and
1/3 at Daventry town, whereas it should be the converse. However further limited development could
take place as set out through policy SP1 and the relevant settlement hierarchy policies.
Employment- Policy R2 of the WNJCS provides clear guidance on rural economic development. The
further allocations at Daventry town are consistent with the WNJCS spatial strategy to focus growth at
Daventry town and support its regeneration (Policy D1).
The WNJCS sets out the spatial strategy for development in policy S1 which confirms how development
and economic activity will be distributed over the plan period. Policy S1 focuses development on the
towns and limits development in the rural areas. The needs for employment land are identified in
Policy S7 of the WNJCS and these needs have already been met through existing commitments. The
Part 2 plan is not seeking to meet needs, but is looking to satisfy local demand and support the
regeneration of Daventry town. The report produced by Peter Brett Associates recommends allocating
5 years supply and then reviewing the plan, however the plan includes allocations that meet the
demand for 7 years in order to allow sufficient time for such a review to be completed. The allocations
provide 16.2-28.7ha to meet the identified demand for units <10,000sqm at Daventry. The study
acknowledges that there is potential demand at Crick as DIRFT 3 is built and occupied. The evidence
will be reviewed within 5 years and until that time the provision of small to medium size units will be
monitored.
Policy R2 of the WNJCS provides some additional flexibility for economic development in the rural area
subject to certain criteria being met.
Suggested action:
No change.
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